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There is a long tradition in the philosophy of science to explain the norms and      

virtues governing scientific practice. Sound theories, for instance, should be           

falsifiable, empirically adequate, and/or simple. Analyzing these features helps to 

explain what science is or should be, and to describe how science has evolved or 

is still evolving. 

A similar analysis is missing for technological practice. We can reasonably expect 

though that a study of the norms governing technology - e.g. product norms,        

technical standards, guidelines for design and use - will likewise prove useful to clarify 

what engineers and users do and why technical artifacts are the way they are.  

My thesis takes up this point. It provides a taxonomy of norms endemic to tech-

nology and a philosophical analysis of the normativity involved. Arguments are        

supported by empirical data, such as case studies, evidence from cognitive psycho-

logy, and research on design methodology. In this way my research addresses what       

actually goes on in technology and engineering.  
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Never use epigraphs—they will only kill the mystery in the

piece!

Gebruik geen motto’s, want die zijn dodelijk voor het mys-

terie van het stuk!

—Adli
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 A Chinese experiment

As an appetizer, take a look at the figure below. Take notice of the fact that the

strange looking device was photographed in the business high-rise area of Beijing.

In accordance with the colors of the Chinese national flag, it is colored yellow

(lighter shades of gray in the picture) and red (darker shades of gray). Assuming

most of us have not encountered a similar object before, the obvious question is:

What is it for?

To answer the question, we might look at the things the object affords. Going

on appearances, for instance, the black spots in the picture are handles one is

supposed to take hold of. Another clue is the height of the object, which amounts

to 80 cm. Given this fact we can exclude some hypotheses; for one thing, it is too

large to be of use on a sink top. For that matter, the thing was photographed in the

streets, a fact that, on the assumption it was found in its normal context of use,

also counts against the kitchen appliance hypothesis.

Although these considerations are useful, amore accurate interpretation would

require us to zoom in on the little notice just below the alleged handles. Since the

human eye will fail here, I have included a blow-up in figure 1.2. It appears the

device is a piece of fitness equipment; in particular, it is supposed to strengthen

liver and spleen, and to extend the Shao Yang channels of both sides of the chest.

Moreover, the protuberances on the round plates are meant to massage your feet

whilst working out. The instructions of how to use the device are straightforward:

17



Chapter 1: Introduction

Figure 1.1: A Chinese artifact

stand on a round plate, hold the handles tight with both hands, and turn the waist

left and right (see sketch in figure 1.2).

Given this information, one can explain some other salient features of the ob-

ject. Its height for instance: presumably the equipment is adjusted to the average

height of the average (Chinese) passer-by. For purposes of strength and stabil-

ity, furthermore, the designer has opted for a metal construction, rather than for

one of cardboard. And perhaps the colors red and yellow serve a purpose as well:

they might well correspond to the aesthetic preferences of the average (Chinese)

pedestrian, or even bear witness to some political maneuver—patriotic uplifting,

for example.

Additionally, the producer deemed it appropriate—or was forced by (contract)

law—to provide for a warning notice. As a measure of safety, the sign recom-

mends weak and ill people to consult a doctor before using the equipment, and

says children are allowed to put it to use only under supervision of adults.

Finally, the presence of the strange looking device is suggestive of the fact that

18



1.1. A Chinese experiment

Figure 1.2: Function and use of the Chinese artifact

19



Chapter 1: Introduction

there is a—perhaps latent—need for fitness equipment in the streets of the high-

rise business area of Beijing. So what the artifact is for points to yet another fact,

that is, to the reasons for its being there in the first place—or more confusingly,

it broaches the question: why is there this object that is for this-and-that? Perhaps

the artifact attests to current public health policy; perhaps government authorities

acted upon the news of an alarming increase in spleen deficiencies amongst hard-

working businessmen.

In sum then, one simple, but indeed somewhat weird artifact appears to raise a

whole set of questions, questions one tends to lose sight of when confronted with

more familiar objects, such as tables, spoons, cars, drain pipes, and whatnot. And

many of these phenomena are in need of clarification. Indeed, we have theories

about why biological items are the way they are, or closer to philosophy—in par-

ticular the philosophy of science—about why scientific theories are the way they

are; but surprisingly, such account is lacking for most of the things that make up

our pervasively artifactual environment.

1.2 An instructive parallel

Consider the parallel to the philosophy of science more thoroughly. One of the

main concerns of the philosophy of science is the establishment of criteria for

scientific or rational knowledge, and a wide variety of such desiderata has been

proposed. For the Babylonians, for instance, the “science” of astronomy was eval-

uated for its predictive power, which means a good account was to give accurate

predictions of the movements of celestial bodies. The pre-Ptolemaean Greeks, on

the other hand, were more interested in causal patterns, that is, in explanatory

power. Much later, logical positivists claimed that scientific knowledge should be

assessed in terms of verifiability; through a comparison of the theories of Freud

and Einstein, Popper considered falsifiability as the most salient criterion distin-

guishing science from pseudo-science.

Additionally, an equally wide spectrum of criteria has been proposed to account

for the soundness of a scientific theory (so “after” it has proven to be scientific, as

opposed to pseudo-scientific). To give you an impression, I invite you to take a

look at the table below. It presents a set of epistemic virtues1 scientific theories

1Usually, the term “epistemic virtues” refers to a cognizer’s intellectual virtues (cfr. Ernest Sosa’s
virtue epistemology). I deviate from standard use, here, and take epistemic virtues to denote the quali-

20



1.2. An instructive parallel

Boyle consistence, coherence with background
knowledge, simplicity, natural/non-artificial,
must lead to new testable predictions

Peirce empirical support, explain as many
phenomena as possible, triangulation,
simplicity, inexpensive to test, inertia, natural,
initial credibility

Quine simplicity, generality, inertia, refutability
Goodman coherence with research tradition, initial and

intuitive appeal, coherence with other “stories”
about our world

Kuhn accuracy, simplicity, internal and external
consistency, range of application, fruitfulness,
comprehensive

van Fraassen explanatory power, range of application,
practical usefulness, capacity to reconcile
distinct disciplines and research traditions,
precision, computability of a manifold of
quantitative parameters, testability

McMullin logical consistence, coherence, causal
specificity, coherence with other disciplines,
innovative, comprehensive, cumulative,
unification

Longino empirical adequacy, innovative, ontological
heterogenous, complexity of the proposed
relations, contributing to the distribution of
power, usefulness regarding the fulfillment of
human needs

Table 1.1: Epistemic virtues as proposed by different authors

should meet, as proposed by several authors (adapted from van Brakel, 1998).

Apparently, these virtues are manifold, and indeed, there is no consensus at

all which of them are essential as opposed to peripheral. This is not to say, how-

ever, that the efforts of people like Boyle, over Quine and Kuhn have been futile.

Perhaps, in a normative sense, their proposals have not had much impact on sci-

entific practice itself; but at the least, these virtues give us a tool to explain what

science is according to current or past practices, or to describe how science, post

factum, has evolved or is still evolving. To give only one example, Putnam (1992)

ties a scientific theory might have.

21



Chapter 1: Introduction

develops a convincing argument showing why Einstein’s theory of gravitation was

accepted andWhitehead’s alternative rejected, fifty years before anyone thought of

an experiment to decide between the two. The author can do so precisely by invok-

ing two epistemic virtues, namely simplicity (Einstein’s theory seemed a “simpler”

way to move from Special Relativity to an account of gravitation thanWhitehead’s)

and conservatism (momentum was redefined by Einstein so that the Law of Con-

servation of Momentum could be conserved in elastic collisions).

Moreover, these epistemic virtues may direct us to what we expect scientists

to do, just like in ethics the Right (i.e. what ought to be done) can be understood

in terms of the Good (i.e. what is valued). If we think our scientific theories

ought to be empirically adequate, this would require scientists to follow certain

procedures, say, working with a sufficient number of observations; if we would

consider practical usefulness as primordial instead, we presumably hope scientists

not to do science from the armchair.

Important to note is that we can let these notions do both normative and de-

scriptive work. In the former case, we endorse or question the values at stake

ourselves, and formulate recommendations from there on. Or we can take a more

detached stand; irrespective of our own commitments, we make an inventory of

the epistemic virtues prevailing at time t, and study their impact on scientific prac-

tice. In this case, we make no evaluative judgments, we merely pursue descriptive

ends.

Let me at last clarify the parallel to the philosophy of technology. To gain in-

sight in how science proceeds, I argued summarily, it rewards to study the stan-

dards the end-products of science (viz. scientific theories) are set against. Now,

intuitively—and I will spend more effort to put this intuition on more stable

ground—there seems no reason to expect that a similar method would not work

for technology. If so, we would approach technological practice by studying the

standards its end-products are supposed to meet. I guess it makes little sense to

claim that artifacts should be empirically adequate, comprehensive or consistent;

but what then is it we expect them to conform to?

With this the key issue of my dissertation is on the table. The overall question

my research is aimed to answer therefore reads: what kinds of norms govern techno-

logical practice? In line with the above, I will take artifacts as a starting point. To

explain why artifacts are the way they are, I will attend to the demands we put on

them; so, returning to our Chinese experiment, we expect the shape and form and

22



1.3. Expected outputs

responses of the fitness device to be clarified by considerations (as will become

apparent: norms and standards) relating to functionality, safety, stability, and the

like.

These features, in turn, enable me to study engineering behavior—just like

one may analyse the scientist’s behavioral repertoire by relying on the epistemic

criteria of table 1.1. More specifically, I will take these artifactual standards as

indicative of what engineers ought to do, that is, of norms governing engineering

action.

Finally—and here the parallel arguably ends—we will see that artifactual stan-

dards also induce requirements on the part of the artifact’s user. In other words,

they point indirectly to what we may call norms of usage.

1.3 Expected outputs

My primary aim is to contribute to the philosophy of technology. I hope to explain,

at least partly, what technology is, by analyzing the rules it is played by. I will study

the standards the end-products of technology (viz. artifacts) are set against, and

how these standards can be (or should be) met. More in particular, my dissertation

has two objectives.

First, I want to offer a taxonomy of the different types of norms in the con-

text of artifacts. And if we aim for a taxonomy, rather than some kind of arbitrary

grab bag, we need some conceptual guidelines allowing us to proceed systemat-

ically. More specifically, the conceptual framework should help us to produce a

taxonomy that is comprehensive and that contains (more or less) mutually exclusive

categories. As will become apparent, the framework will center around the distinc-

tion between artifact interpretation and artifact creation, and around the notion of

successful action, seasoned with a bouquet of epistemic concerns.

My second aim is in fact conceptually prior to the first; indeed, before I can

even start my categorization exercise, I need to clarify the chief notion of my

project, viz. the notion of “norm”. Now it would be highly convenient if I could

borrow someone else’s definition, but unfortunately, though many have consid-

ered the issue, philosophers tend to disagree substantially on the meaning of the

term. As such, I need to do a considerable amount of conceptual groundwork

myself. This groundwork, important to note, is instrumental to the development

of the taxonomy; but, as we will see, it might have wider significance. Perhaps we
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can, using artifacts as a test case, point out and repair the deficiencies of existing

accounts. Ideally, then, I hope to offer an account of normativity that is useful not

only to the philosophy of technology, but to philosophy in general. It is in this

sense that the second aim of my project can be considered as an aim in its own

right.

1.4 A small discourse on the method

My research aims do not bear witness to the insights of an isolated genius. To

understand this, it is convenient to consider briefly the background against which

this thesis is set.

When I first mentioned the term “philosophy of technology”, even the fairly

well-informed reader might have immediately made associations to renown—or

even notorious—philosophers as Marx, Jaspers, Heidegger and Ellul. And indeed,

in a certain branch of the philosophy of technology, these authors remain center

stage. Recently, for example, when I visited a conference in Galway, out of twelve

speakers six reinterpreted the work of Heidegger, two others analyzed Marx’s writ-

ings. Although the conference call for papers encouraged analytic thinkers to par-

ticipate, a more continental approach is still default. And this approach has largely

been, in the provocative words of Joe Pitt, a kind of “social criticism [...], critical de-

nunciations of the negative effects of technology on human values and the human

life (Pitt, 1999, p.vii).” Put differently: Pitt reproaches traditional philosophers of

technology their exclusive focus on the—predominantly negative—impact tech-

nology (allegedly) has on individuals and society2. Instead, the author argues, we

should better first center on epistemological and ontological issues. To appraise its

impact, it cannot suffice to treat technology as a black box (Kroes, 2000, p. 22); we

should open it and engage in a more empirically informed study of actual techno-

logical practice, just like the philosophy of science investigates scientific practice,

and not only its societal purport.

Without committing myself to any general criticism of the traditional philoso-

phy of technology, my project takes Pitt’s and Kroes’s recommendations at heart.

In other words, I am interested in “what really goes on in engineering and tech-

nology” (Mitcham, 1994, p. ix), and I will therefore try to be as neutral as possible

with respect to the question whether the things that actually go on in technology

2I guess Pitt would exclude Marx here.
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happen for the better or the worse. This implies that I, where possible, will draw

on empirical material (case studies, evidence from cognitive psychology, design

manuals, etc.) to stuff my arguments, and that I try to minimize the use of puz-

zling thought experiments and intuition pumps.

One remark, before I give an overview of things to come. As said, artifacts will

take center stage in the following chapters, but what kinds of artifacts do I have in

mind? I will restrain myself to technical artifacts, that is, material objects that are

used and produced to realize practical ends. What I have to say, thus, might but

does not need to work for other types of artifacts, such as social artifacts (institu-

tions, money, burial practices, etc.), aesthetic artifacts (music, drawings, and other

works of art), or unintended by-products of human activity (footprints, debris), nor

for undesirable distortions produced by computers (e.g. unexplainable patterns in

digital imagery) or by measurement instruments (e.g. unexplainable values in

scientific experiments). Excluding these objects certainly does not prevent border-

line cases to occur; but concocting a definition with precise boundaries would be

enough for an entire dissertation. Moreover, it would presumably require me to

defeat a whole army of perhaps necessary, but awkward intuition pumps (does a

wooden stick, found in a forest and employed to gauge the depth of a river, count

as an artifact? Also when it is used by a chimpanzee? Or by a Martian? Or by a

Martian Zombie living on Twin Earth?) I will leave it to others to find a way out of

this conceptual morass3. In my analysis, I will therefore only refer to artifacts that

I take to be prototypical. And I am confident these have sufficient intuitive appeal

to convince even the skeptic.

1.5 Introduction to the argument and reading guide

Unmistakably, the domain I am about to chart is large. To make the assignment

more manageable, I will therefore cut it in two. First I approach artifactual nor-

mativity from the perspective of artifact usage. In a second step, I analyze it from

an engineering point of view.

The underlying idea here might be vague, but has nonetheless sufficient intu-

itive appeal: users and designers look at artifacts in a different way. Users want

artifacts to serve their practical ends; for designers the practical end is the pro-

3Plenty of attempts have been made—with varying success, though. See for instance Hilpinen
(1992, 1993); Dipert (1993); McLaughlin (2001).
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duction of the artifact itself. Given these different—but clearly related—goals, we

can expect the norms to evaluate them to differ as well. Moreover, although the

execution of a set of actions is essential to both, using an artifact is prima facie

qualitatively different from producing one. Consequently, it would not come as

a surprise if we were to discover that norms governing usage and design are not

alike.

Whether this distinction cuts reality at its joints is not my primary concern; the

bifurcation is rather a heuristic to get the argument going. Its merits—if any—

thus should surface only in the course of the argument, or even later, in the end-

product, viz. the taxonomy.

The basic structure of the thesis, now, reflects the dual perspective of use and

design. In particular, Chapters 2 to 5 cover norms related to artifact use; Chapters

6 and 7 take up the normative features of artifact design. Finally, in Chapter 8, I

forge a taxonomy using the elements gathered along the way. In what follows, I

give more substance to the arguments of the individual chapters.

Chapter 2 introduces us to the realm of artifact usage. In particular, it inves-

tigates a basic phenomenon called artifact hermeneutics, that is, the way people

attribute functions to artifacts. To get the argument off the ground, I rely on Daniel

Dennett’s writings. I show the deficiencies of his account, and formulate an alter-

native. At the end of the chapter, we should have a clear grasp of the cognitive

why’s and how’s of artifact interpretation.

The account offered in Chapter 2 is descriptive. It explains how people ascribe

functions to artifacts, but is neutral with regard to the correctness of these ascrip-

tions. That is where Chapter 3 comes in. I explain that appropriate attributions

should be backed up by a use plan and context of use that enable the successful

realization of the end the artifact is said to serve. This suggestion, however, does

not do right to the notion of proper function yet. Indeed, a screwdriver can be

used as a can opener, implying there is for the object a use plan and context of use

promoting the goal of opening cans; but although it might be appropriate to inter-

pret the screwdriver accordingly, such an interpretation is hardly default. Proper

function and use, I argue, do not only require (counterfactual) successful action,

but also some kind of institutional support.

Subsequently, the notion of successful action can be deployed to categorize

artifactual norms related to artifact usage. But first, Chapter 4 needs to settle one

last terminological issue. In particular it furnishes a characterization of norms and
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normativity. Against standard approaches, I claim that a norm is a comparative

measure not only of how things ought to be done, but also of how things (s.a.

artifacts) ought to be.

Groundwork done, Chapter 5 offers an overview of the norms induced in arti-

fact interpretation and use. As said, the notion of successful action will guide us

here. More precisely, I will show that successful action poses requirements on the

artifact’s user, and on the artifact itself. Furthermore, I assess the normativity of

these requirements, relying on the conceptual framework developed in Chapter 4.

With Chapter 6 we cut into the second part of the thesis and switch to the

perspective of artifact design. Using a slightly different conception of success-

ful action, I explain that some artifactual norms are not—or only marginally—to

the concern of users, but which designers (should) have a particular interest in.

These norms relate to the different phases in an artifact’s lifecycle; quality entails

meeting the requirements set in each of these phases.

Subsequently, Chapter 7 analyses how these norms should be attended to by

artifact designers. As such, the chapter concerns norms on actions, in particular,

norms for doing design. From a case study I distill two broad categories: codes of

good practice and ethical codes.

Finally, Chapter 8 compiles the distinct normative categories considered through-

out the thesis. I give some final comments on the resulting taxonomy and rehearse

the outlines of my overall argument. Furthermore, I explain the significance of my

work for the philosophy of technology.

Perhaps some reading advice comes in handy. For novices to the philosophy

of technology: Chapter 2 is the most entertaining chapter, an appetizer that well

might provoke further interest in the subject. For professional designers: the tax-

onomy of Chapter 8 represents the norms I believe to govern your profession. For

philosophers in general: the most interesting arguments, philosophically speak-

ing, can be found in Chapter 3 and 4. For philosophers of technology: since you

are my target audience, I hope you to read the entire manuscript.
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Chapter 2

The interpretation of artifacts1

2.1 Introduction

Human beings are proficient in operating pens, pocket calculators, paper, paper-

clips, television sets, cars, microwave ovens, the bottles they drink beer out, auto-

matic adjustable waterbeds and so forth. They understand that clothes are to keep

them warm, that soap is useful to wash their hands, they know how to turn lights

on and off and successfully figure out their word processor’s automatic numbering

habits so as to know how to change them. Failing to understand the purposive-

ness of man-made objects comes close to failing to live in an environment that is

pervasively artifactual.

Indeed, language and tool use are routinely cited as the paradigmatic behaviors

involved in high-level cognition; both are sometimes even considered as typically

human, as qualities distinguishing us from other animals (Preston, 1998). But

whereas language has received a great deal of attention in the philosophical lit-

erature, philosophers surprisingly have shown little interest in our ability to use

tools2. Exceptions can be found in recent discussions on functions3, which mostly

concern the functional aspects of biological and, indeed, artifactual objects (see for

instance Wright, 1973; Cummins, 1975; Millikan, 1984, 1989; Neander, 1991a,b;

1Much of the material presented in this chapter can also be found in (Vaesen and van Amerongen,
2008).

2Dipert (1993) also notes this lacuna, and suggests some possible reasons for it.
3The discussion was initiated in the philosophy of science, in particular by Hempel (1959) and

Nagel (1961). They demonstrated the significance and logic of function talk for the social sciences,
which was later applied to other sciences, such as biology.
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Griffiths, 1993; Godfrey-Smith, 1993, 1994; Kitcher, 1993; McLaughlin, 2001; Ver-

maas and Houkes, 2003). But as Lewens (2004) notes, even when these authors

consider artifacts, it is in an attempt to define the meaning of the concept “func-

tion”. Take for instance what Larry Wright (1973, p. 161) writes in his seminal

paper “Functions”(concerning both biological items and artifacts):

The function of X is Z means

(a) X is there because it does Z,

(b) Z is a consequence (or result) of X ’s being there.

In fact, as Godfrey-Smith (1993) points out, much of the literature since 1973

has engaged in the refinement ofWright’s original ideas. Most writers, likeWright,

involve in a conceptual analysis of “function”, in an attempt to define the sufficient

and necessary conditions for the correct application of the concept.

For the sake of bringing clarity in the inconsistencies and the impreciseness of

natural language concepts, conceptual analysis might be indeed a useful tool. But

it is too optimistic to suppose that once we have established “the” meaning of the

concept of function, we know everything that there is to know about the human

ability to understand and operate artifacts. Ideally, then, we would appreciate what

people mean—or ought to mean—when attributing a function to an artifact, but

we would remain ignorant on, so to speak, the cognitive why’s and how’s of such

an ascription. I take it that we can study the human animal’s artifactual behavior

without focusing exclusively on its linguistic representations; after all, that is how

one would study the behavior of other animals, such as primates which are found

to display primitive forms of tool use.

Therefore this chapter will develop a descriptive account of how people form

beliefs about artifacts. I will argue that they ascribe functions relying on three

considerations, namely optimality, original intent, and usage. In other words,

sometimes an artifact’s function is understood as its optimal function, sometimes

as its intended function, sometimes as the function the artifact is used for.

Since I will develop a descriptive account, for the moment I will not worry

about the appropriateness of people’s functional beliefs; I merely want to find out

how they are formed. In the next chapters, then, we turn to some normative and

epistemic issues. Furthermore, although the notion of “function” is crucial to our

understanding of artifacts, other notions too play a central role, and I will consider
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these in due course. But for the moment, I take, as most artifact theories have

done thus far, functions center stage.

2.2 Dennett’s optimality considerations

Although philosophers paid little attention to our capacity to grasp the purposive-

ness of man-made, designed objects, there is one exception that will serve as a

starting point for my analysis, namely the work of Daniel Dennett. In several writ-

ings Daniel Dennett (see Dennett, 1978, 1989a, 1990, 1995) has considered arti-

fact hermeneutics, that is, the way people discover what an artifact can or should

be used for. To explain how they do it, Dennett relies on the notion of the design

stance, a stance “where one ignores the actual (possibly messy) details of the phys-

ical constitution of an object (Dennett, 1989a, p.16-17)” and determines what it is

for under the assumption that it is optimal. The latter means one assumes both

that the explanandum has a capacity to fulfill the role it has been designed to—i.e.

it does not malfunction—and that its designer did not do anything in vain, that is,

every component of the object has a raison d ’être and contributes to the object’s

well-functioning (see for instance Dennett, 1995, p. 212-213). The reasonableness

of a function ascription should be set against these constraints; to determine the

function of an artifact we look at what the artifact would best be able to do. If we

find an artifact that would be perfectly able to, say, pit cherries (and nothing else),

it is a cherry-pitter. Or as Dennett writes:

It counts against the hypothesis that something is a cherry-pitter, for

instance, if it would have been a demonstrably inferior cherry-pitter.

(Dennett, 1990, p. 184)

It is a cherry-pitter, no matter what the object’s designer or its users intended it

to be. In other words, function interpretation is not an interpretation of intentions:

So what something is really for now is no more authoritatively fixed by

the current user’s “intentions” than by any other intentions. (Dennett,

1990, p. 194)

Dennett’s suggestion displays striking similarities to an idea that was already

dominant in the literary criticism of mid twentieth century—the so-called New
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Criticism. In their seminal paper “The Intentional Fallacy” Wimsatt & Beardsley

for instance argue that:

the design or intention of the author is neither available nor desirable

as a standard for judging the success of a work of literary art. (Wimsatt

and Beardsley, 1954, p. 3).

Instead the meaning of a poem should be assessed in terms of optimality:

Judging a poem is like judging a pudding or a machine. One demands

that it work. It is only because an artifact works that we infer the

intention of an artificer. (Wimsatt and Beardsley, 1954, p. 4)

It is obvious what kind of literary criticism Wimsatt cum suis is attacking: tra-

ditional theories that take as primary focus the meaning intended by the author.

Regarding the interpretation of artifacts, Dennett attacks a similar audience; he

opposes those who refer to designer’s intent to answer the question what an ob-

ject is for. As such he fights a seemingly common-sensical intuition, one that has

inspired the accounts of Dipert (1993), Vermaas and Houkes (2003), and most

clearly McLaughlin (2001), who writes:

An entity is an artifact and has a particular artifactual function if it is

assembled, reassembled, or virtually reassembled with that particular

purpose in mind. (McLaughlin, 2001, p. 55)

As van Amerongen (2008) notes, Dennett has several reasons to adopt an anti-

intentionalistic strategy. First, it fits well with his insistence on the indeterminacy

of intentional interpretations. Inscrutability of interpretation regarding human

behavior means that there are no deeper facts that can settle the matter unequiv-

ocally. And to be clear, it regards any kind of human behavior, including artifact

creation. Not even the designer herself may know what exactly her intentions were

when creating an artifact:

The inventor is just another user, only circumstantially and defeasibly

privileged in his knowledge of the functions and uses of his device.

(Dennett, 1990, p. 186, italics added)

So, intentions are not reliable indicators of function, for the simple reason that

they are unreliable indicators, full stop.
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Second, designer intentions do not fix an artifact’s function, since no artifact

is immune to losing its original function. Indeed, old-fashioned sad-irons may

be turned into bookends and many European churches are nowadays used exclu-

sively to host non-religious events. In such cases, we cannot infer from intended

function to current function. Put differently, designer’s intentions are simply ir-

relevant.

Finally, Dennett defends a notion of function devoid of intentionality, because

he wants it to apply to both technical and biological items. Even stronger, he aims

to establish that the interpretation of people, biological traits, texts and artifacts are

entirely “the same project addressed to different objects (Dennett, 1990, p. 177).”

For a severe anti-creationist like Dennett, biological functions are not intentionally

designed. Hence, for his generic account to work, intentions cannot be taken

central .

These three reasons might for Dennett be sufficient to reject intentional ap-

proaches, but the author nowhere offers a real positive argument in favor of his

alternative, viz. a design stance relying on mere optimality considerations. In-

stead, its plausibility is illustrated by a number of examples. To see the design

stance at work, Dennett refers for instance to reverse engineering:

When Raytheon wants to make an electronic widget to compete with

General Electric’s widget, they buy several of GE’s widgets and pro-

ceed to analyze them: that’s reverse engineering. They run them,

bench-mark them, X-ray them, take them apart, and subject every

part of them to interpretive analysis: Why did GE make these wires

so heavy? What are these extra ROM registers for? [...] Notice that

the reigning assumption is that all these "why" questions have an-

swers. Everything has a raison d ’être; GE did nothing in vain.[...] If

the reverse engineer can’t assume that there is a good rationale for the

features they observe, they can’t even begin their analysis. (Dennett,

1995, p. 212-213)

Moreover, Dennett mentions archaeologists and historians interpreting the ar-

chaeological record. These have for instance discovered the Antikythera mecha-

nism to be an orrery or a planetarium, and the “proof of that is that it would be a

good orrery (Dennett, 1990, p. 184).” One has calculated the periods of the rotation

of its wheels and found out that the artifact would have made an accurate repre-
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sentation of what was then known about planets and their orbits. If so, Dennett

argues, the function attribution—which is almost certainly correct—came about

without relying on original intent. Rather, it was established via an examination of

the purposes the unknown object optimally could have served.

Both arguments are descriptive: Dennett pictures the real-life practice of en-

gineers, archaeologists and historians, that is, the way they involve in functional

reasoning. Elsewhere however, the design stance seems more like a methodolog-

ical advice. When interpreting a robot, for instance, Dennett recommends us to

consider it “in the context of the costs and benefits of its current environment”,

since in this way “we may arrive at a better interpretation of its internal states than

its original designers can muster (Dennett, 1990, p. 186, italics added).” Else-

where we read:

Curiously, then, we get better grounds for making reliable functional

attributions [...] when we ignore “what people say” and read what func-

tion we can off the discernible prowesses of the objects in question,

rather than off the history of design development. (Dennett, 1989a, p.

319)

For the rest of the chapter I will set the normative reading aside, though, and

focus exclusively on the descriptive merits of Dennett’s theory4. In short, the

latter espouses the idea that in artifact hermeneutics people reason in terms of

optimality, rather than in terms of designer’s intentions. So the function of a

certain item is its optimal function, not the one its designer intended it to be.

Before moving on, though, I need to clarify one last ambiguity in Dennett’s

proposal. Artifact hermeneutics, as said, is about discovering the function(s) of an

artifact. But what exactly does this mean—at least according to Dennett?

Given the importance Dennett attributes to optimality, we can dismiss two in-

terpretations from the outset. According to the first, artifact hermeneutics aims

to settle the question: "What does artifact X afford?" In other words, it is the

artifact’s possible function(s) we are after. But possible functions are, per defi-

nition, all those that an artifact is able to perform independent from some sort of

optimality standard; we only require the artifact to have the capacity to realize the

function(s) in question. For instance, Dennett is not interested in all the possible

4For more information on the design stance as a normative theory see Vaesen and van Amerongen
(2008).
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function ascriptions archaeologists may produce with respect to the Antikythera

mechanism—after all, the object may be used for a wide variety of things, e.g. as

a hammer, a paperweight, an electric conductor. Rather, the author aims to ex-

plain how archaeologists derive one (i.e. the most salient) interpretation which

establishes "the" (alleged) function of the device.

According to the second implausible interpretation, artifact hermeneutics ad-

dresses the question: "What does artifact X afford right now?" In this case, we are

interested in the device’s current function. But again, optimality considerations

are redundant in this regard. Determining what artifact X is currently used for

can be done without us needing to consider whether the device is used for the

things it is best able to do. Seeing an archaeologist using the Antikythera mech-

anism as a paperweight provides me with perceptual evidence for the artifact’s

current function. I may appreciate that such usage is suboptimal, but my finding

does not affect (the reasonableness of) my original interpretation.

In a more plausible reading, artifact hermeneutics concerns—for Dennett at

least—the question: "What function is artifact X meant to afford?" If so, Den-

nett addresses, somewhat paradoxically, the issue of discovering intended func-

tion. But—and this is the controversial element in Dennett’s proposal—to infer

intended function, we should not take intentions as a starting point, but rather

optimality. For instance, the archaeologist looks for the purposes the Antikythera

mechanism might have served for the people once producing and/or using the

object, in short, for the device’s alleged intended function; and to determine it,

she will sort out what the Antikythera mechanism is best able to do, taking this ca-

pacity indicative of what the device was meant to afford. Or more generally, to sort

out an artifact’s intended function, we should look at what the object in question

affords best, and not at what people say or have said about it.

Note moreover that intended function is not always equal to original intended

function; what an artifact is meant to afford may be determined by its designer(s),

but also by its users. In the latter case, the intended function of say, a sad-iron

being turned into a bookend, is altered, whereas its originally intended function

remains intact. Given Dennett’s treatment of the sad-iron example, we may infer

that the author discusses the meaning of artifacts irrespective of who (i.e. designer

or user) it was that meant them to afford this or that. In other words, the author

is concerned with intended function in general, not merely originally intended

function.
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But, one might argue, doesn the sad-iron example not show that, in contrast to

what we claimed above, Dennett’s main concern is the interpretation of possible,

or perhaps current function? If we interpret the sad-iron as a bookend—whether

or not relying on an optimality assumption—it indeed seems we are proposing

one of the iron’s possible (and current) functions. There is a subtlety in the exam-

ple, though, that weakens this line of reasoning. Dennett is not talking about one

individual idiosyncratically using the iron as a bookend, rather about a group of

people appropriating, by convention so to speak, the object for that purpose. So

there is still some kind of privilege given to the bookend ascription. It has been

promoted from a mere possible function to the status of (apparent) intended func-

tion; through their repeated use as bookends, sad-irons are nowadays meant to

afford upholding books—or so might Dennett argue.

In sum, I believe that it is more plausible to assume that Dennettian artifact

hermeneutics concerns intended function, rather than possible or current func-

tion. In the following three sections (sections 2.3, 2.4, 2.5), then, I will show

that to settle the question "What is artifact X meant to afford?", people—contra

Dennett—do not merely rely on optimality standards, but also take intentional

considerations aboard. The results will help us to force an entry into the realm of

norms governing artifact interpretation and use.

2.3 Artifact hermeneutics and cognitive psychology

If the design stance is to count as an empirical claim, it should give us an accurate

description of how real-life people commonly reason about artifacts. But in fact,

it does not. To see why, it is instructive to have a look at recent research in cog-

nitive psychology, where one has studied how children infer what artifacts are for.

Roughly, the research can be subdivided in two research traditions, an essential-

ist and an anti-essentialist one. And although these disagree on some points, the

results of both can be used to challenge Dennett’s account.

Let us start with the essentialist tradition. Many scholars working in this tra-

dition have, directly borrowing from Dennett, labeled the human strategy to in-

terpret man-made objects the “design stance” (see for instance Kelemen, 1999a,b;

Defeyter and German, 2003; German and Johnson, 2002; Kelemen and Carey,

2006). Surprisingly, though, these authors have given the term quite a different

meaning: for them the design stance refers to the cognitive capacity to catego-
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rize and reason about artifacts on the basis of the original intentions with which

these objects were produced (and thus not in terms of Dennett’s non-intentional

optimality considerations). In fact, this idea is the core idea of the essentialist

program: people reason about artifacts according to an “essence”, namely origi-

nal intent. This means that original intended function overrides such factors as

appearance and context and actual use as the basis for how humans categorize

artifacts.

It is around the age of five or six that the design stance—in the sense defined

above—gets mature—at least according to authors such as Kelemen (1999b); Ger-

man and Johnson (2002); Defeyter and German (2003); Matan and Carey (2001).

One way to test their intentional bias proceeds by confronting subjects with objects

having a clear original intended function, but used in an improper way. Kelemen

(1999b), for instance, presented people of different age with a picture of an arti-

fact. The subjects were told that the object was made by a person who intended it

to be a thing to stretch clothes—the person needed such a tool, since his wardrobe

got shrunk by his washer. Moreover, they were informed that the artificer, after

a onetime use, gave the artifact to a friend, and that the friend used the thing to

stretch and exercise her bad back. When asked what the object was for, subjects

predominantly answered it to be for drying clothes, in other words, its function

was equated with the one intended by the artificer. Hence, assuming the artifact

to be optimal for both tasks, there seems to be a bias towards original intent when

people categorize artifacts—pace Dennett. For if people would not take design in-

tentions into account, we would expect an equal distribution of fifty to fifty in the

responses given.

The results of another study, conducted by Gelman and Bloom (2000), point

in the same direction. These scholars showed that whether the very same crude

object was described as the product of intentional design or as the outcome of

an accident affected how it was interpreted. For instance, a paper hat was more

frequently interpreted as a hat, if subjects were told that it was intentionally de-

signed for that purpose, than when they were informed it was the result of an

accident—c.q. the result of a car running over a newspaper. If optimality would

be as essential as Dennett thinks, we again would expect the object, having the

same “optimality ” in both scenarios, would be interpreted as often as a hat in

both the intentional and accidental case; the apparent discrepancy in numbers,

though, is explained by the fact that the subjects took intentional considerations
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aboard.

Another particularly interesting study, still essentialist in nature, was con-

ducted by Kemler Nelson and colleagues (see Kemler Nelson et al., 2002, 2004).

The team investigated how people interpret broken objects. To see in what sense

their efforts challenge Dennett, one should first recall what his optimality assump-

tion amounts to. First of all, it means that one has to assume that the object one

interprets is not malfunctioning, and second, that all of its components have a rai-

son d’être. It is the first condition which interests us here; non-malfunction must

be the default assumption, otherwise it is impossible to get any interpretation off

the ground. With this in mind, let us turn to Kemler Nelson and colleagues. They

showed that adults (and children, from 10 years on) interpret accidentally mal-

functioning objects according to original intended function. Subjects, for instance,

were presented with a damaged cup (the thing could not hold liquid because an ir-

regular piece of its side was broken off); most of the participants nevertheless still

interpreted the object as a cup. Similar results were obtained for interpretations

of less familiar artifacts, such as "beckets" (a ball dispenser), "luzaks" (a tool to

draw circles), and other objects specially designed for the experiment. Now, even

if people would typically reason in terms of optimality, like Dennett argues, the

results of this study show that humans at least at a certain point give up optimal-

ity; instead of continuing to look for a function the broken thing still can perform

optimally, they attend to the intentions with which it was designed. And as impor-

tant, doing away with the non-malfunction condition did not prevent reasonable

interpretations getting off the ground.

Before we consider the anti-essentialist research tradition, one remark. On

some occasions, as explained before, Dennett seems to defend the claim that what

an artifact is for may change over time, and may for instance be determined by its

users—sad-irons interpreted as bookends being a case in point. Although there

undoubtedly is a flexibility (e.g. over time) in the interpretations people make, we

should be wary to overestimate its significance. Humans appear fairly conserva-

tive; cognitive psychologists, for example, have argued that children, already at the

age of six or seven, start to show the signs of “functional fixedness ” (see e.g. De-

feyter and German, 2003; Casler and Kelemen, 2005). They tend to become “fixed

”on the original intended function of an artifact; and it is particularly difficult for

them to reason otherwise. They not only “theoretically ” frame an artifact in terms

of original intended design, but will actively and practically use this knowledge
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(or bias, if you wish) when asked to solve specific problems with the artifact. For

instance, a study of Defeyter and German (2003) showed that six-seven year old

children were slower than five years old in solving a problem by using an artifact

in an atypical way.

There are no clear-cut answers as to why people develop such a bias. Casler and

Kelemen (2005) hypothesize that thinking in terms of original intended function

provides us with a helpful shortcut in our daily interaction with artifacts; it would

be highly impractical if we needed to ponder over and over again on the function

of all the man-made objects we encounter. As such, it is suggested that reasoning

in terms of original intent may have a place in our evolved human nature—a fact

that, if correct, Dennett as a naturalist should be glad to accept.

Scholars in the anti-essentialist tradition are more pragmatic; they believe that

humans categorize artifacts not according to some essence (such as original in-

tent), but rather depending on the task at hand.

Some researchers for instance have discovered a phenomenon known as the

shape bias. They argue that, when people are asked to judge an object’s kind, phys-

ical features are sometimes given more weight than original intent (see e.g.Malt

and Johnson (1992); Landau et al. (1998); Hampton (1995); Baldwin (1992); Gra-

ham et al. (1990); Sloman and Malt (2003); but see Gelman and Bloom (2000);

Diesendruck et al. (2003)). Chaigneau (2002), for example, considered cases

where people have privileged access to the artificer’s intentions by being told. He

pitted such knowledge against other aspects of the object and considered their rel-

ative importance in judgments of the appropriateness of a label. For instance, in

one scenario the experimenter intended a certain object to be a mop and used it as

a mop, but the object was a bundle of plastic bags attached to a four foot long stick.

Most subjects did not regard the object a mop, despite the artificer’s intentions and

despite the fact that it was used as such. Chaigneau concludes that physical affor-

dances and context of use may well dominate original intentions when subjects

reason about artifact categories and artifact functions.

In a similar vein, Siegel and Callanan (2007) show that when subjects are told

that many people (as opposed to one individual) use an artifact in a new way, they

not strictly interpret the artifact in terms of its intended purposes; put differently,

their interpretations are sensitive to apparent conventions of use. As such, the

researchers criticize the “essentialist ” design stance for neglecting the ways in

which tools are used in social settings.
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Note, however, that both Chaigneau and Siegel & Callanan do not claim that

original design intentions are simply irrelevant to function ascription. On the con-

trary, the authors recognize that it is an important feature, but add that it is not

the only one. For Chaigneau, physical affordances and context of use may well

dominate original intentions, depending on the case at hand. Likewise, Siegel &

Callanan recognize that conventional functions of artifacts are typically related to

their original intended function, and that this may account for the stability in our

reasoning about artifacts—in other words, for our functional fixedness. Never-

theless, the authors present convincing evidence for the fact that, given its embed-

dedness in a social context, an artifact’s meaning may change and evolve over time

and culture.

So in sum, whether one adheres to an essentialist or to a more pragmatic view,

it is safe to say that, according to cognitive psychology, designer’s intentions play

an important role in the interpretation of artifacts—the main topic of disagree-

ment being exactly how important. And obviously, this poses a problem for the

design stance as Dennett pictures it. As an empirical theory it is in conflict with a

converging body of scientific evidence; it misrepresents how people usually frame

artifacts. In particular, contra Dennett, we have explained that to decide what an

artifact is for, people (often) reason in terms of intentions—or, to use Dennett’s

words, in terms of what “people say ”—not (only) in terms of what it the object is

best able to do.

2.4 Artifact hermeneutics in archaeology

Dennett then might perhaps claim that the design stance is not so much an em-

pirical theory about our everyday functional reasoning, but is meant to capture a

methodology used in the scientific interpretation of artifacts. This strategy will not

work, however.

What is the proper domain to evaluate scientific artifact hermeneutics? Many

scientific fields use a notion of function, especially in the humanities and the

social sciences. But studies of artifact function are rare. The only exception is

archaeology—indeed, a domain frequently considered by Dennett himself. The

archaeologist tries to find out the function of an artifact, and tries to do so in a

scientifically respectable way.

To start, there is indeed a problem for a strong intentionalistic reading of
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the archaeological record: what the “designer” of a prehistoric artifact intended

is not given, and worse, it is often irrelevant in the sense that we are not even

sure whether early tool-makers had intentions at all. Another factor in support of

Dennett is that the archaeological literature frequently refers to optimality consid-

erations. Take for instance Salmon’s rule of thumb for the archaeologist:

The more severe the limitation on the form of an object that the sus-

pected function imposes, the more reliable is the ascription of that

function [...] For some objects, such as grinding stones, there are very

few forms that are compatible with reasonably efficient performance

of the function. (Salmon, 1982, p.59)

The principle is relevantly similar to Dennett’s optimality principle that it would

count against something being a cherry-pitter, if it would be a demonstrably infe-

rior cherry-pitter. Nevertheless, there are a number of cases and questions that

seem only resolvable by appeal to intentionality. Let us consider an example.

Near Baghdad many so-called Babylonian batteries have been found, objects

belonging to the Parthian (between 250 BC and 224 AD) or Sassanian era (224-

640 AD). Each so-called battery is a 15cm vessel which contains a cylinder of sheet

copper, capped at the bottom, in turn covering and protecting an iron rod, which

shows signs of acid corrosion (see figure 2.1).

In 1938 Wilhelm König, director of the National Museum of Iraq, published a

paper suggesting that the artifact may have been a galvanic cell, a kind of primitive

battery (König, 1938; Dubpernell, 1978). And that would indeed be a spectacular

discovery if it were true. It would imply that electrical current had been used by

the ancients and was only rediscovered by Galvani and Volta, some 1,800 years

later.

König’s hypothesis was tested by (Jansen et al., 1987). They concluded that,

when fueled with a solution of benzoquinone, a substance occurring naturally

in the secretions of some beetles, the object could indeed produce a certain volt-

age (+/-0.87V); in other words, physically the artifact can fulfill the function of a

battery. The question—to Dennett—then is: is this sufficient to call the design

optimal, and thus to conclude the thing to be a galvanic cell?

A “yes” would be—and has been—whole-heartedly embraced by proponents

of the paranormal. Some of them (see for instance de Montellano, 1991; von

Däniken, 1968) find in the “power source” thesis evidence for a technologically ad-
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Figure 2.1: A so-called Babylonian Battery

vanced (extraterrestrial) civilization in remote antiquity. Most historians, however,

are fairly sceptical (see Eggert, 1996), since the alleged galvanic cells are contem-

porary with the growth and height of the Roman Empire. The latter is a fairly well-

documented era, hardly a period thus in which such a civilization would have gone

unrecorded, particularly since the Parthian Empire was Rome’s principal enemy

in the east. Furthermore, what kind of appliances would need the energy supplied

by these cells? Until now, no Parthian electronic devices have been found, so at

the face of it, there was no Parthian desire—and hence no intention—to produce

electricity whatsoever.

The hypothesis that the Babylonian vessel was used as a storage device for sa-

cred scrolls, which were wrapped around the iron rod—as, among others, Paszthory

(1989) suggests—seems more plausible—and more accepted—than the “power

source” hypothesis, but not unequivocally in the light of optimality. Indeed, the

vessels are good at storing parchment or papyrus, but why would they need an

iron rod and a copper cylinder (and an asphalt seat at the bottom and an asphalt

stopper on top)? In engineering terms, the artifact is over-designed; and thus it
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would be in conflict with Dennett’s optimality principle which states that every ar-

tifact’s component should have a raison d’ être. Besides, if one thinks over-design

is unproblematic, why not just claim the artifact to be a container full stop, or a

container of air? Because without the restriction of over-design, such a hypothesis

would be just as reasonable as the “power source” hypothesis.

More important for our purposes, to come to his conclusions, Paszthory rea-

sons in terms of intent, not mere optimality. He explains iron and copper to have

a magical meaning, playing a role in ancient alchemy. According to the Parthi-

ans, it might well have been that the use of these metals was meant to please the

gods, an attempt to protect their sacred documents against divine terror. As such,

Paszthory hypothesizes about what Parthians could and could not have meant the

artifact to be for—inferring from knowledge about their beliefs and desires—to

adjust his interpretation accordingly. The example illustrates that, pace Dennett, a

methodologically sound interpretation of an artifact may well involve an interpre-

tation of intentions, beliefs and desires.

Successful experiments in experimental archaeology, as Eggert (1996) remarks,

can only show a supposed ancient technique to be possible, but never its applica-

tion. For instance, when Thor Heyerdahl crossed the Atlantic in an Egyptian boat,

he only showed that it was possible, in principle, for the Egyptians to have done

likewise. But to accept the claim that they indeed did, one would need archaeo-

logical evidence from America. Similarly, one should be wary of interpreting the

experimental evidence about the Babylonian vessels as decisive. Even if the ves-

sels can generate current—perhaps even optimally—this does not prove that they

once did. In contrast, the example shows to what kinds of anomalies optimality

conditions can lead, if not constrained by some kind of intentional reading; I sin-

cerely do not believe extraterrestrial visitors once learnt the Parthians to produce

energy. And if they did, they were remarkably parsimonious; being visitors with

space travel capabilities, why did they not show the Parthians less primitive ways

of producing energy?

In fact, these remarks also apply to the examples Dennett himself gives. For

instance, Dennett considers William Calvin’s analysis of the so-called Acheulian

hand axe (Calvin, 1986). The object is an artifact mainly found in Ethiopia. It is a

flattish stone, arising about 1.8 million years ago (see figure 2.2).

For a long time it was thought that the object was a kind of hand axe, a thing

used for instance for butchering. But actually, it would be a fairly poor hand axe.
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Figure 2.2: A so-called Acheulian hand axe
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Along its entire perimeter, the stone displays a sharp edge, not by accident, but

because of some form of (primitive) design. So if the stone were to be used as a

hand axe, its user would cut herself. Relying on optimality considerations, then,

the hypothesis that the artifact is a hand axe is counted against by the fact that it

would have been a demonstrably inferior hand axe. On similar grounds, Calvin

rejected the suggestion that the object was a skinning device. He referred to a set

of performance studies, showing that for scraping animal hides, blunt stones do a

better job. Finally, he discovered that the object could be thrown as a discus, while

it would neatly rotate in a vertical plane. Moreover, he found out the reason for the

object’s sharp perimeter. Hit by a blunt stone, Calvin argues, an animal does not

topple; it reacts by extending its overlying leg, remaining in balance. But if it is

hit by the Acheulian artifact, it collapses; the incision pain causes a flexion reflex,

both hind legs are withdrawn, and the animal will sit down or fall to the overlying

side.

Indeed, the example speaks in favor of Dennett’s optimality account. But

Calvin’s suggestion only works if we make a set of additional assumptions. For

one thing, we have to hypothesize about what the Acheulian hominids needed and

wanted, and what they could know and do. We have to treat them as intentional

systems, and rationalize their killer discus producing and using behavior. For in-

stance, suppose we know the Acheulians were strictly vegetarian, implying they

did not need—or intend—to kill mammals at all. In that case, the production of

hunting gear would be irrational, making our “killer discus” hypothesis less con-

vincing; the hypothesis that the artifact is a killer discus is counted against by the

fact that it would have been a demonstrably useless artifact. Calvin’s experiments

have indeed shown one of the object’s possible capacities, but the reasonableness

of his suggestion is dependent on a set of implicit assumptions about the Acheu-

lian intentional life.

All in all, I do not deny that optimality considerations are of enormous impor-

tance for generating hypotheses and theories. But the plausibility of such hypothe-

ses, and their experimental validation, goes beyond the simple rule of thumb that

we should in principle expect artifacts to fulfill or to have fulfilled an optimal func-

tion. Even if the intentions of early artifact designers and users are indeterminate,

this does not mean it is unproductive to hypothesize about them; indeterminacy

is simply part of the hermeneutical game.

The upshot of this section then is the following. If Dennett would reply to
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cognitive psychologists that the design stance is meant to describe how scientists

interpret artifactual functions, I have explained that this cannot be the entire story.

Intentional considerations co-determine what archaeologists think an artifact is

for.

2.5 Artifact hermeneutics and folk discoveries

The way people categorize artifacts may differ from the way they discover their func-

tion. The former—i.e. classifying artifacts while already knowing their alleged

original intended function—was adequately dealt with in section 2.3. But it might

well be that the design stance accurately describes folk discoveries, that is, the way

non-scientific people attribute functions to unknown or strange artifacts. This is

the last way out I see for Dennett to save his optimality account. But again, I will

argue that conjecturing about original intent is not only common, but also cogni-

tively inexpensive, making it practically more convenient. One remark, though.

Since empirical material is lacking to make my point, I am this time forced to

think up some (hypothetical) scenarios that hopefully have sufficient intuitive ap-

peal.

Imagine you have bought yourself a DVD-player—at least, that is what you

think it is, since you trust the vendor’s opinion on the artifact’s original intended

function. At home you unpack the thing, and indeed it has the appearance of

a regular DVD-player. You do not need to discover its function, except for the

function of some of its components, say, the different buttons it has.

Presumably, what you do is take the user’s manual and interpret the text writ-

ten by the manufacturer. You take her as an authority with respect to the buttons’

intended functions. Perhaps the DVD-player did not come with a manual or you

think you do not need to read it; no problem, the buttons usually have some kind

of label. The play-button, for instance, usually is colored green or tagged with a tri-

angle pointing to the right or the manufacturer simply might have written “Play”

on it. As you assume the designer to be an intentional system, you assume she is

rational, and that she therefore has rationally communicated to you; she did not

want to deceive you—unless she had good reasons to do so—, she just wanted

you to recognize the button’s intended function, making sure you can operate it

without much ado. Confidently you interpret the button as being the play-button.

It is hard to find a reason why users would or should discard or distrust such
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information. Especially not if one is Dennett and one thinks communication can

only proceed assuming the other to be rational, and even stronger, to be a truthful

communicator:

The faculty of communication would not gain ground in evolution un-

less it was by and large the faculty of transmitting true beliefs, which

means only: the faculty of altering other members of the species in

the direction of more optimal design. (Dennett, 1978, p.18)

In other words, if artifact communication deserves a separate treatment, that

is, if in contrast to “regular” communication—whatever that may be—it does not

rely on a rationality assumption, Dennett needs a good argument for it.

But why would he? If deception is the default assumption, it is hard to explain

why human beings are so efficient at interpreting and using artifacts. Relying on

what designers tell about the original intent of their products usually is an easy and

fruitful strategy. Second, it would be even harder to explain why designers put so

much effort in communicating to their customers—by means of labels, symbols,

manuals and even the artifact’s lay-out. Almost certainly they do it because it

is rewarding. Users value user-friendly artifacts, and artificers cannot afford not

trying to live up to that fact. Now, one strategy in making an artifact self-explaining

is to reduce the number of possible interpretations; in other words, designers

try to be as suggestive as possible with respect to the purpose the artifact (or its

components) is intended to serve. In most cases, users follow their leads, so that

their interpretations get a reasonable “original intent” bias.

Consider again the example. Suppose you unpack the DVD-player, install it,

insert a DVD, and push the button labeled “Play”, but you notice nothing happens.

There are two things that might have gone wrong. First, the button might be mal-

functioning. Second your interpretation might have been wrong, either because

the designer successfully has fooled you—he has written “Play” but actually meant

something else—or it might have been wrong since your optimality assumption

tells you so: the hypothesis that the button is a “Play”-button is counted against by

the fact that it would be an inferior “Play”-button. If you have plenty of time, you

arguably follow the second route; you investigate the button until you end up with

a stable interpretation. On the other hand, if you are more pragmatic and have

confidence in the artificer’s rationality, you presumably take your interpretation

to be right. You go back to the vendor, tell him the thing does not perform as it
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was intended to. Most likely, the vendor will hand you a new player. Apparently

then the easiest way to discern malfunctioning from incorrect function ascription

is to rely on an interpretation of designer’s intentions, meaning we can get better

grounds for our function attributions when we disregard optimality and the ob-

ject’s physical constitution—pace Dennett. In other words, on many occasions it

would be unwise to prefer a cognitively expensive and impractical Dennettian pro-

cedure over a cheap non-Dennettian trick. Reasoning that is based on allegedly

unreliable information (such as intentional data) can nevertheless result in the

efficient and easy achievement of practical goals.

To be sure, Dennett reserves the design stance to non-malfunctioning arti-

facts5; according to him, optimality is the default assumption, otherwise it is im-

possible to get any interpretation off the ground. But as the example illustrates,

that seems only the case if one disregards interpretive clues with respect to the

original intent of the designed object at hand. And albeit the “Play”-button’s mal-

functioning, my interpretation did get off the ground. Even stronger, it cost me

remarkably little effort.

Reasoning in terms of intentional intent is also apparent in the second exam-

ple. Consider the artifact in figure 2.3. I purchased this object some time ago; if

one believes the box it came in, the object is supposed to be a FM Scan Radio. It is

manufactured by Varta, a company which mainly produces batteries. On the first

try-out, I noticed the radio did not have a display; I could scan frequencies with

the “Scan” button, but I did not have the foggiest idea which frequency (and thus

radio station) I was listening to. In addition, the scan proceeded only in one direc-

tion; if I wanted to switch to a lower frequency, the only way to do it was to push a

“Reset” button, which presumably took me back to 87.5 FM, so that from there on

I had to scan all over again. Next to that, the signal I received was extremely faint.

If I would scan and find a radio station in one spot, ten meters further the signal

would simply be gone. Basically, then, the so-called FM Scan Radio is a good ex-

ample of bad design. One way of interpreting the thing is to hold to an optimality

assumption; given the cost (6 euros), the radio is the best radio you can get.

Another route is to reason in terms of designer intentions. Themanufacturer’s

5To interpret malfunctioning artifacts, Dennett recommends to take the physical stance. The latter
appeals to the physics of the explanandum—a particle, an object, a mechanism: “If you want to predict
the behavior of a system, determine its physical constitution (perhaps all the way down to the micro-
physical level) and the physical nature of the impingements upon it, and use your knowledge of the
laws of physics to predict the outcome for any input (Dennett, 1989b, p.16).”
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Figure 2.3: A so-called FM Scan Radio
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rationality could amount to: given my means (6 euros), this is the best radio I can

make—a claim which is basically the same as the optimality claim. A designer

reasoning in that way, however, is quite irrational: give me 1 euro and the best

radio I can make is a pencil.

For some reason, I remained remarkably charitable, that is, I did not put the

designer’s rationality in doubt; I really wanted to understand what had happened.

So I considered a second hypothesis. Probably the designer was rational after all:

he wanted to develop an artifact which would consume Varta batteries. So he

designed the FM Scan Radio, and, in the supermarket, let the thing be put on the

same shelf as the batteries he is the manufacturer of. For him (and for me), one

of the main functions of the FM Scan Radio simply is to consume Varta batteries.

In that sense, he succeeded more or less: when buying it, I also bought two boxes

of Varta batteries.

The point is that, given my intentional speculations, I was able to make sense

of a non-optimal artifact. And in general, I take it that to understand such cases,

function ascriptions relying on designer’s intentions are of great explanatory value.

All in all, this section and the previous two (sections 2.3 and 2.4) have made

plausible that, in contrast to Dennett, optimality cannot be the only consideration

playing a role in artifact hermeneutics. Artifacts are—be it in real life or science—

interpreted relying both on optimality and intentional considerations. There is still

a point I need to clarify, though. Until now, I have focused mainly on one kind of

intentions, namely designer intentions. In next section, I examine the role of the

intentions of other users in function attribution.

2.6 Considerations of use

To illustrate the point, let us start with an example given by Scheele (2006). It

concerns medieval churches. Obviously, their original intended function is to host

religious events and they were especially designed for that purpose: they are large

enough to contain many people, they are built in the form of a Latin cross (sym-

bolizing the suffering of Christ), often their choir is oriented to the east (i.e. the

direction of the Promised Land), and so forth. But due to the process of seculariza-

tion in Western Europe, many of these churches have lost their original intended

function. An example of this is the Predikheren Church in Leuven, Belgium (see

figure 2.4). It was built between 1250 and 1350, and for about seven centuries
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Figure 2.4: The Predikheren Church in Leuven, Belgium
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it fulfilled its original religious function. But in 1995 it was acquired by 30CC,

a cultural organization that nowadays uses the building to organize exhibitions,

concerts and dinner parties. For instance, in the former church I once attended a

concert of a noise-combo, and I was allowed to smoke a cigarette and drink a beer

while being watched by a carving of the Holy Mary.

Regardless, due to a process of secularization, culminating in the purchase by

a non-religious organization, the Predikheren Church has taken another function,

that is, it has become a place to hold semi-public events. The question what the

Predikheren Church is for, then, is not settled by optimality—in a sense, because

of its symbolic functionality, the building is over-designed to serve non-religious

purposes. Nor can it be answered relying on original intent (the church’s designers

presumably did not aim for the organization of noise-combo concerts and mun-

dane dinner parties). Rather, the church’s function is the one it is used for. A set

of users (viz. 30CC) have acquired it, and now determine the purposes it can and

cannot serve.

Granted, the argument remains fairly speculative, since nobody has tested

whether people indeed interpret the building according to its newly acquired func-

tion. Indeed, perhaps people would still think of it as a church. But at least on le-

gal grounds, it may be said that it is no longer the case. The church was acquired

legally by 30CC, and any use that is accepted on a contractual base by the owner

has become legal. If a group of Christians would object against it and go to court,

they would not have a case.

Moreover, in the above (viz. section 2.3) I have already briefly mentioned em-

pirical evidence in support of my suggestion. As said, Chaigneau (2002) found

that an object having the structure of a mop (a bundle of thick cloth attached to a

4-foot long wooden stick) and intentionally created for that purpose (the subjects

of the experiment being told about it), often was not considered to be a mop, when

the object was used in an unusual way. For instance, if the wooden stick (instead

of the cloth attached to it) was pressed against a water spill, the thing was not so

much interpreted as a mop than in case it was used in the proper way. Likewise, in

case of normal and intentional use the artifact was interpreted as a mop more of-

ten than in case of normal but unintentional use (i.e. the user accidentally pressed

the object against a water spill). So it seems indeed that people (often) ascribe

functions relying on considerations of actual usage. And in fact, this observation

might partly explain the human capacity to imitate other persons using tools. Chil-
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dren, arguably, learn the function of many artifacts by seeing how others use it,

that is, by imitation, instead of being instructed on its optimal or original intended

function. Likewise, it might well be that if I see somebody using a novel artifact,

resulting in an outcome I also want to achieve, I decide to imitate the person with-

out bothering about optimality or design intent. My interpretation then is highly

pragmatic: it is appropriate as long as I can promote my desired ends.

2.7 Cues to function

In the introduction of this chapter I promised to give a descriptive account of how

people interpret artifacts. I have suggested that they reason relying in terms of

optimality, design intent and usage. What an artifact is for might be determined

by what it is best at, by what it was intended to be for, or by what it is actually

used for. One thing, though, has remained unexplained. What kind of cues do

people rely on to infer functions? What kind of information can people draw on?

In the course of my argument, I have mentioned a few of them, but I think it

is worthwhile to present them in a more systematic way, making my descriptive

account more complete.

2.7.1 Physical features

The most obvious cue to optimal functions seem the object’s physical features,

that is, its size, shape, weight, and so forth. These might tell us fairly straight-

forwardly what the artifact is best able to do, or better, what we can do with it.

The observation was already made in Gibson’s affordance theory (Gibson, 1979).

According to Gibson, an affordance is the perceived use of an object informed

by both its physical structure and the physical structure of the organism using it.

Given our own constitution we see that a chair affords us to sit on it; in contrast,

in most—if not all—contexts, it does not afford the function of, say, shaving one’s

beard. Gibson’s theory is relevantly similar to Dennett’s proposal, since both take

physical—as opposed to intentional—cues as central to interpretation. Dennett’s

account, though, has a broader scope, for it also covers objects with no apparent

natural affordance. What is the affordance of a button, for instance? A button of

course affords being pushed, but that is fairly uninformative: some buttons af-

ford DVD’s to be played, others afford fridges to cool food, still others afford the
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detonation of bombs.

But the analysis can be turned around. For some authors physical features,

especially shape, are not essentially an indication of optimality. For instance,

Diesendruck et al. (2003) conducted a series of experiments that purported to

show that shape is relevant only because it is an excellent cue to intent. One way

of testing this is to develop an experimental set-up which parallels our common

sense observation that containers do not get the same name as the objects they

contain, notwithstanding the fact that they have the same shape. For instance,

people understand that violin cases are the same shape as violins because they are

intended to enclose violins, not intended to be violins, a good reason for people not

to call violin cases “violins”. The authors conclude:

Given that in most real-life cases the creator’s intent is not readily

available, children must rely on cues to the intent. An object’s shape

and function are examples of these cues. An object that has the spe-

cific shape of a chair and that serves primarily for one person to sit on

was likely created to be a chair. (Diesendruck et al., 2003, p. 168)

The argument, I believe, does not settle the issue. The reason why people

understand that violin cases are intended to enclose violins might well be that

they recognize the fact that violin cases physically afford the function of containing

violins—they can be opened, they are larger than the violins they are aimed to

contain—whereas violins do not. As such, subjects would infer intention from

optimality considerations, and not the other way round.

Nevertheless, shape can indeed be an indication of intent. For instance, con-

sider figure 2.5. The object affords containing lots of stuff: kiwi’s, oranges, lip-

sticks, wallets, small dolls. Nothing in its make-up excludes us from using it for

these purposes. Nonetheless, the basket’s particular shape hints at what it is in-

tended for: obviously, it is meant to carry eggs. Even though it is not more optimal

for that purpose than for, say, kiwi carrying, its shape arguably will make us inter-

pret it as an egg-basket, not a kiwi-basket.

On the other hand, on many occasions shape is actually used to conceal design

intent. Take a look at figure 2.6. It portrays an artifact which has been recently

installed in front of the building I work in. The thing is around 5 meters tall, and

stands on the sidewalk of a campus road. I have spent some time standing next to

the thing and questioning passers-by. I asked them for its function. The majority
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Figure 2.5: An egg-basket
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Figure 2.6: A surveillance camera disguised as a street light

of them judged it a street light. It definitely looks like a street light, and this fact

arguably inspired most people to interpret it as such.

The presumed lamp is not a lamp, however, but contains a surveillance cam-

era. It was intentionally developed to look like a street light, so as not to attract

too much attention. In other words, the object’s specific shape is meant to distract

people from its intended function, namely to observe unwary passers-by.

2.7.2 Context

Interpretive clues are also offered by the context the artifact is embedded in. The

inanimate objects surrounding it can help to settle interpretations that cannot be

settled based on physical appearance alone. Consider for instance figure 2.7. The

pictures show (a part of) a non-artistic artifact. The object has a well-known func-

tion, but when I took the images it malfunctioned. I asked 20 colleagues and

friends two questions concerning these pictures: (i) what do you think the function

of the artifact is?; and (ii) how confident are you that your functional attribution is

correct (number between 0 - 10; 0 = lucky guess, 10 = completely sure)?
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Figure 2.7: An unknown object

Next I showed them picture 2.8, and asked them the same questions. Finally,

I compared the answers given after each set of pictures, and the results were quite

unsurprising. For the first set of pictures, confidence varied between 1 - 10, with

an average confidence number of 5.8. Some recognized the thing to be a hairdryer,

others however thought of a hair curler, a kind of shower, a garden sprinkler, a mi-

crophone, a hand drier, an air conditioner/moistener, a lamp, a smoking machine,

and an orgasmotron6.

On the other hand, after having seen picture 2.8 all but one respondents cor-

rectly identified the thing as a hairdryer. Moreover, the average confidence number

rose to 8.4.

The example nicely illustrates—and nothingmore—that physical features alone

may be insufficient to determine an artifact’s function, and that contextual infor-

mation can help to overcome the problem. Other examples abound. A screen

6An orgasmotron is not a device to induce an orgasm, as some might expect, but a thing used to
massage someone’s head.
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Figure 2.8: The unknown artifact in context

attached to a computer is a computer screen, not a tv screen—though they might

be identical qua physical appearance. Or in archaeology: found with sacred scrolls

inside, the Baghdad battery can be confidently interpreted as a conserving vessel,

not an early galvanic cell; discovered in a tomb, a case containing bones presum-

ably was used as a coffin, not as a container of sacred scrolls.

2.7.3 Testimony

Arguably the main source of information is provided by testimony. We often learn

what things are for by being instructed. User’s manuals, labels and symbols can

fulfill that function, and for more complex artifacts (such as cars, software pack-

ages, etc.) we can rely on qualified instructors. Or we look at our fellow human

beings, see to which use they put the artifact in question, and imitate their behav-

ior.
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2.7.4 Feedback

Finally, information can be retrieved from the artifact itself, that is, by interacting

with it we can gain insight in what it is supposed to do. Such feedback informa-

tion comes in many forms. In the case of the Acheulian hand axe (see section

2.4), William Calvin tested the object by putting it to different uses. He evalu-

ated the outcomes and finally propounded the killer discus hypothesis. Likewise,

a computer illiterate might try out different software buttons, see what happens,

and adjust his interpretations accordingly. In other cases, pushing these buttons

activates explicit feedback dialog boxes. If one, for instance, pushes a delete but-

ton, a Windows machine will almost certainly ask: “Are you sure that you want to

permanently delete the selected item(s)?” And immediately one recognizes what

the button in question is for.

2.8 Wrapping up

To conclude the chapter I will briefly retrace the steps of its main argument.

Its goal was to answer the question how people—both laymen and scientists—

understand what an artifact is for.

I started (section 2.2) with discussing Dennett’s answer. Dennett submits that

an artifact’s function is—or should be—its optimal function, the one being best

supported by its physical constitution and design. In the meanwhile he rejects that

the interpretation of artifacts is—or should be—an interpretation of the intentions

of the object’s designer.

Subsequently, I evaluated Dennett’s proposal on its descriptive merits. First,

in section 2.3, I reviewed empirical research in cognitive psychology. In contrast to

Dennett, cognitive psychologists agree that original intent is crucial for the human

understanding of artifactual functions. And even stronger, it is utterly difficult

for them to reason otherwise; people tend to get fixed on the original intended

function of a designed object. Therefore, I concluded that, as a descriptive account

of how people in real-life interpret artifacts, Dennett’s account fails.

But perhaps Dennett’s optimality account is not so much about our everyday

functional reasoning, I conjectured. It could be that it rather captures a scientific

procedure of interpreting artifacts. In section 2.4 I examined this proposal. I

invoked two archaeological cases to show why this strategy is ineffective. Both in
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the example of the alleged Babylonian battery and of the so-called Acheulian hand

axe, an interpretation of designer intentions is required to constrain optimality

considerations. If not, the results of our hermeneutical exercise tend to become

highly implausible. As a consequence, I summoned, Dennett’s theory explains

only half of the story of scientific artifact hermeneutics.

In section 2.5 I assessed a final way out for Dennett. After all, it might well

be that the design stance accurately describes the way real-life people discover the

functions of unknown artifacts—as opposed to the categorization of artifacts while

already knowing their original intended function, as studied in cognitive psychol-

ogy. Again, I argued that in such cases people often interpret designer’s intent.

I suggested that the reason for this is that relying on testimonial evidence about

original intent—as apparent in user’s manuals, labels, symbols—is cognitively

less expensive than ignoring such alleged unreliable evidence.

In the course of the argument, it became apparent that both optimality consid-

erations and designer’s intentions have a role to play in artifact hermeneutics. An

artifact’s function might well be interpreted as its optimal function, but also as the

function its designer intended it to have. Section 2.6 introduced yet another con-

sideration. There I argued that an artifact’s function is often understood as what

it is used for. The Predikheren Church is nowadays an arts center, not because

that function would be optimal, nor because it was intended by its architects, but

simply because it is exclusively used for that purpose.

With these three considerations in mind—optimality, design intent, usage—I

discerned a set of cues to function (section 2.7). I argued that people rely on the

artifact’s physical features, contextual data, testimony and feedback information

to ascribe functions. I noted that these informational sources do not exclusively

point to any kind of interpretation. For instance, physical features might be a clue

to optimality, but just as well to design intent.

A recurrent theme in this chapter is the fact that the interpretation of artifacts

can follow many pathways. For instance, when information on design intent is

lacking, optimality considerations might well dominate a hermeneutic exercise.

Conversely, for practical purposes it often rewards to take a shortcut, and to rely

on what people say the artifact is intended for or can be used for. Put differently,

depending on the available cues—physical features, contextual data, testimony,

feedback information—interpretations will follow a particular route.

As such I think I have answered the question I started the chapter with: How
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do people ascribe functions? Obviously, the next then is: When are they right?
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Chapter 3

An epistemology for function

ascriptions

3.1 Introduction

If we believe Pinch and Bijker (1984), the air tire, when devised round 1890, was

considered by many as a solution for the vibration problem of small-wheeled ve-

hicles; for others it functioned as a way of going faster, while yet another group

thought it was a way of making bikes even less safe than they already were. The

example purports to show that people differ in the opinions they hold about one

and the same artifact or artifactual type. Analytic writers have alluded to a similar

kind of flexibility, for instance, when they observe accidental functions becoming

proper. Indeed, in a way it seems reasonable to consider old-fashioned sad-irons

as bookends when (most) people use them as such (the example is from (Dennett,

1990); others can be found in, among others, (Preston, 1998; Lewens, 2004; Ver-

maas and Houkes, 2006)). If so, what the sad-iron is for seems determined by

usage or its physical capacities, not so much by designer’s intent—even though

there remains ample room for discussion.

Or consider a computer. We could describe its function in general terms, such

as: a device “to assist in work” or “to calculate” or “to compute”. But such function

attributions arguably are too broad to be of explanatory value. For the laptop-
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musician Jackson And His Computer Band1, the function of his computer is to

be his supporting band, that is, it functions as a variety of musical instruments,

it records samples, modifies them, pastes them together, and whatnot. In con-

trast, for many people their computer is merely for processing texts, for a die-hard

gamer a computer is a means to be in control of Lara Croft, for Joe the clerk a

computer functions as a sophisticated calculator. All these function ascriptions

seem reasonable, and explain better how subjects understand a computer—that

is, relative to the purposes they have in mind—than under a general attribution.

But notwithstanding the plausibility and fairly wide acceptance of interpretive

flexibility, there seems a limit as to how far we can push it. Most of us would not

deny that it makes sense to talk about appropriate and inappropriate ascriptions.

Indeed, a sad-iron may make for a good bookend, but in some sense it is unjus-

tified to call it a stapler. Likewise, the lunatic waiting for a train at the altar of a

church perhaps holds the belief that the church is a railway station, but such be-

lief is evidently nonsensical, and hence would not count as knowledge. But what

is it that turns interpretations into knowledge, whereas other ascriptions classify

as unreasonable opinions? The present chapter proposes a set of epistemic crite-

ria that restricts the range of rationally acceptable function ascriptions. As such, it

offers a normative framework to evaluate the outputs of the interpretive processes

covered in the previous chapter. Put differently, at the end of this chapter I will

have defined what functional knowledge amounts to.

A first step in the argument is to recognize the inherently practical nature

of artifacts. I think it goes without saying that users and engineers are primarily

interested in the practical consequences of artifactual functions rather than in their

“true” functional nature2. Whatever the “correct” interpretation of an iron-used-

as-a-bookend, in ordinary life it is usually the sad-iron’s usefulness that is to the

laymen’s concern. Therefore it is convenient to consider functional knowledge as a

kind of practical knowledge. And practical knowledge in turn is knowledge which

should be evaluated on its contribution to the achievement of practical goals.

There is a problem, though. It is widely agreed that the only kind of belief

issuing in actions—that is, the only genuinely practical belief—is a means-end be-

lief (see e.g. Papineau, 1993). Together with the fact that means are usually, since

von Wright (1963b), considered as actions, it is not at all clear why an appropriate

1See http://www.jacksonandhiscomputerband.com; accessed 04/03/2008.
2Archaeologists are the exception here. But even if they adhere to an instrumental view on science,

it would be their theories having practical value, not the archaeological record as such.
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function ascription on its own is action-conducive, for thus far I have character-

ized a functional belief as a belief about an object, not about behavior. This can be

easily amended. Instead of the artifact as such we consider using the artifact as a

means3, so that we get, schematically:

S desires ϕ

S believes that using an artifact α will produce ϕ

S uses α

(PE)

This simple scheme can be used as a kind of psychological explanation (hence

the label [PE]) of a subject’s behavior. It pays attention to the internal roles beliefs

and desires play in causing the agent S to use the artifact α. The scheme tells us

that, given S’s beliefs and desires, we can expect her to use α; or, conversely, when

we see S using α, we can explain her actions relying on these beliefs and desires4.

However, if the means-end belief (second line in [PE]) is to count as practical

knowledge, it should be evaluated on its contribution to the achievement of ϕ, not

on the fact that it induces S to use α (as stated in the conclusion of [PE]). If I

believe using a sad-iron is a means to fasten a stack of papers together, [PE] might

explain why, in concert with a desire for that end, I, say, fill the thing with burning

coals and start ironing the pile. But it cannot account for the fact I will not achieve

any satisfactory result. For that matter, we should rewrite [PE]:

S desires ϕ

S believes that using an artifact α will produce ϕ

This means-end belief is appropriate

S achieves ϕ by using α

(SUC)

Here the appropriateness5 of the means-end belief normally6 results in success

3Some people, for instance Peter Kroes, argue that it makes sense to consider an artifact itself as a
means (Kroes, personal communication). For my purposes, though, I do not need to enter that debate.
Hence, I will straightforwardly follow the von Wrightian tradition.

4In this way it strongly resembles the third-person perspective intentional explanations covered by
Dennett’s intentional stance (Dennett, 1989a). Based on a subject’s mental states—i.e. her beliefs and
desires—we predict and explain her behavior.

5To avoid my argument to run into controversial waters already at this point, I prefer to talk about
beliefs being appropriate, rather than true. Once the argument is established, I will take up the rela-
tionship, if any, between appropriateness and truth (see the Appendix to this chapter).

6Because [SUC] is a scheme to explain behavior, I need to add that S normally will achieve ϕ. It
means that, given S’s desires and beliefs, and the appropriateness of these beliefs, we can expect S to
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Figure 3.1: An artifact which is said to be a “Letter Balance, Letter Opener and
Ruler with Graduation”

(hence [SUC]), that is, it enables the promotion of ϕ, and thus the primary require-

ment of practical knowledge—viz. the realization of practical goals—seems met.

However, [SUC] is not as straightforwardly applicable as it may seem.

3.2 Means-end beliefs7

One problem with [SUC] is that the means-end belief is much too weak to guar-

antee the successful achievement of ends. The baseline of this section will be that

effective means-end beliefs of the sort of [SUC] should involve three features: a

functional goal—the only feature thus far featured in [SUC]—, a use plan, and a

specification of the appropriate contexts of use. Without all three specifications,

artifactual means-end beliefs will typically not result in the successful promotion

of ends. So, let us consider them each in turn.

3.2.1 Functional goals

Consider again the means-end clause in [SUC]: S believes that using an artifact α

will produce ϕ. What S believes is in fact nothing more than the fact that (one

of) α’s functional goal(s) is to produce ϕ; and for that to obtain, α should be

used. Basically, that is what function ascriptions are about. For instance, take

a look at figure 3.1. From the caption we learn the thing is a “Letter Balance, Letter

Opener and Ruler with Graduation”—information which actually is taken from its

“user’s manual”. If I believe the information provided, I recognize that using the

achieve ϕ.
7I especially thank Jesse Hughes for his ideas on this section.
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thing can satisfy my letter-weighing needs. Appreciating the object’s functional

goal, however, does not mean I need to know how it should be used; a functional

ascription merely asserts that an artifact α can be used to produce ϕ, full stop.

Bearing this in mind, it is now clear why the means-end clause in [SUC] is

insufficient as a warrant for the successful achievement of ϕ. In our example the

means-end belief would amount to: ‘using the letter balance is a means to weigh

letters’. But if I now would act on that belief by throwing the thing in the air, I

certainly would not promote my end. So the belief should not be about using as

such, but about something like “properly” using. Thismeans that for an artifactual

means-end belief to be effective it should include a reference as to how exactly the

artifact ought to be used. If not, at least I myself am in no position to enjoy the

affordances of the letter balance.

The term “properly” here does not directly relate to the notion of proper func-

tion as introduced by Millikan (1984)8. Rather, it is used in the following sense:

to any functional goal corresponds a proper use9, that is, a use that, save mal-

function, defeasibly enables one to realize the functional goal at stake. Using a

sad-iron as a bookend requires one to perform different operations than in case

one wants to iron a shirt. For the latter, properly using amounts to filling the thing

with burning coals, a counterproductive action if one were to prevent books from

collapsing.

In sum then, functional goals appear intimately connected to use. We have

seen that it is a necessary condition to recognize what an artifact can be used for—

i.e to recognize (one of) its functional goals—but it is insufficient. Another require-

ment is that one acknowledges the corresponding proper use. The latter is what I

turn to now.

3.2.2 Use plans

So the letter balance in figure 3.1 is for balancing letters; and to make sure the

thing indeed is a means to my letter-balancing ends, I have to find out a proper

way of operating it. What I, according to the object’s instruction leaflet, ought to

8 For Millikan the proper function of an item is the one the item was selected for (see also e.g.
Neander, 1991a; Preston, 1998). For now, I remain neutral as to whether or not Millikan is correct. We
will return to her proposal in section 3.5.

9It might well be that a certain functional goal corresponds to more than one proper use. For
instance, the paste function on a Windows machine can be implemented either by clicking a paste
button or by hitting Ctrl + v on the keyboard. So more accurate would be to claim that any functional
goal can be realized only by implementing an appropriate use plan.
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Figure 3.2: Using the Linex Letter Balance

do is the following: insert a letter into the holder and place thumb and middle

finger on one of the knobs. If I apply the 1 oz. knob and the point of the knife

sinks, my letter weighs less than 1 oz.; if the letter sinks, it weighs more than 1

oz.; if the thing is in balance, well, the letter’s weight simply equals 1 oz. (see also

figure 3.2 for a much simpler presentation of the artifact’s intended use).

A use plan, now, is such a set of actions. In particular, it is a series of operations

— on or with the artifact— the user ought to carry out to realize a certain functional

goal; in other words, it tells us how the artifact at stake should be used. As Houkes

et al. (2002) note, the actions in a use plan are ordered. These orderings may be

linear, determining the exact order in which actions are taken (‘First, insert the

letter in the holder, then place thumb and middle finger on one of the knobs’), or

partial, including multiple options (‘If the letter weighs more than 1 oz., apply the

2 oz. knob; if it weighs less, apply the 1/2 knob’).

If a use plan is a series of operations a user should carry out to realize one of

the artifact’s functional goals, it is clear that maintenance is part of the artifact’s
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use plan. For to realize the functional goal of my boiler, I should regularly clean its

burners; to use my car as a means of transportation, I should repair its tires when

flat; and so forth. Second, it is important to note that every functional ascription

explicitly or implicitly refers to a use plan (Hughes, 2006; Houkes, 2006; Vermaas

and Houkes, 2006). Even seemingly “passive” artifacts such as clocks or traffic

signs require some kind of operation. I should wind the clock or put batteries

inside; a traffic sign should be placed on the right spot and might demand some

maintenance.

It makes perfect sense that, when I attribute a function to an item, I myself

do not need to know how to put it to use. Although I definitely know—through

testimony—what radioactive markers are for, they are in much safer hands with

a nuclear physician10. But if I want my functional ascription to contribute to the

realization of my ends, I better have a use plan for them in mind. I could try to

learn how to use them, or I could let an expert do the job.

Like in the letter balance example, many everyday artifacts are operated ac-

cording to a pre-existing use plan (see Vermaas and Houkes, 2006). The standard

way of manipulating a DVD-player has been laid down by its manufacturer, and

most people will conform to it. Likewise, most people will do what the designer

intended them to do—or what, according to the designer, they ought to do—when

operating coffee machines, mobile phones, computers and the like. They might

learn about these standard use plans through user’s manuals, through instruction,

by testimony of fellow users or of sales persons, and so on.

On some occasions users tend to be more creative. Scissors are good for re-

placing a broken doorknob and a statue is convenient for putting away a safety

helmet (see figure 3.3). In these examples the artifact’s standard use plan is sub-

stituted by a new one. In case of the scissors, it amounts to: for my scissors to

fulfill the functional role of a doorknob, put them in the door hole and turn. Such

a use plan might start off idiosyncratically (Vermaas and Houkes, 2006), but may

end up being more widely applied. For instance, in former days wooden harrows

were standardly used to work the surface of the soil; nowadays, if used, it is as an

ornament or as a coat rack.

10Onemight argue that if I am ignorant of an artifact’s use plan, I do not genuinely know its function.
If so, however, most of us would not know the function of a long list of fairly common artifacts, such as
airplanes, communication satellites, and nuclear plants. Such analysis then would fit awkwardly with
natural language. Therefore it seems more natural to pursue a distinction between functional goal and
use, where the former can be known without knowing a plan to achieve it, but where the latter cannot
be known without knowing the former.
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Figure 3.3: Scissors used as a doorknob and a statue used to put away a safety
helmet

The upshot of this subsection is that we need to reconsider the means-end

belief in [SUC]. One requirement for the conclusion to hold—i.e. to achieve an

artifact’s functional goal ϕ—is that the belief refers to a use plan, so that we write:

S believes that using α according to use plan δ produces ϕ. If this belief is appro-

priate, then the road to success is improved. But we are not yet done. Another

obstacle is presented in subsequent section.

3.2.3 Context of use

Having seen figures 3.1 and 3.2 I might be confident that I know how I can weigh

letters by means of the Linex Letter Balance. Suppose however I put the thing to

use outside, on a stormy day. Arguably, I will fail to determine my letter’s weight.

This simple example illustrates that a user should not only know how but also

when to use an artifact. It means she, on the condition she wants to realize the

artifact’s functional goal, ought to appreciate its appropriate context(s) of use.

Well then, a specification of contexts comprises two things. First, it includes

requirements on the user. The Linex letter balance is convenient for weighing

letters in as far as it is operated by, say, a person who has full control over his
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arms and fingers. A paralytic might know the Linex’s use plan, but due to his

impairment, to him it is not a means to weigh letters.

Second, a context of use specifies how other entities, affecting the artifact’s

performance, should be set up. These entities can be other artifacts, the environ-

ment, and persons. Cellular phones, as an example of the first case, should not be

used in the vicinity of medical appliances. Second, black-and-white photographic

paper is functional only under conditions of red illumination. Finally, since hu-

man fingerprints might cause damage to the quartz envelope of a halogen bulb, a

clean paper towel should be used to handle it.

These simple examples show how an artifact’s effectiveness is dependent on

both internal and external influences and the user’s ability to recognize and deal

with them. And again we need an adjustment to [SUC]. S will only achieve ϕ if

she acts on a means-end belief that refers to a set of appropriate contexts of use.

So we rephrase the artifactual means-ends clause as follows:

S believes that, in circumstances C, using artifact α according

to use plan δ produces ϕ
(ME)

If this belief is appropriate, there is reason to expect S will succeed. Though

there remain some complications to the analysis — in particular, issues related to

malfunction—, I first take stock and discuss its epistemic purport.

3.3 From success to appropriate ascriptions

What we get if we plug [ME] into [SUC] is an explanation of successful action. It

explains what kind of artifactual means-end belief induces behavior that results

in the promotion of a desired state of affairs ϕ. But we might as well turn the

argument around, so to let it serve an epistemic purpose. Our focus then shifts to

the third clause in [SUC], that is, the appropriateness of [ME].

In particular, we define the appropriateness of the means-end belief [ME] in

terms of its contribution to success:

The [ME]-belief that in circumstances C, using artifact α ac-

cording to use plan δ produces ϕ is appropriate if, in circum-

stances C, actions along δ would lead to the realization of ϕ.

(a-ME)

The [ME]-belief, however, is in fact a conjunction of beliefs. In particular it
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contains a belief about the artifact’s functional goal (B1), its use plan (B2), and its

context of use (B3). But in some cases, we want an account of the appropriateness

of an individual belief, not just of conjunctions of them. Indeed, in the introduc-

tion I promised to explain why it is inappropriate to believe a pen to be, say, a car;

and such function ascription indeed corresponds to nothing more than an individ-

ual belief (B1)(viz. that the artifact’s functional goal is this or that). Conversely, the

belief that the Linex Letter Balance is an object to weigh letters seems appropriate if

we solely rely on the caption in figure 3.1. Nevertheless, without knowledge about

the artifact’s use plan and context of use (as given in figure 3.2), we will not realize

the object’s functional goal. Consequently, [ME] is inappropriate; should we draw

the same conclusion for the individual belief B1? We hope not.

As it stands, indeed, my analysis does not allow me to assess separately the

appropriateness of a belief about an artifact’s functional goal (i.e. without worrying

about the appropriateness of beliefs concerning the artifact’s use plan and context

of use). But some simple adjustments can fix the problem. Let us try it this way:

The functional belief that using α will produce ϕ is appropri-

ate if there is a use plan δ and a context of use C so that, in

circumstances C, acting along δ would lead to the realization

of ϕ.

(a-FUN)

What I have done is the following. I have simply taken B2 and B3 out of the

[ME]-belief and moved them, so to speak, to the definiens; as such they determine

success, and thus the appropriateness of the functional belief B1.

Applying [a-FUN] is fairly straightforward. In case of the letter balance, there

clearly exists a use plan and a context of use that enables one to realize the object’s

functional goal. Indeed, these features have been laid down by the Linex’s man-

ufacturer. And if one were to act according to them, it would allow her to weigh

letters, making her function ascription appropriate.

In case one uses a sad-iron as a bookend, the same holds. Even if I were the

only person in the world to use it as such, there is a use plan and context of use that

leads to success; therefore I can rightly claim that my bookend has the function of

preventing books to collapse.

As such it is also easy to grasp why a pen hardly can be called a car, or more

generally, a means of transportation. A pen’s physical make-up constrains what

one possibly can achieve by using it; without a complete make-over, it is plainly
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impossible to let it carry you from A to B. The same holds for perpetual motion

machines. Under all counterfactual circumstances any object is destined to fail

what we would like such machines to do. There is simply no way to develop a

use plan yielding success, unless we would live in a world radically different from

our own. Consequently, any functional ascription invoking perpetual motion ma-

chines is inappropriate.

In spite of the simplicity with which these examples can be handled, one could

formulate a number of objections regarding [a-FUN]. It is convenient at this point

to anticipate them, and to show a way out.

3.4 Objections to [a-FUN]

3.4.1 Skills and other circumstantial factors

A bicycle can be used successfully as a means of transportation insofar its user

knows how to ride it. To guarantee success, however, knowing how here cannot

be limited to knowing the bicycle’s use plan, i.e. a specification of a sequence of

actions. As explained in the section about contexts of use (section 3.2.3), the cyclist

should also have the skills to execute the plan (cfr. Houkes, 2006). A child might

know that she should keep her balance while pedalling; nevertheless, without de-

cent practice, she will lack the ability to do so. Similarly, a master pianist who loses

both arms in a tragic car accident stills knows how to play the piano, but has lost

the ability to do so (see Stanley and Williamson, 2001; Ziff, 1984).

If so, one might argue, only non-amputee pianists would enjoy the privilege to

hold appropriate functional beliefs about pianos. And that would be absurd. The

amputee pianist certainly knows a piano’s functional goal; what is more, he knows

how it should be played, and knows its appropriate context of use, for instance,

that it should be played by non-amputee pianists. If he would have a desire for

playing, though, he would be unable to satisfy it; and without success, his function

ascription cannot count as appropriate. Result: the amputee master pianist is not

knowledgeable with respect to pianos. Granted, if this would be a consequence of

our analysis, we would better do away with it.

The objection, however, is not sound. Read [a-FUN] again. It says that actions

based on an appropriate function ascription, in circumstances C, would result in

success. The modal verb here implies that beliefs should not be assessed in terms
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of actual success; rather, if the amputee pianist would be in circumstances C he

would succeed. Which circumstances are those? Well, the ones his belief con-

cerning contexts of use is about; in particular, the circumstances in which he does

have both his arms at his disposal.

The same applies to other circumstantial factors. For instance, we do not say

a coffee addict—lost in the desert, carrying a coffee machine— is ignorant with

respect to coffee machines; fair enough, the fact there is no water available in the

actual environment she finds herself in excludes her successfully making coffee.

But if she were in the right circumstances, say, in the vicinity of clear drinking

water, she definitely could; and it is these kinds of contexts that should be invoked

to determine whether or not the coffee addict is knowledgeable about the machine

she is dragging along.

3.4.2 Accidental success

Second, one might argue that success, though necessary, is not sufficient for

functional knowledge. After all, success may be accidental, or somehow without

grounds. The objection, then, is that [a-FUN] still does not enable us to discern

functional belief from functional knowledge.

Indeed, even if true, the theoretical belief that you are wearing pink underwear

underneath your suit, does not add up to being knowledge, unless I have grounds

for the belief—such as, being told by your wife or because I see a piece of pink

fabric hanging out of your fly. Likewise, functional belief, even if effective, cannot

be knowledge if obtained by mere guessing or sheer luck. Suppose, for instance,

on her walk to work Jacky finds an unidentified object (UO), say, a small black

box displaying one unlabeled button. In fact, it has been put there by a malicious

fingerprint-collector—pushing the button will transmit an image of Jacky’s finger-

print to a receiver operated by the thief. There is an incredibly small chance that

Jacky guesses the UO’s function. She has never seen such a thing before, nobody

told her what it is for, she cannot infer its function from its surroundings; even af-

ter pushing the button and seeing nothing happens, she has no reason whatsoever

to believe the UO to be a fingerprint-collecting device. So if she would tell her col-

leagues at work that she has found such a thing, they would certainly frown their

brows, unless she can provide them with some convincing reasons for her belief.

In this way, though the conditions of [a-FUN] are met, nobody would say that Jacky

knows the object’s functional goal. Hence, we should complement [a-FUN] with
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some kind of warrant for success, where “warrant” is a kind of neutral term for

whatever makes the difference between belief and knowledge (cfr. Hawley, 2003;

Plantinga, 1993).

There are two broad respects in which Jacky’s belief can be said to be deficient.

First, she has no internal reasons to ground her belief. Typically such reasons are

other beliefs the believer has in support of the belief in question. For instance,

suppose Jacky formed her functional belief based on clairvoyant powers11—in the

scenario presumably the only way, if any, for her to assert the fingerprint collec-

tor hypothesis. Suppose furthermore that Jacky knows she possesses such powers

and that they indeed allow her to perceive distant states of affairs without the aid of

sensory input, such as the intentions of the UO’s designer. Such belief now would

be an internal reason in support of her belief that the UO is a fingerprint collec-

tor. On the other hand, in the absence of such supporting belief her functional

attribution would be merely a lucky guess, and thus fall short with respect to war-

rant. Also from her own subjective perspective, it is an accident that her functional

belief is correct. At least, that is what epistemic internalists would argue.

In contrast, externalists deny that Jacky needs to be aware of her exceptional

cognitive powers. As long as there is a suitable link between these powers and the

world, there is a warrant for her functional belief. In particular, if we, as observers,

could establish that Jacky’s clairvoyance is indeed a reliable way of producing be-

liefs, she would have external reasons for accepting beliefs formed in this way.

Of course, we hope Jacky not to ground her beliefs in a dubious power like

clairvoyance at all, better were if she relied on the cues presented in chapter 2.

Suppose for instance that Jacky has seen a television show warning for thieves

usingmalicious UO’s to collect fingerprints. In that case, according to internalists,

Jacky has an internal reason for her functional belief, only if she to some extent

holds additional beliefs, such as, the belief that her eyes never deceive her or that

she can trust whatever information is broadcasted on television. The externalist

should be able to show that—whether or not Jacky is aware of it—sense perception

is a reliable method of producing beliefs, or more acute, that inferring functions

from testimonial evidence is a suitable cognitive process.

My presentation of epistemic internalism and externalism is very rudimentary,

I agree. But as long as the problem of warrant—and its twin justification—has

11The use of clairvoyant scenarios to illustrate and defend epistemic internalism was initiated by
Laurence BonJour in his classic paper “Externalist Theories of Empirical Knowledge” (BonJour, 1985).
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been around12, as many “solutions” have been offered13, and I cannot do right to

all of them. I merely wanted to make plausible that functional beliefs are not ex-

ceptional. Just like for any other belief, justification is somehow related to there

being adequate reasons—whether internal or external—for holding it (cfr. Foley,

1998). Consequently, I can remain fairly neutral on that matter, for the feature

setting functional knowledge apart from other kinds of knowledge14 is its inher-

ently practical nature—and thus its being analyzable in terms of success—, not

the way it can be warranted. And I think I have adequately handled that feature in

previous paragraphs.

Roughly then, to use [a-FUN] as an account of functional knowledge, one just

needs to complement it with the theory of warrant of one’s liking, be it internalist

or externalist. In general we say somebody knows an artifact’s function if his

functional belief is appropriate (along the lines of [a-FUN]) and there are good

reasons for maintaining it. In this way, it is obvious that accidental functional

beliefs cannot count as knowledge.

3.4.3 Malfunction (part 1)

A final objection to [a-FUN] is the fact that it leads to unwanted results in case

the artifact α is defective. The reason why is simple. As explained, success is

the clue to the appropriateness of a functional belief. Now, one might reasonably

expect that using a malfunctioning device will not lead to success; consequently,

the belief about its functional goal can never be appropriate. Again, take a master

pianist as example. She certainly knows what a piano is for; but evaluated by the

criteria of [a-FUN], she apparently would not, in case, say, the piano she is trying

to play has no strings.

12This must be quite a while if we believe Fumerton (2002) who writes: ‘Part of the answer many
offer to Plato’s question in the Theaetetus, “What must be added to true belief in order to get knowl-
edge?” is justification.’ [p.204]

13For a comprehensive overview see (Fumerton, 2002; Audi, 2001). Summarizing their observations
one might say that a justified belief is one that is: (i) rationally acceptable (see e.g. Chisholm, 1989;
Ginet, 1975); or (ii) produced by a reliable cognitive process (see e.g. Goldman, 1986); or (iii) the result
of an epistemic virtue the believer displays (see e.g. Sosa, 1985; Zagzebski, 1996); or (iv) coherent
with all the other beliefs the believer possesses (see e.g. BonJour, 1985); or (v) justifiable by context-
dependent standards (see e.g. Stanley, 2005; Annis, 1978).

14If one maintains that any belief is instrumental, the distinction might dissipate, because then any
belief would be analyzable in terms of success. Nevertheless, my analysis (i.e. (a-FUN]) exclusively
applies to functional beliefs. Because of its insistence on use plans and contexts of use, I see no way
to extend it to the alleged instrumental belief, say, that there is water on Mars. As such, my analysis
is much richer in detail than the generic observation that instrumental beliefs are best understood in
terms of success.
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In fact this resembles the argument of section 3.4.1. We need to account for

circumstances that impede success. One way to do so, is to include malfunction in

the context of use an artifact ought to be operated in. So a specification of circum-

stances C would then encompass three features: next to requirements on skills

and the set-up of objects external to α, we could add a requirement about mal-

function. But that move is a bit forced, since it would blur the boundary between

artifact and context; it seems more natural not to conceive the artifact itself — in

particular its property of being defective — as a contextual feature.

Less elegant, but more accurate is the following:

The functional belief that using α will produce ϕ is appropri-

ate if there is a use plan δ and a context of use C so that, in

circumstances C and save malfunction, acting along δ would

lead to the realization of ϕ.

(a-FUN+)

Although malfunction is a phenomenon which needs more elaboration, we

will postpone the issue till chapter 5, and for the moment consider its meaning

self-explanatory. Now it is time I finish with a small summary of what I have done

so far.

I have explained the appropriateness of functional ascriptions (see [a-FUN+]),

and what would be needed to promote them to the level of knowledge (viz. an

account of justification). What remains to be done is explained in subsequent

section.

3.5 Social constraints and proper functions

According to a fairly common argument I have hitherto neglected, a distinction

can be made between so-called possible15 and proper functions16. Possible func-

tions are those that an artifact physically allows for; put differently, any function

the artifact has the capacity to perform when operated by an intentional agent, we

call a possible function. Hence, a sad-iron has at least two possible functions (viz.

ironing and preventing books from collapsing). Likewise, scissors can be used for

trimming hair or for pushing a modem’s reset button.

15Some authors prefer to speak of system functions (after Cummins, 1975). Still others talk about
accidental functions.

16As mentioned earlier, Millikan (1984) coined the term.
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Figure 3.4: “DO NOT put any person in this washer”

It is along these lines I have in previous paragraphs defined the appropriate-

ness of a functional belief. The only criterion invoked to evaluate a function as-

cription was the possible (physical) realization of what the function ascription pro-

pounded. If — in shorthand— an artifact α is a means to an end ϕ, the realization

of ϕ can be considered as a functional goal of α.

Solely relying on these means-end considerations, however, we cannot explain

why some possible functions have a kind of privilege; for instance, it seems more

appropriate to believe scissors are for trimming (than for resetting modems) or to

consider the present Predikheren Church (see chapter 2) as an arts center (not as a

house of God). It is the objective of current section to make sense of this surplus.

And in fact it is this phenomenon that the distinction between possible and proper

functions is about: while scissors may be attributed an infinite number of possible

functions, their proper function is to cut and trim.

One might think that the issue will lead us into a metaphysical discussion

about the “true” nature of scissors and other artifacts, as such being redundant to

the main target of this chapter: the practical facets of functional knowledge. But

this is mistaken. An ascription that matches the artifact’s proper function certainly

serves practical purposes.

An example to illustrate the point. A washing machine presumably can wash

and dry many things, but let us assume its proper function is to clean clothes and

fabrics. This is what the label in figure 3.4 hints at: if nothing else, it should

not be used on people. Suppose now I would apply the machine for one of its
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possible functions, and put — to make the example slightly less cruel — a pet

inside. I guess it will come out clean and dry — so I indeed have realized one of

the machine’s possible functional goals — but next to that the animal presumably

will be dead (or at least seriously injured). This gruesome scene could have been

avoided, only if I had recognized the machine’s proper function. In this case, the

object’s proper function is just the one its manufacturer had in mind; the one she

wanted to communicate through the label.

The reason why manufacturers create such apparently silly warnings is con-

nected to legal issues: they want to avoid being held liable in case customers mis-

interpret what products are meant for. It is only with respect to their proper func-

tion and use designers bear responsibility; so if I use a washing machine to wash

babies, the blame is on me. I cannot complain that it causes death if I put it to use

for one of its possible functions. In sum, the example illustrates that the notion

of proper function has practical merits. It is employed to assign responsibility for

failed use.

As remarked in footnote 8, Millikan (1984) thinks that what sets a proper func-

tion apart from a possible function is the fact that the former is the one that the

item at stake was selected for. So my nose is to smell with and breathe through (its

proper function); next to that, it supports the glasses I am wearing — this being a

possible function, since the organ evidently was not selected for that purpose. Al-

though developed for the biological realm, Millikan argues that her analysis works

as fine for technical artifacts. In that respect, selection should not be thought of as

the process of natural selection, but rather as a process in which people intention-

ally select (traits of) objects. More colloquially, this would mean that an artifact’s

proper function is the one it was designed for.

Formany artifactual functions, Millikan’s proposal might work. But the Predikheren

Church forms a problematic counter-example. Although designed for hosting re-

ligious meetings, its present proper function is not related to its causal history

anymore. Therefore Scheele (2005, 2006) proposes an alternative that brings so-

cial facts into play.

In particular, the author argues that an artifact derives its proper function from

the fact that the use corresponding to that function is institutionalized. And this,

in turn, means that the actual application of the artifact is a kind of ‘collective pat-

tern of action that is socially enforced and has some measure of stability’ (Scheele,

2005, p. 21). Instead of repeating Scheele’s arguments in support of his thesis, I
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will shortly show how it can be put to work.

First, the washer’s proper function, I said, is the one intended by its manu-

facturer. Reformulating this along the lines of Scheele: most people conform to

it in the sense that they act along the use plan laid down and communicated by

the designer. The latter is in this respect an authority; and as an authority, she

enforces what people should do and not do. Granted, this kind of enforcement is

not always as strong as enforcement by law. Nonetheless, not complying with the

manufacturer’s warning puts you on weak legal grounds in case of a lawsuit.

Likewise, it is agreed on to use the present Predikheren Church as an arts

center. In that sense its proper function has changed through social facts. And

the enforcement, here, has to do with rights of ownership. Because the church

belongs to the cultural organization 30CC, it is the latter that decides what the

building can and should be used for.

3.6 Wrapping up

Apparently the appropriateness of functional beliefs may get two meanings. The

first one is instrumental and relates to an artifact’s indeed being a means to the re-

alization of some desired end (cfr. [a-FUN+]). Second, when ascriptions of proper

functions are concerned, appropriateness gets a social connotation; an ascription

is appropriate in as far as it refers to a use that has been institutionalized. So we

write:

The functional belief that α’s proper function is to produce ϕ

is appropriate if

(i) there is a use plan δ and a context of use C so that, in

circumstances C and save malfunction, acting along δ

would lead to the realization of ϕ; and

(ii) the use of α for producing ϕ is institutionalized.

(p-FUN)

Consequently, wemight discern two types of functional knowledge, onemerely

instrumental (as such concerning possible functions), another dealing with proper

functions. The former can be analyzed using [a-FUN+], the latter in addition in-

vokes a criterion of social acceptance.

As such, I think, I have answered the question as to what functional knowledge
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amounts to. And as will become apparent in subsequent chapters, my analysis

puts us in a position to assess the normative features of artifacts.
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Appendix to Chapter 3: Appropriateness and truth

This appendix addresses an issue I raised in footnote 5. To avoid making my ar-

gument needlessly complex, I there talked about appropriate instead of true func-

tional beliefs. Now it is time to examine how they relate.

Although I do not want to press the point too hard, I am fairly sympathetic

to the idea of equating appropriateness with truth. A function ascription, as I

have shown, can be translated into a means-end belief. Saying that a Linex Letter

Balance is a letter weighing device is nothing more than recognizing it is a means

to my letter weighing ends. And there is nothing that excludes means-end beliefs

from being true. To appreciate this fairly common observation, consider a typical

means-end inference, presented by von Wright (1963b):

A wants to make the hut habitable.

Unless A heats the hut, it will not become habitable.

Therefore A must heat the hut.

The first premise, of course, is the ends clause, where the end is that the hut

be habitable. The second premise is based on a causal relationship between tem-

perature and the habitability of a hut; the relation rests on a causal fact about the

living conditions of men. Moreover, the premise implicitly includes a reference to

an action. Typically the temperature inside a hut does not rise “of itself”. Some-

thing must be done to make this happen: one should heat the hut. Again we find

a causal relationship, namely between an action and a desired rise in temperature,

so that the action of “heating” causes the end to be promoted. Such a causal chain,

now, can of course be true. For instance, in a Tarsky-like fashion it is true if: (i)

temperature indeed affects the habitability of huts; and (ii) heating is indeed an

apposite action to cause a rise of temperature. In short, it is true if heating the hut

indeed is a means to make it habitable.

Or, more akin to our argument, truth may be determined in terms of success17,

like for instance Whyte does:

A belief’s truth condition is that which guarantees the fulfilment of

any desire by the action which that belief and desire would combine

to cause18. (Whyte, 1990, p. 150)

17Such an approach is not per se in conflict with a correspondence theory of truth, as Kitcher (2002)
observes.

18Something like this success-guaranteeing analysis of beliefs has been proposed by a number of
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For example, suppose I have desire for chocolate, and I believe there to be

chocolate in the fridge. Well, my belief is true only if acting on the belief and the

desire (i.e. going to the fridge, opening it, and taking out the chocolate) would

result in the satisfaction of my desire.

Now, under Whyte’s account, what would be the truth condition of a functional

belief? [a-FUN+] gives us a straightforward answer. The truth condition of the

functional belief that using α will produce ϕ would be the fact that there is a use

plan δ and a context of use C that, save malfunction, guarantees that actions based

on it would lead to the realization of ϕ.

When the analysis is applied to beliefs about an artifact’s proper function,

however, we need a different story. Recall that such belief must be means-end

appropriate—or true—plus appropriate in the sense that it matches the function

the object is institutionally used for. My belief that the Predikheren Church is a

church might be true in terms of our success-to-truth analysis. Indeed one could

still use it to successfully organize religious meetings. On the other hand, the

belief is inappropriate—or untrue—if it concerns the church’s proper function.

What kind of truth condition could we refer to in this case? Simply the fact that

there is a collective and socially enforced pattern of using the church for religious

purposes.

other writers (such as Papineau, 1993, 1999; Putnam, 1978; Appiah, 1986), all borrowing ideas from
Frank Ramsey’s seminal paper ‘Facts and propositions’ (Ramsey, 1927). I prefer Whyte’s formulation
for its conciseness and clarity.
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Chapter 4

Describing the prescriptive1

4.1 Introduction

As stated in the general introduction, one of the main objectives of the project

is a characterization and categorization of norms in technology. I believe that

with the epistemic tools offered in previous chapter I am in a position to do so

for norms related to artifact interpretation and use. But first I need to do some

more groundwork. In particular, I need to make clear two things. First, I have to

explain what I mean when I talk about norms. Second, the hardest part, I should

make plausible that it is possible—and as importantly, useful—to attribute norms

to artifacts. This chapter will take up both tasks.

To start, let us consider the FM Scan Radio again, the object I recently bought

and that I already presented in figure 2.3. To repeat: the thing does not have a

display, so if you push the “Scan”-button, the thing scans radio frequencies without

informing you on the progress it is making. Sometimes it halts at a certain radio

frequency, but you remain in ignorance about the radio station you are actually

listening to. In addition, the scan proceeds only in one direction; if you want

to switch to a lower frequency, the only way to do it is to push a “Reset” button,

which presumably takes you back to 87.5 FM. From there on, then, you have to

start scanning all over again. Next to that, the radio receiver is extremely faint. A

radiostation you are able to receive in one spot will be indiscernible ten meters

further away. In short, the radio is a good example of really bad design.

1Most of the ideas for this chapter come from (Vaesen, 2006).
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These are some of the ought statements I (could have) considered while inter-

preting the darn thing:

1. Even a cheap FM Scan Radio minimally ought to be able to perform some

basic radio tasks, such as playing sound with high fidelity;

2. A good portable FM Scan Radio ought to have a display, a powerful receiver

and a backward “Scan”-button;

3. An FM Scan Radio ought to work, but if I smash it with a hammer, it proba-

bly will not.

4. For an FM Scan Radio to work I ought to put batteries inside the thing;

5. From the perspective of the FM Scan Radio designer, I probably ought to

putVarta batteries inside the thing;

6. I never ought to trust Varta (radios) again (besides, I never ought to buy 6

euro radios again and I ought to be a more critical customer);

7. An FM Scan Radio designer ought to design reliable FM Scan Radios; and

8. An FM Scan Radio designer (or vendor) ought to be trustworthy;

The order in which these statements are presented is not coincidental. We can

group them according to the subjects of the oughts in them, that is, the items sup-

posed to behave in a certain way: (1) to (3) contain oughts concerning the artifact,

(4) to (6) involve oughts regarding the (actions of the) artifact’s user, whereas the

oughts in (7) and (8) refer to the artifact’s designer (or vendor). We will explain later

how these three evaluative focal points2—i.e. artifact, user and designer—might

help us to bring some order in the wide variety of artifactual oughts (see chapter

5). But first we need to answer the question: why talk about artifactual oughts3 in

the first place?

First of all, although there is much discussion of how the relation should be

conceived of, it is common knowledge that the concept of “ought” is—together

with “being a reason for”—one of the most important normative concepts . If it is

a norm not to kill people, it follows one ought not to kill people.

2I borrow the term “evaluative focal point” from Kagan (2000) and Sepiellie (2005), who have
applied it to ethics and epistemology respectively.

3I will mainly talk about oughts, but I also take them to include “shoulds”, that is, I treat “ought to”
and “should” as perfectly interchangeable.
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In the remainder of this section I will argue that an account of artifactual

oughts is necessary even to give a descriptive account of how people understand,

explain and evaluate artifacts, especially when this knowledge serves a practical

purpose.

Suppose, for instance, it was not me but Pamela who bought the Varta Radio.

I see her switching it on, pushing the “Scan” button, nervously walking around,

putting the radio in the air. After a while she gets so frustrated that she smashes

the thing against the wall, while screaming “Cheater!”. Well, I can explain poor

Pam’s behavior in terms of her beliefs and desires: she wants to listen to the

radio, and she knows how to operate the Varta thing, since she quite smoothly

switches it on, and starts scanning. So, it is not a random process of trial and

error, she seems quite confident on how radios usually ought to be operated. This

fact moreover suggests that her frustration is induced by the artifact, not by her

own clumsiness or (operational) ignorance; she throws the radio against the wall,

because it does not function as it ought to. This ought could be an expression of

plain expectance, of how physical events usually develop, as in “If I drop a radio,

it ought to hit the ground”. But Pam’s screaming “Cheater!” supports another

interpretation: she thinks the radio ought to function properly, since she paid for

the thing. Consequently, the vendor is a cheater for the fact that he did not act as

trustworthy vendors ought to.

To get my explanation off the ground, I willingly relied on Pam’s alleged beliefs

and desires; in a similar vein I relied on a fair amount of oughts. They contributed

to the ease of my interpretation. As such, I used a kind of prescriptive vocabulary

to describe a chain of events. I take it that without it my endeavor would have been

much more cumbersome.

As Kroes and Meijers (2006) note, artifacts are not mere physical objects, they

are intimately related to intentionality and agency—of both designers and users.

Plain physical objects arguably can be described in ought-free terms—except, as

noted before, when the ought expresses a kind of statistical/physical expectation.

But when agency is involved, oughts enter the scene quasi-naturally. They are used

to make sense of expectations, recommendations, (e)valuations, responsibility and

the like.

As explained at length in Chapter 3, an artifact provides a means to one’s end.

But a user will only realize such an end if she meets a set of requirements: she

ought to know the object’s functional goal(s), more precisely, whether the thing
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indeed is an effective means to her ends (see section 3.2.1); she should find out the

use plan she ought to execute (see section 3.2.2); and she should consider whether

the context she finds herself in is suitable for the artifact to be used (see section

3.2.3). If she somehow fails in these respects, she usually will not achieve her goals

(or only by accident).

Instrumental reasoning, now, is about finding desirable means to achieve cer-

tain valued ends. In other words, it is about what ought to be done in order to attain

a state of affairs that ought to be, not about what is, was, or will be. If one agrees

that artifacts are prototypical means, I think one has to accept that our interaction

with artifacts cannot be understood without an “oughty ” vocabulary, even when

one’s only interest is a description of how people interact with them. This, how-

ever, does not imply I am embarking on a normative project myself; I use oughts

to explain and predict human and artifactual behavior, not to prescribe what these

people ought to desire or do.

Returning to technology, consider for example the uncontroversial fact that

most people prefer well-functioning artifacts over malfunctioning ones. Freshly

produced or newly purchased artifacts ought to function properly, that is the “norm”4—

and I think similar arguments can be developed for other “norms”, such as us-

ability, safety, compatibility, and so on. For a customer not any artifact will do;

conversely, the designer cannot content herself with developing any kind of rub-

bish, nor should she hope chance to design some best-selling artifact, nor would

it be wise to let her mood of the day answer the question: what to produce today, a

mal- or well-functioning object? In a competitive and legally regulated context as

modern technology, she ought to develop effective, reliable, usable, safe artifacts.

So there clearly exist prescripts, directives, and rules. In other words, not any-

thing goes; and to explain this fact, it is highly convenient to invoke a prescriptive

language, one that relies on oughts.

A final illustration of the oughty nature of artifactual matters are “normative”

institutes as the ISO (International Organization for Standardization), CEN (Euro-

pean Committee of Normalization), ASTM (former American Society for Testing

and Materials) and, at a local level, NEN (Dutch Centre of Standardization). They

try to define quality, efficiency, good practice and the like; moreover they develop

standards and norms manufacturers and artifacts ought to conform to.

4For the moment I will use quotation marks; in next section I will resolve some of the mysteries
concerning notions as “norm” and “normative”. Also the relation between “oughts” and “norms” will
be covered there.
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It is commonly agreed that the economical impact of this “normative” work is

far-reaching (see for instance Blind, 2004; Grindley, 1995; Spivak and Brenner,

2001; de Vries, 1999). Compatibility norms allow for easy foreign trade; new

companies entering a market can devote more of their resources to innovative R &

D, instead of having to invest in basic know-how; products with quality certificates

often acquire a comparative advantage over non-certified ones; standardized sizes,

measures, shapes and the like reduce the need for an overly differentiated supply,

so that production costs can be lowered; and so on.

These considerations render intelligible the fact that “normative” institutes as

ISO become more and more influential. Not only to the benefit of manufactur-

ers themselves, but also to the benefit of customers, who value quality, efficiency,

safety and so on.

Let us consider it as established that artifactual oughts drive and shape techno-

logical practice and the artifacts it produces—and those who are not convinced yet,

will be, I hope, at the end of the next chapter. Now, what I will do in the remainder

of this chapter is the following. First, I will offer an account of normativity that

suits my purposes best and I will highlight its relation to the oughts-claims we

considered. Second, since evaluation is a crucial notion in it, I will zoom in on

the normative features of evaluative judgments in general (section 4.3). Finally I

discuss the contribution of my account to our understanding of norms and evalu-

ations in technology.

4.2 The (non)-normativity of norms

The standard dimensions of a piece of A4-paper are 210mm x 297mm. So wher-

ever you buy A4-paper, you ought to receive the same-sized kind of thing. In other

words, there is a standard or norm5 any piece of A4-paper ought to conform to.

Gasoline produced by Shell, Texaco or Total has a nearly identical chemical

composition. It ought to work for any brand of car, it ought to be identical in

Germany, Switzerland and France. It is not that oil companies are mandated by

5In fact, the term standard seems more accepted in English-speaking countries, whereas in Ger-
many, France and Holland one does not refer to the ISO 9001 standard, but respectively to the ISO
9001 “Norm”, “norme” and “norm”. In these countries, moreover, the term normalization is preferred
over the term standardization — as in “Deutsches Institut für Normung”, “Association Francaise de la
Normalisation”, and “Nederlands Instituut voor Normalisatie”. In the remainder we will speak more
about norms than about standards, so as to content non-English speaking readers who already are
making an effort reading an English text.
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law to produce such a standardized type of gasoline; nevertheless it is in their own

interest to do so. If Shell would decide to depart from the norm, customers would

go Texaco. Gasoline ought to be such-and-such, it ought to have this-and-that

chemical composition.

So it looks like there exist product norms regarding paper and car fuel—and

credit cards, lamp fittings, voltages, transmission signals, Big Macs and so forth.

At least, these common sense, natural language examples are in favor of such a

conclusion.

Many philosophers, however, would object. They consider talk about norms

only warranted when humans and their actions are concerned. Directly or indi-

rectly they are inspired by the work of Georg Henrik von Wright. According to

him, characteristic of any norm is the fact that it prescribes a certain activity to a

certain agent (von Wright, 1963a), for instance, “if you want q, you must do p.”6.

Most—if not all—accounts of normativity that followed are agency-centered.

For authors as Joseph Raz and Jonathan Dancy7, for instance, the normative should

be understood in terms of reasons. The fact that killing is bad is a normative rea-

son not to kill; it prescribes me not to kill. Having reasons, now, is for most

authors a strictly human affair. So an ought as in “If I pull the cord, the door

ought to open” is non-normative, because the door is not an agent and has no

reasons—let alone normative reasons—to open. Or more generally, since artifacts

have no reasons, it is fairly meaningless to talk about artifactual norms8.

At the face of it, then, there is a conflict. Artifactual norms seem to belong

to our natural way of speaking9, while their existence is denied by philosophers.

What should we trust, common or philosophical sense?

For philosophy, there are three ways out. First, the stipulative way: without fur-

ther argument—or by invoking some kind of omniscient philosophical authority

—we could stick to our philosophical account. We stipulate what normativity is,

and what not. And according to our stipulations so-called artifactual norms have

nothing to do with norms at all.

6For von Wright (1963c), this proposition represents the general form any norm takes.
7See Raz (1975)and Dancy (2004b).
8Except if you link them back to agency, of course. They could, for example, function as a motiva-

tional element in human behavior, as in “the fact that customers value well-functioning scan radios is
a normative reason for designers to design such radios.”

9In the ISO definition of a standard, norms applying to artifacts are mentioned as well (see
http://www.iso.org): ‘Document, established by consensus and approved by a recognized body, that
provides for common and repeated use, rules, guidelines or characteristics for activities or their results
[italics mine], aimed at the achievement of the optimum degree of order in a given context.’
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A second route is more charitable towards common sense, but still treats it

somewhat contemptuously. It consists in an attempt to prove that so-called artifac-

tual norms reduce to agentive norms, that is, norms guiding intentional actions.

Saying, for instance, that a scan radio ought to have a display is normative only

to the extent that it tells us something about what its designer [an agent] ought to

have done [an activity]—namely: provide the thing with a display10. So this strat-

egy grants us—i.e. common sense people—artifactual norms, but not without a

proviso: “keep in mind that what one usually calls product norms, deep down are

in fact norms on producers and their productive actions.”

But this strategy causes problems as well. Have a look at the following sce-

nario11. On the packages of ordinary light bulbs, one always finds information

regarding expected lifetime: the manufacturer guarantees one thousand hours of

functioning, or one year with three hours of functioning per day on average. Sup-

pose I want to switch the light on, and it appears the bulb malfunctions. Given

the warranty, the light bulb ought to burn when I turn the switch. So if such

an ought would be normative, indeed, it would be reducible to a norm about the

manufacturer: she ought to have made sure that the bulb would meet the warranty

conditions or should have changed them.

But what if the bulb fails after 2 years? Clearly, there is no blame for the man-

ufacturer. The bulb is no longer under warranty, and has performed as well as

the manufacturer has said it should. Neither is the user to blame. Light bulbs

usually do not require maintenance, and assuming normal usage, she is not re-

sponsible for the bulb’s failure. Nevertheless, given its functional role, it ought to

burn when the switch is on. In this scenario, then, the ought cannot be reduced

to an intentional action, and thus not to agentive norms.

One might object, however, that the ought here does not express a norm, but

10A similar kind of reduction is often used to reject theories defending a distinction between two
normative categories (as in Castañeda, 1970): the category of ought to do (deontic normativity) and the
category of ought to be (evaluative normativity). In such arguments, the latter category is redundant,
because it can be reduced to the former. For instance, to say an act was right, means nothing more than
that the agent has done what he ought to have done. An example of Humberstone (1971)—adopted
by Harman (1986) in his plea for a non-reductive view on “ought to be” and and “ought to do”–shows,
however, that it is often hard to apply a reductive strategy straightforwardly. He describes a scenario in
which children are working in a sweatshop. An observer remarks: “Children ought not to work under
such conditions.” It is a remark about what ought not to be the case, irrespective of what these children
ought to do to change their situation, and even irrespective of what the management of the sweatshop
ought to do to improve the working conditions for their employees. At least, that is what Humberstone
and Harman think of it.

11The scenario was in fact suggested to me by Jesse Hughes and Wybo Houkes. I had developed a
similar one before concerning cars; but theirs appeared better to serve my purposes.
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merely casts an expectation. We expect the bulb to work based on induction over

previous successes and failure of this and other bulbs. If so, the ought-statement

is equal to the statement ‘When it is switched on, the light bulb will burn.’ The ob-

jection is unmotivated, though. Suppose I noticed earlier that the bulb was burned

out. Notwithstanding that fact, I could reasonably maintain that the bulb ought to

work; if so, the ought does clearly not refer to an expectation—for I know that it

cannot live up to that—but to what the system ought to do given its functional

role, that is, if it were functioning normally.

Of course, the problem could be solved by returning to the first, stipulative

strategy. We posit, by definition, that the functional bulb norm is not a norm.

But this again leaves much of our common sense talk about product norms unex-

plained, as suggested at the beginning of this section.

A final, more promising route is to change the direction of fit. Instead of mak-

ing the world fit our philosophical theories, we make the latter fit the world. So if

we notice that a theory only accounts for half of our common sense “normative”

talk, we abandon it and look for an alternative. After all, why defend such a theory

at all costs? Why should we accept an arbitrary characteristic, namely agency, if

this entails our account of normativity is too strict to fit the world?

This third route, then, should lead to a theory which both explains norms on

conduct and norms on artifacts. The most natural way to do this is to characterize

a norm as follows. A norm is a human-defined and institutionalized measure,

a comparative standard of how things ought to be or ought to be done12. For

example: in order for a human agent to meet the norms of rationality, he ought

to act so-and-so; in order for an artifact to meet norms of quality, it ought to be

so-and-so, or ought to perform this-and-that. On this account, then, the difference

between agent and artifactual normativity would be related to what the norms are

about: in agent normativity, norms are about human beings and their actions,

artifactual normativity on the other hand concerns artifacts.

Norms conceived in this way are relevantly similar to the descriptive norms

that, as Neander remarks13, are used in some other contexts: for example, in talk

of statistical norms and in talk of normal functioning in biology. Considering the

normativity of biological functions, the author puts it like this:

To attribute a natural function ... to something is to attribute an eval-

12I have made a similar suggestion in Vaesen (2006).
13see http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/content-teleological/; accessed on 04/03/2008
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uative standard to it that it could fail to meet, even chronically [...].

(Neander, 1999, p. 14)

On this account, a function is a comparative measure to which we refer when

the object in question is malfunctioning; in case an item is not functioning as it is

(standardly) supposed to function, it is malfunctioning.

I hasten to stress that there are at least two obvious objections to such propos-

als. First, what to do with a statement as ‘If I drop the pen, it ought to fall down’?

Bearing in mind what I have said before, it might seem normative. Indeed, it im-

plicitly refers to a comparative standard of how things ought to be; according to

nature’s laws, it ought to be the case that pens fall down when dropped. Conse-

quently, my proposal would have the unwelcome side-effect of opening the natural

world for normativity.

What is overlooked in this analysis, however, is the fact that the ought concern-

ing the pen is casting an expectation14. If the pen would not fall, we would not call

it a bad pen. On the other hand, if the pen would fail to write, the statement ‘The

pen ought to write’ casts more than just expectation. Even when I do not expect it

to write—e.g. because I previously saw somebody else trying in vain to use it—the

pen, because of its function, still ought to do what it cannot. Otherwise, it is a bad

pen. That is: when used to write, the pen is up to evaluation, whereas in the case

of dropping it, it is not.

This in turn is the reason why my proposal says that a norm should be a

human-defined comparative standard. It means a norm cannot be given by na-

ture15, but must be set by human beings, arguably because they value what the

norm is about. I value well-functioning pens, that is why I bought one. And since

I paid for the thing, I feel wronged when it malfunctions. For this I see no parallel

to physical oughts. Whatever I desire the natural world to be, my desire is sterile;

it certainly does not give me a reason to feel wronged, for instance, when I notice

I, nor anybody else, can change the laws of gravity. They are given by nature, not

set by humans.

Another take at the difference between physical oughts and functional norms

is given by Jacob (2001). He claims that unlike physics and chemistry, biology is

14Judith Jarvis Thomson makes a similar distinction. In contrast to normative
oughts, she discerns epistemic oughts, that is, oughts expressing expectations. see
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-2713684717990950874&q=philosophy&pr=goog-
sl&hl=en; accessed on 05/07/2007

15Except, as Neander thinks, in biological explanations (see also next paragraph).
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loaded with norms:

If a planet of the Solar systemwere to stop gravitating towards the Sun,

it would stop being a planet of the Solar system. If a chemical bond

between two atoms within a molecule breaks down, then the whole

molecule disintegrates or gives rise to another molecule. If, however,

a biological organ stops performing its biological function, it does not

ipso facto lose its identity. Why? Because a biological organ has a

biological function. [...] The crucial point here is that the relevant bio-

logical notion of a function is a teleological notion, not a dispositional

notion: if an organ [...] has a function in this teleological sense, then

there are things which it [...] ought to do. In other words, there are bi-

ological norms and they arise from biological functions. (Jacob, 2001,

p. 17-18)

If one, as most do, agrees that artifactual function is, just like biological func-

tion, a teleological notion, then the difference with mere physical phenomena

should be clear: artifacts can be attributed norms, whereas physical phenomena

cannot.

Perhaps the distinction does not immediately follow from my definition of a

norm; but nothing in what follows depends on the distinction artifactual/physical

anyway. So I suggest we leave this thorny issue for what it is and proceed. Besides,

my proposal is meant to be useful for making sense of normative talk in technology,

full stop. If it succeeds in this respect, I would be content. Its alleged ineptness to

cope with the natural world is a matter we can always try to fix afterwards.

A second worry about my proposal might be that it makes norms too private.

Indeed, my own personal taste cannot be called a norm, say, when it concerns an

evaluation of Belgian beers. Similarly, if I attribute to a sad-iron the function of

fastening papers together, it would be awkward to view that function as a norm to

make claims about the object’s alleged malfunctioning. So it seems that norms

should someway be in the open, that is, they must be supported by a collective of

agents. Evidently, that is the reason why I suggested that norms are institution-

alized comparative measures. The term here means exactly the same as when I

used it in section 3.5: the application of the norm as a comparative standard is a

‘collective pattern of action that is socially enforced and has some measure of sta-

bility’. For instance, ISO norms are developed and used by a collective of agents to
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evaluate products and product methods. Furthermore, they are socially enforced;

some by law, others by virtue of the authority of ISO, still others simply within

the manufacturer-customer relationship. In the latter case, customer groups for

instance may stop buying products not conforming to the ISO norm, thereby forc-

ing “non-obedient” manufacturers to comply.

Before rounding up, one remark. After having written the first draft of this

section, I could not resist to have a look at the entry “norm” in the Oxford English

Dictionary (OED). It reads:

Norm, n.

1.a. That which is a model or a pattern; a type, a standard.

the norm, what is usual, typical, or standard.

1.b. A standard or pattern of social behaviour that is accepted in or

expected of a group.

1.c. A value used as a reference standard for purposes of comparison.

For me the most surprising fact is not that these definitions come close to

my proposal; it is rather the observation that philosophy has diverged quite sub-

stantially from natural language when norms are concerned. Only (1.b) refers to

agency; philosophers, in contrast, have since von Wright stressed—and after a

while, taken for granted—that norms only prescribe and evaluate human conduct,

as such disregarding norms as defined in (1.a) and (1.c); to these categories belong

some fairly common norms, such as quality norms, monetary norms, measuring

norms, and income and tax norms (all given as examples in the OED entry).

It is hard to understand why philosophers almost unanimously have gone this

way and what we have gained by narrowing down the notion of norms16. Neverthe-

less, this unexplainable bias is one reason, I guess, why contemporary discussions

on normativity are nearly always discussions about the normativity of (human)

reasons—just like Joseph Raz proposed in the 70’s, at the dawn of the debate.

Until now, most authors17 remain loyal to his basic intuition:

16A plausible explanation was suggested to me by Marc de Vries or Anthonie Meijers (unfortunately,
in my drafts I did not put a name next to this particular suggestion). One of them (or both) conjectures
that discussions on normativity arose in (meta-)ethics, a branch of philosophy in which human agency
evidently takes center stage.

17As noted before, exceptions can be found in (Neander, 1999) and also for instance in (Millikan,
1993).
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The normativity of all that is normative consists in the way it is, or

provides, or is otherwise related to reasons. (Raz, 1999, p. 67)

To conclude, in this section I have suggested an account that is able to make

sense of artifactual normativity and agent normativity. It differs in several respects

from other theories on the subject, but I believe it is a plausible candidate to ex-

plain the normative nature of technology. To see this more clearly, it would be

good to put it to work. But first I will clarify a last bit of terminology. Norms are

said to be comparative measures, but what does that mean? In particular, if we

make comparisons—or less colloquially, evaluative judgments—about an object,

where does the normativity occur?

4.3 The (non)-normativity of evaluations

Oughts often appear in evaluative judgments. A lighter ought to contain gas, if

not it is worthless; a decent horse ought to start running when I tell it to. Or, when

human beings are concerned: a good cowboy ought to smoke.

Are these evaluations normative? Well, it depends. For an agency-centered

normativist—like Raz and Dancy—only the cowboy statement is up for normativ-

ity. And even then it depends on whether one takes agentive ought-to-be statements—

like the cowboy judgment—normative. If not, one could argue the judgment gets

a normative touch only when it for instance gives me, a cowboy, a reason to start

smoking18.

But what would we get if we follow the proposal I developed in the previous

section, that is, the proposal that a norm is a comparative standard of how things

ought to be done or ought to be? Would that turn the evaluative statements about

the lighter and the horse into normative statements? I will contend that, yes, it

makes them normative in a sense. In a second argument, I will nevertheless claim

that they are—at the same time—descriptive. Finally, I will explain how such state-

ments often become value-laden. To sum up, this section will defend the following

claims:
18More often than not, however, authors avoid these controversial waters. When the issue needs to

be addressed, they remain vague or at once get unexplainably absent-minded: norms become evalua-
tive, evaluations normative, norms turn into evaluations and the like. The most confusing passage I
encountered is in Goldman (1986, p.20): ‘[E]pistemology is an evaluative, normative, or critical disci-
pline. Let me now address the possible scope of such evaluation. First, what do we mean by “evalua-
tion” or “norm”? Wemean a judgment that pronounces something good or bad, right or wrong, proper
or improper, and the like.”
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1. Evaluations are normative;

2. Evaluations are descriptive; and

3. Evaluations may be valuative.

To get the argument going, it is instructive to have a look at the following sce-

nario, which is inspired by an example of James Maffie, presented in a paper on

the normativity of epistemology (Maffie, 1990, p. 339). There Maffie talks about a

quiche competition. I, on the other hand, will consider a Labrador beauty compe-

tition, since it better serves my purposes, and moreover, since I want to distance

myself from some of Maffie’s viewpoints, in particular his view on normativity—

which he, like the philosophers above, restricts to that ‘which is intimately con-

nected with human conduct and motivation’ (p. 334).

At any rate, the scenario is as follows:

Marlys is a professional dog-breeder who agrees to judge in a local

Labrador competition. She evaluates the various competitors, distin-

guishing better from worse, yet all the while secretly despising the

dogs, good and bad. Marlys hates Labradors. After the awards she

says to a friend, “By Labrador standards, this one’s clearly the best. But

personally I consider Labradors dull, regardless of how well or poorly

they perform. Nevertheless, if you’re someone who values Labradors,

then you ought to love this one. It is the best one of its kind.”

So, Marlys is evaluating Labradors. As a professional, she probably is aware of

the directives written out by the International Labrador Society. According to the

Society, the beauty of a Labrador is determined by, say, its tail length, its shoulder

height, its Body Mass Index, and so on. These properties are, so to speak, the

evaluative focal points in Marlys’ Labrador judgments.

For each such focal point, the Society has laid down a grading scale. With

respect to tails, for instance, scores are assigned according to the (made-up) table

4.1.

So Marlys meticulously measures the tails of the competitors, compares the

results with the standards as outlined in table 4.1, and assigns a score accordingly.

She does so for each evaluative focal point; the Labrador with the highest overall

score, well, is the award winning Labrador.
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Score Tail length Description
5 8 - 10 cm Perfect tail
4 6 - 8 cm Superior tail
3 4 - 6 cm Average tail
2 2 - 4 cm Inferior tail
1 0 - 2 cm Worthless tail

Table 4.1: Imaginary Labrador Tail Scoring Table

As such, her evaluation appears to be a descriptive exercise. Marlys classifies the

Labradors into categories based on a set of objective criteria, all the while being

left cold by what she is doing; she even might hold the terms ‘perfect tail’ and

‘Labrador’ a priori incompatible.

Her exercise is in fact similar to the exercise of Marlon, a biologist making an

inventory of, say, the plant species on a piece of land. Just like Marlys, Marlon has

a look-up table at his disposal—mostly in the form of a bulky book, called a “flora”.

The book contains the evaluative focal points for plants; if a plant bears needles

instead of leaves, for example, it belongs to the category of the gymnosperms; if

its needles are blunt at the top, are smaller than 3cm, and are not grouped, the

plant presumably is a Caucasian spruce. (And so on.) So with the help of his look-

up table Marlon evaluates the different features of the plants he encounters and

classifies them. At the end of the day, he will have described the piece of land in

terms of its plant population.

Let us return to Marlys, who is at the moment assessing a Labrador named

Flappy. Flappy’s owner asks Marlys why she is writing down “Flappy: worthless

tail”. She answers: “For Flappy’s tail to be perfect, it ought to be 8-10 cm long; but

since he seems to have lost it somewhere, he gets a score of 1.” By now, I hope it

is clear why I take her evaluation to be descriptive (as stated in claim (2)): Marlys

reports a state of affairs, thereby relying on an oughty vocabulary. But in what

sense is her statement normative?

In fact the answer is not as straightforward as claim (1) has it. I think Marly’s

evaluation is normative in that it refers to a norm, andmore important, it cannot do

without. I think it is non-normative in the sense of “norming”, that is, determining

which norms to adhere to or the exercise of distinguishing good from bad norms.

Let us start with the normative reading. Perhaps it is trivial to treat a statement
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as normative, just because one of its constituents is a norm. Fair enough, but the

main point of my argument remains in place; no evaluation without a norm to

compare to. Marlys weighs Flappy’s tail against a set of comparative tail standards,

as represented in table 4.1. These standards tell us which criteria a tail ought to

meet for it to count as perfect. That is why Marlys, in the original scenario, says to

a friend: “By Labrador standards, this one’s clearly the best.”

But there is also a sense in which Marlys’ evaluation is non-normative. That

is the case if you regard an exercise normative only if it is “setting the standards”.

Compare for instance with epistemology. According to some people, epistemology

is a normative endeavor. What is meant is that epistemology should try to define

good cognitive practice. Epistemologists, thus, are expected to set criteria a belief

or an instance of reasoning ought to meet. Now, in the case of the Labrador com-

petition, setting the standards is not part of Marlys’ work; rather it has been done

for her, namely through the norming efforts of say, the International Labrador So-

ciety (ILS); as Labrador fans, the board of the ILS think beautiful Labradors ought

to be valued, and that such beauty is realized only when these-and-those standards

are met.

Marlys’ evaluations do not hinge on whether or not she values the same things

as the Society. As said before, she may be left cold by Labrador beauty and nev-

ertheless be a conscientious jury member. She is describing the competitors in

accordance with the directives of the Society; she herself is not setting the stan-

dards, they have been set for her.

These considerations can be used as an introduction to the third claim: eval-

uations may be value-laden or valuative. The reason why we need such a claim is

that we still have not made sense of the fact that evaluations on many occasions

appear less neutral than I have presented them. Evaluating often seems to involve

a sort of positive or negative excitement. It sometimes even comes close to an act

of prizing, desiring, moving, or a state of feeling wronged, frustrated, and so on. If

Marlys were a Labrador fan herself, her saying “Flappy’s tail is terrible!” could get

a fairly different connotation than when she were saying it in her role of impartial

judge. In the former case, it could sound as a condemnation or insult; in the latter

as a neutral report of a state of affairs.

I think the scenarios differ because of a difference in commitment towards the

values at stake. If I care about Labrador beauty, I presumably will be thrilled when

I encounter the perfect Labrador; at least much more than if I am left dead cold by
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Labradors all together. The descriptive statement “Flappy’s tail is worthless!” could

as such become less or more valuative, that is, lose or gain some of its alleged

neutrality — just like the statement “This scan radio is terrible!” could be factual

or rather an expression of feeling wronged. But before turning to artifacts again,

I suggest we have a look at some basic concepts in speech act theory. I believe

they can help us to understand how it is that descriptive statements often have a

valuative feel19.

It is common to distinguish the syntax, semantics and pragmatics of a state-

ment. The syntax concerns the relationships between words and sentence parts;

semantics is about the relationships between the statement, its meaning and the

world; pragmatic properties reflect the relationships between the statement, its

user, and the contexts of use. Pragmatics, thus, considers the uttering of a state-

ment as an act performed in a context, the latter including the beliefs, desires,

intentions and interests of both utterer and audience. Speech act theory (see e.g.

Austin, 1962; Searle, 1969), now, says such an act in fact may encompass three

“sub-acts”: a locutionary, illocutionary, and perlocutionary speech act. The locu-

tionary act is the act of saying something; the illocutionary act is what I do in

saying something—for instance, in saying that I am sorry I want to convey my

apologies; the perlocutionary dimension is related to the effect my utterance has

on my audience—you are perplexed, nevertheless you accept my apologies and

dig up your peace pipe.

Applied to evaluative statements, then, we get the following. An evaluative

judgment, I argued, is essentially descriptive. Nevertheless, the statement “Flappy’s

tail is terrible!” can be more than a neutral communication of a state of affairs. It

can do some perlocutionary work for us.

By uttering it I could, as an perlocutionary act, intend you, the owner of Flappy,

to feel ashamed, or to take better care of the dog. Since I value the beauty and wel-

fare of Labradors, with my statement I hope to influence you, I intend to move

you, to cause a change in your behavior; as such my judgment is descriptive,

though clearly valuative and motivating. Furthermore, if I indeed can cause you

to act—for instance, if you follow my advice—this effect should be understood in

perlocutionary terms.

In fact, I think the argument can take away much of the puzzlement about

19Here my argument might again seem inspired by Maffie (1990). But in fact it arose in a discussion
I had with some colleagues, before having read his paper. I especially thank Anthonie Meijers for his
suggestion to have a look at speech act theory.
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the normativity of evaluative judgments, certainly when you conceive normativity

in the tradition of von Wright. It makes clear why statements, though essentially

descriptive, can be action causing and move people. As such, at least in the von

Wrightian sense of the word, they get a normative flair. But since we have given

the term a different connotation, we would say evaluative statements may get val-

uative.

4.4 Wrapping up

This chapter was meant to clarify a number of terms that I will use in my catego-

rization of norms in technology (see next chapter). In particular, it should be clear

what I mean when I speak about terms as “norm”, “evaluation”, “normative” and

“valuative”:

i. a norm is a kind of human-defined and institutionalized comparative mea-

sure of how things ought to be done or ought to be;

ii. an evaluation is a descriptive act of setting the features of an object (or per-

son) against a (set of) norms;

iii. normative acts are acts that are aimed at defining the norms to compare or

to adhere to; and

iv. an evaluation may get valuative if one is committed to the values a norm

expresses, often making the evaluation action causing.

Onemight object to these stipulations, but I hope one does so only at the end of

next chapter. For I believe my terminology should be evaluated on its instrumental

value, rather than on its conceptual merits per se; in particular, if it is useful to my

aim of characterizing and categorizing norms related to artifacts, it has proven its

worth.
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Chapter 5

The varieties of artifactual

oughts

5.1 Introduction

Terminological issues settled, this chapter presents a structured overview of arti-

factual norms and oughts. The question that interests us here is, in outline: once

our interpretation is settled, that is, once we have attributed a function to the arti-

fact at hand, what kinds of oughts are induced?

I will narrow down this question, however. I will focus on proper functions (as

defined in section 3.5). The reason for this is related to a remark I made earlier.

Norms are institutionalizedmeasures, I argued. So if an individual uses an artifact

idiosyncratically, that is, for one of its possible functions, no norm can be invoked

to evaluate the object’s mal- or well-functioning, since such a norm too would be

idiosyncratic. In contrast, since proper function itself is a notion referring to an

institution, we can expect its normative properties follow quite naturally. But that

is something I will explain in subsequent sections.

Next to that, I will show that artifactual norms are not limited to functionality.

In particular, I propose three evaluative focal points: user, artifact and designer.

We will see that each of these focal points entails various ought-claims, and I will

assess the normativity for each of them.
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5.2 Evaluative Focal Point 1: The user

The first evaluative focal point is the user. I will use my epistemic analysis of

successful action (see Chapter 3) to assess the norms imposed on her. Initially, I

there characterized successful action as follows:

S desires ϕ

S believes that using artifact α will produce ϕ

This means-end belief is appropriate

S achieves ϕ by using α

(SUC)

Throughout the chapter, though, I discerned other conditions that should be

met in order for the agent S to achieve ϕ (assuming for the moment that ϕ is α’s

proper function). Apart from knowing the artifact’s functional goal (see section

3.2.1), she also ought (to be able) to act along the proper use plan δ (see section

3.2.2), and ought to do so only when she is in circumstances C (see section 3.2.3).

So schematically we write:

For S to realize α’s proper function

(i) S ought to know (or find out) α’s proper functional goal;

(ii) S ought to act according to α’s proper use plan δ; and

(iii) S ought to apply δ in circumstances C.

(n-USE)

These oughts, in isolation, do not prescribe or recommend; instead, they do so

only within the evaluative framework of instrumental reason. That is, only if one

adopts ϕ as an end, actions along δ in circumstances C are asked for. Put differ-

ently, these norms are hypothetical. They concern what a user ought to know (viz.

α’s functional goal) or do (viz. acting along δ in circumstances C), on the condition

she wants the artifact at hand to be an effective means to her ends.

It still might be that under these conditions S fails to achieve α’s functional

goal ϕ. Indeed, as mentioned, the artifact might be malfunctioning. Though I

know what a car is for and though I know how and when to drive it, if its tires are

flat, I will not successfully realize its intended purpose, namely, to transport me

from A to B.

But even so, claims about malfunction are credible only in as far as conditions
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(i)-(iii) in [n-USE] are met. Concerning (i), if it is unreasonable to interpret a car as

a stapler, it follows it is nonsensical to evaluate the car’s performance in terms of

its stapling capacities; a car is not a malfunctioning stapler. Put differently, an ad-

equate functional attribution sets a standard for what we can hold as malfunction;

if our original attribution is unwarranted, our resulting evaluation will be as well.

Condition (ii) has it that a user ought to act according to α’s proper use plan,

and the fulfillment of this condition too affects claims aboutmalfunction. Artifacts

can perform effectively only when their users operate them as they are supposed

to. A refrigerator that does not cool because I pulled the plug, is not malfunction-

ing. It only would be, if I had operated it correctly, which, among other things,

would mean plugging it in.

Finally, one ought to appreciate an artifact’s proper context of use (as in con-

dition (iii)), before one can correctly assess an alleged failure. For example, in

the Washington Post of October 22, 2006, Neal Mueller reported ‘how lousy the

iPod is’1. He had reached that conclusion after his iPod’s failure on the summit

of Mount Everest, where he had planned to celebrate his successful climb with

his favorite Van Halen song. In the responses to the article, however, Mueller

was unanimously portrayed as a lousy journalist2. Apparently he had not read the

specs of Apple3. Those propose an operating temperature of 32◦ to 95◦ F (0◦ to

35◦ C) and a maximum operating altitude of 10,000 feet (3000 m). Given Mount

Everest’s height of 8850m, and an average temperature of -19◦ C in July, Mueller’s

critique indeed becomes unreasonable. It illustrates that claims about malfunc-

tion can only be maintained when reference is made to the right sorts of contexts

of use.

So how do these hypothetical oughts relate to the way I defined norms in the

previous chapters? First, they are a measure of how things ought to be done; they

define the right way of operating the artifact. Second, they are institutionalized, in

the sense that they are laid down and communicated by the designer, who is in

this respect an authority. And as an authority, she directs user behavior—quite

successfully in case of the iPod, since the majority of iPod-users arguably do not

use the player on Mount Everest. Finally, we can invoke these norms to evaluate

1Mueller even compares the gadget with Paris Hilton, as he writes: ‘I’d go as far as to say I think
Paris Hilton is to Hollywood what the iPod is to portable music players. Both are radiant, glossy and
coveted, and like any flash-in-the-pan they are overpriced and cantankerous.’

2For many Mueller was also a cheat, since one of his sponsors was Creative, a company that com-
petes with Apple on the portable player market.

3See http://www.apple.com/ipod/specs.html; accessed on 06/06/2007
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use. For instance, they put us in a position to dismiss Mueller’s application of the

iPod as incorrect. In turn, such an evaluation might get valuative; based on the

reactions on Mueller’s story, for instance, we can safely say that the respondents

found Mueller’s behavior highly fatuous.

In Mueller’s case, proper function and proper use are enforced by designers,

but the same goes for enforcement by law. For example, one ought to use the

Predikheren Church according to the directives laid down by 30CC, the owner

of the building; the organization’s rights of ownership allow it to decide how the

former church can and should be used.

Consider how the analysis looks when applied to accidental functions and use.

Suppose I use a screwdriver to open cans. It might be that in order to use it for

that purpose, I ought to do this-and-that, and that I ought to do it in these-and-those

circumstances. But such use can hardly be called institutionalized. Consequently,

these oughts lack, what we might call, normative force, unless if one accepts that

norms can be defined idiosyncratically—a proposal I already argued against (see

section 4.2). That such a “norm” is not supported by a wider social context is

also illustrated by the fact that I would not have any (legal) ground to hold the

manufacturer liable in case the screwdriver breaks down while opening a can.

This short section has highlighted the implications of my epistemic analysis.

From the latter, I have shown, follow quite naturally a set of hypothetical norms on

artifact users, at least when these are understood along the normative framework I

developed before. Since we hitherto have paid little attention to the next evaluative

focal point, it will need much more elaboration.

5.3 Evaluative Focal Point 2: The artifact

5.3.1 Effectiveness, Reliability4

As suggested before, success not only depends on the psychological state and ac-

tions of the agent, but also on facts about the artifact. If I believe I can stop the

car by pressing the brake pedal, and this belief is true, I will stop the car. On the

other hand, if, due to the fact that the pedal malfunctions, my belief is false, I

will not stop the car. Having regarded the notion of malfunction as more or less

self-explanatory, it is time to analyse it more carefully.

4I am particularly grateful to Jesse Hughes for his ideas on this section.
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We can discern two kinds ofmalfunction. The first is a token-level phenomenon.

It means the particular artifact is unable to reliably and/or effectively realize its

proper function, where this unreliability and/or non-effectiveness is set against

the performance of the normal tokens of the type the artifact belongs to. For in-

stance, when I smash my Varta FM Scan Radio against the wall, it presumably

will not respond when I switch it on. The thing, we say, is malfunctioning in that

its behavior deviates from that of the normal tokens of the artifact type ‘Varta FM

Scan Radios’. In other words, this kind of non-optimality is not characteristic of

the artifact type, but merely of the token I happened to ruin. Similarly, it could

be that the object is malfunctioning due to a production error; the lot of Varta FM

Scan Radios produced on September 27, for instance, might include one malfunc-

tioning radio (perhaps, the quality control officer was for a moment distracted),

and I was the unfortunate person who bought it.

In this examplemalfunction is the radio’s inability to effectively realize its proper

function, where effectivenessmeans the degree to which the functional goal would

be realized if the artifact were used properly. Reliability, on the other hand, refers

to the probability that, given proper usage, the goal would be promoted. An anti-

aircraft missile that fails to hit its target is not malfunctioning per se. It might

have “faultlessly” missed, since it probably has been developed to hit targets with

a probability of say, 75%5. Conversely, suppose one has a flashlight with a bad

contact underneath its power button. Mostly, when the button is pushed, noth-

ing happens, but sometimes the flashlight indeed goes on. It is therefore able to

do what it is supposed to, but it does not do so reliably. It seems clear that the

flashlight is malfunctioning.

With respect to flashlights, effectiveness and reliability could amount to the

following: flashlights ought to go on whenever I use them correctly, and for that to

obtain, their circuitry ought to be complete. My particular flashlight, now, is mal-

functioning, since it fails when set against the performance of normal flashlights.

As explained in the previous chapter, such an evaluation is descriptive; I measure

and compare, and eventually observe the fact that the thing I purchased does not

meet the standards of its type. While left cold by the (non-)working of flashlights

all together, my judgment would be a report of a state of affairs.

Such “indifferent” evaluations are fairly common in real-life. Manufacturers,

5Most authors consider malfunction as a mere failure to perform (see for instance Davies, 2000a,b;
Millikan, 1989; Preston, 1998; Schurz, 2001; Hardcastle, 2002). This example makes clear there is
more to malfunction than failure alone.
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Figure 5.1: Different kinds of bug zappers

for example, test the individual artifacts they produce on quality. Those products

that do not meet a set of predefined standards are taken out and thrown away. In

the production process, for instance, light bulbs commonly are put in a fitting,

and in case of malfunction, they are removed from the lot.

Sometimes, though, I am more committed to “well-function”. In case I pay

for an object which appears to be malfunctioning due to an error external to me,

my evaluation is not just a report of a state of affairs, but might get a valuative

connotation; I feel wronged and I blame the manufacturer or the vendor. An

expression of the value I attach to well-function is the money I was willing to pay

for the artifact; I would have a good reason to call the manufacturer and tell him

the thing ought to work, since I paid for it.

Malfunction at token-level is clearly the default case. But it may also occur at

the level of artifact types, though in such cases one would rather talk about poor

design than about malfunction. Regardless, it amounts to the unreliability and/or

non-effectiveness of a type of artifacts, where the sub-optimality is set against the

performance of the super-type the type is part of. An example of malfunction at

type-level is offered by Preston (1998)6, and concerns so-called bug zappers (see

figure 5.1). A bug zapper is a device that, by means of a light source, attracts

insects to an electrical grid that electrocutes them. The name stems from the

6In a more recent paper, Preston (2008) speaks about phantom functions, rather than malfunction
at type level.
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characteristic “zap” sound produced when an insect is fried. Bug zappers are often

advertised—and used—as a means of controlling mosquito populations. But it is

doubtful they indeed can perform this function. Most mosquitoes, depending on

species and area, are not attracted to the light used in the devices. Of course, one

could argue that a bug zapper’s proper function is less specific, for instance, that it

is for insect control in general. Indeed, many insects are attracted to the zapper’s

light, and are electrocuted when touching the grid. But bug zappers also attract

insects that otherwise would not be present, so that the net effect might be an

increase, rather than a decrease in the population present in the vicinity of the

device.

Another example is my FM Scan Radio. Allegedly, it is a portable radio player.

But because of its extremely faint receiver, I cannot move it without losing the

signal I was listening to. I take it that this is a type phenomenon, rather than a

bug in the particular radio I purchased. If so, the type of Varta FM Scan Radios

is malfunctioning, or more colloquially, poorly designed. And we compare its

performance to the performance of the super-type it belongs to, namely the super-

type of small portable radio players. My specimen, now, does not live up to the

standard that any small portable radio ought to have at least a sufficiently strong

receiver.

Evaluating the Varta radio type, again, can be done with and without much of

commitment. Saying its design is poormight be a factual statement—like the eval-

uations made by consumer organizations, that test types (not tokens) of artifacts,

and publish the data to inform customers. Or, when I purchased a Varta Radio

token, my evaluative judgment could be an expression of indignation, giving me

a reason to take further action, for example, to file a complaint.

Taking legal steps in this case would indeed be fairly extreme—after all, the

thing is only worth 6 euro. In a similar vein, it would be preposterous to go to

court in case I buy a malfunctioning radio token. Typically I can expect the vendor

to hand me a new specimen without much ado. He will, either because the object

comes under explicit warranty, which according to, for example, the US Uniform

Commercial Code (UCC) commits him to the following:

Any remedial promise made by the seller to the immediate buyer cre-

ates an obligation that the promise will be performed upon the hap-

pening of the specified event. (UCC, §2-313, 4)
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Or he will replace the defective object, because he is bound to a kind of implied

warranty of merchantability. Such a clause determines the conditions under which

goods can be sold; in general, they ought to be of good quality and fit for ordinary

purposes:

Goods to be merchantable must be at least [...] fit for the ordinary

purposes for which such goods are used. (UCC, §2-314, 2c)

So if the ordinary purpose—or proper function—of a flashlight is to go on

when I push the power button, then under this stipulation I have grounds to sue

the seller, in case the torch is not able to fulfill its intended purpose—making it

an unmerchantable good. As such, effectively and reliably being able to perform

its proper function—which inversely means: not malfunctioning—is a norm, a

comparative standard of how the torch ought to behave. Moreover, this norm is

socially enforced, in particular by laws like those found in the UCC. To summarize,

according to the UCC, an artifact ought to be able to perform its proper function,

before it counts as a merchantable good.

The second article (UCC, §2-314, 2c) also makes clear why possible functions

fall out. My ordinary flashlight is certainly not fit for being used underwater. If I

would use it under those circumstances, the seller cannot be held liable for mal-

function (and its consequences). I am the one to blame. Besides, malfunction

claims concerning accidental use fit awkwardly with natural language. Suppose I

successfully use my folded laptop as a stepping stone, as a way to conquer the last

few centimeters on my hand’s way to a book on the highest shelf. After my effort,

the height of my folded laptop presumably will have decreased. If I once more

would use it to grab the same book, I would not succeed, but I definitely would

not say that my laptop was malfunctioning.

5.3.2 Usability

Earlier I made the remark that I should not blame a car for my ignorance; a well-

functioning car is not malfunctioning, just because I am unable to operate it. In

other words, there seem at least some requirements I myself, as a user, ought

to fulfill. On the other hand: I certainly should not blame myself for my car’s

unintelligible appearance.

What I mean is that an artifact ought to be usable in some sense, that its design

should be as transparent, simple, self-explanatory, user-friendly as possible. Oth-
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Figure 5.2: Arbitrary arrangement of stove controls (Adapted from Norman
(1988))

erwise it might be an effective means to a specific end, but in as far as I am unable

to operate it due to its incomprehensible lay-out, it remains a well-functioning, but

useless object.

Perhaps the car example is not suited to make my point7. So let us consider a

simple example given by Norman (1988). It is about the arrangement of burners

and controls on kitchen stoves. Most of them have four burners, arranged in a

rectangle, each being operated by an individual control. Some of them look like

the ones depicted in figure 5.2a and b. The arrangement in 5.2a is arbitrary: which

control goes with which burner? With some trial-and-error I will probably find

out, but next time I use the thing, I will have to start trying-and-erring again—

unless I manage to memorize the correct arrangement. Labeling the controls (as

in 5.2b) might be helpful, but, inattentive as people often are, there remains ample

7One clear exception is BMW’s so-called iDrive system. It is a computer-like tool which is used to
control most secondary vehicle systems. It consists of an LCD panel mounted in the dashboard and a
controller knob mounted on the center console. It allows the driver and front-seat passenger to control
such amenities as the climate (air conditioner and heater), the audio system (radio and CD player), the
navigation system and communication system. Many have criticized the iDrive because of its steep
learning curve, and for the fact that it causes the driver to look away from the road too much. For this
reason, it has also become known as the “iDistract”.
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Figure 5.3: Intelligible arrangement of controls (adapted from Norman (1988))

room for confusion. While cooking my thoughts should be focused on cooking,

not on mentally mapping left, right, back and front. Besides, for illiterate people

the labels would not be of any help at all. Though 5.2a and b are not completely

useless, they are user-unfriendly at the least.

For designers, there is an easy solution to the problem, however. They only

need to make use of a spatial analogy, that is, they should organize the controls in

the same pattern as the burners (as in figure 5.3). In this case, the organization

of the controls carries all the information required. Without effort even illiterate

people know immediately which control goes with which burner, making the stove

remarkably easy to use.

Another obvious example in which usability issues are crucial is computer in-

terface design. A user should in some sense be able to understand what the com-

puter is doing, and what he as a user is expected to do to keep the thing running.

So interfaces ought to be intelligible, transparent and simple. Often, especially

in software design, considerations of usability are at odds with considerations of

flexibility, though. MS Word, for example, is arguably more user-friendly than

typesetting packages as LaTeX. Nevertheless, Word’s ease of use comes with a

price. I guess all of us have experienced the software’s often incoherent section

numbering habits, its difficulties with handling large documents, its poor equa-
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tion editing, in sum, its inability to understand what you mean (to do). And I

guess all of us have cursed the program since it is so hard to repair—or even to

understand—these mistakes. The latter is mainly due to the fact that Word’s sub-

routines and commands are hidden and therefore rigid, well guarded against user

interventions. An open-source typesetting tool as LaTeX, on the other hand, is

much more flexible; one can arbitrarily extend and change its underlying macro

language to develop custom formats and documents. The drawback is that many

of us will not benefit of LaTeX’s flexibility, since developing documents to one’s

own needs requires one to dig into LaTeX’s programming language—a tough job,

I experienced while working on this manuscript.

Less about intelligibility, but still related to usability are considerations of er-

gonomics. For instance, a car ought to be usable by people small and tall, fat and

thin; so, most cars are equipped with adjustable seats and steering wheels. And

many artifacts ought to be flexible yet in another sense; they should be employable

in a wide variety of contexts. An airconditioning system should be adaptable, so

that we can use it both when cold and hot—we of course would not want to buy a

separate system for every possible outside temperature.

Finally, usability covers maintainability8. This requirement does not apply

to all artifacts, but many—such as cars, computers and boilers—remain effec-

tive only with the right sort of maintenance. Maintainability, now, implies two

things. First, artifacts should be up for maintenance. This could mean that an ar-

tifact’s components ought to be replaceable. To make sure they can be taken out,

parts should not be interlocked by means of unbreakable joints, nor should, say, a

watch’s movement be enclosed in a sealed armor, as in most Swatch watches. The

design of these watches, moreover, hinders maintenance in yet another way; the

common procedure of cleaning and lubricating cogs and springs is impossible. Its

design presumably makes a Swatch watch relatively cheap; but at the same time,

it reduces the watch’s maintainability, and thus, presumably, its reliability9. Other

examples of non-maintainable artifacts include disposable objects as throw-away

cameras, plates and cups made of cardboard, and Varta FM Scan Radios. Sec-

ond, maintainability concerns the ease with which we can keep the artifact in good

shape. From the artifact’s lay-out or manual, it should be intelligible what to do

when; and the things to do should be easy—or at least easy for the professionals

8This only holds if maintenance is part of an artifact’s use plan, in other words, if maintaining is a
special kind of using. In section 3.2.2, I have shown this to be a plausible assumption.

9On the other hand, it also may increase the watch’s reliability by shielding fragile parts.
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specialized in maintaining the thing.

After the wide variety of examples I gave, I think it is worthwhile to take stock

and to clarify how usability relates to previous arguments. Returning to my epis-

temic analysis of successful action, one can see that an artifact’s usability con-

tributes to the actions to be undertaken by prospective users. In particular, a us-

able artifact ought to enable the user to discern and to act according to: (i) the

artifact’s functional goal; (ii) its proper use plan; and (iii) its proper context(s) of

use. If the artifact is able to do so—through its transparent appearance, user’s

manuals or symbolic cues—its functional goal can be realized. If not, it gives one

a reason to evaluate the artifact as inferior.

5.3.3 Compatibility

The literature on standardization commonly discerns three broad categories of

standards: quality, compatibility and interference standards (see for instance Blind,

2004; de Vries, 1999). The first class in fact covers much of what we said in sub-

section 5.3.1, that is, the effectiveness and reliability of the artifact10. Compatibility

and interference, however, concern the artifact’s links to other products and enti-

ties. While the latter will be covered in due course (section 5.3.4), the former forms

the subject of this subsection.

On many occasions we do not use an artifact in isolation. Our ends are pro-

moted only if we apply the thing together with other designed entities. For in-

stance, my USB flash drive is useless if not plugged in a healthy computer’s USB

port. But to be successful, the stick should fit in the port in the first place; more-

over, it should be readable for the computer I connect it to. This is a simple exam-

ple of a compatibility requirement, where compatibility means the capacity of two

or more items to function jointly.

It is useful to differentiate compatibility and effectiveness (as defined in section

5.3.1). For instance, some time ago I wanted to upgrade the RAM-memory of a 6-

year-old desktop computer. My local computer dealer informed me that the chips

I needed went out of production. He could sell me chips of a more recent date, but

those would not fit onto my motherboard. The only solution would be to buy an

10Quality standards also include technical requirements to ensure the effectiveness of performance.
For instance, to be an effective remedy against the malaria mosquito, a mosquito net ought to be
impregnated with a [0.2] permethrine solution. Such technical requirements, however, are more to the
concern of the designer who wants to produce an effective net, than of the customer. Therefore, we
will consider these kinds of standards in the part on function creation (chapters 6 and 7).
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entirely new computer. Now, it is not that the newer chips were malfunctioning

or poorly designed, since they had the capacity to effectively and reliably perform

their function (even more effectively than the old-fashioned chips I was using at

the time); rather, because of compatibility issues, they remained useless to me.

Put differently, for artifacts to be usable, they should not only be effective, they

also ought to be compatible with the other devices we employ.

In other cases, compatibility issues are more related to requirements on users,

rather than on the artifacts themselves. For instance, it is fairly absurd to claim

that a fluorescent tube ought to be compatible with a halogen fitting. Rather, I

as a user, as section 3.2.3 has made clear, ought to use the fluorescent tube in

the appropriate context, that is, in combination with a tube fitting. This exam-

ple, however, is different from the RAM-example. In the latter, I might know the

appropriate contexts of use for the new generation chips—thus fulfill the require-

ments set on me—and still end up with a reasonable prescription. For instance:

good chips ought to be compatible even with 6-year-old computer systems. Or,

when we focus on the designer (see section 5.4 on Focal Point 3: The Designer):

instead of forcing users to buy new computers, computer manufacturers ought to

offer upgrades even for older systems. And these requests would not be unreason-

able; former times prove that it is possible to produce “old-fashioned” chips. In

the case of the fluorescent tube, however, such prescriptions seem inappropriate:

I should not blame the designer for not being able to produce the impossible, that

is, a fluorescent halogen-fitting-compatible tube; it is more reasonable to put the

blame on me, that is, my ignorance concerning the tube’s appropriate use plan.

Perhaps the example is not convincing. Indeed, if I would press the point,

I would end up with the unreasonable claim that a Peugeot manufacturer ought

to produce injectors that work in a 1967 Peugeot. Therefore, consider another

example. I recently purchased a new Opel Combo. In option, the car comes with

a built-in CD-player, but since I recently had to buy a new computer, I did not

have the money for it. Instead I planned to equip the Combo with a one-year old

car stereo I pulled out of my old car. When I tried to, however, I noticed that

the stereo was ISO-compatible, whereas the Combo’s plugs were not. Apparently,

Opel had stuck to an old-fashioned way of production, namely the production of

plugs according to its own defined standards. In this case, I believe, it is reasonable

to hold that car manufacturers ought to comply with ISO-standards. At least, they

should within certain margins of feasibility; and I guess this cannot be a problem
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for a simple product as a stereo-connector.

But again, is this not an ought that in fact is reducible to an ought imposed

on the user? Indeed, perhaps I should not complain since I as a user should

not have bought a car whose plugs are not compatible with the stereo I wanted

to place in. Ultimately, only I am to blame for the fact that I did not recognize

Opel’s plugs not being usable in the context I wanted them to. Nonetheless, the

compatibility standard gives me a measure to evaluate my Combo, in particular

its unorthodox way of wiring. Such a standard—importantly, on the artifact, not

its user—defines what we expect contemporary car stereo plugs to be, given the

ordinary, contemporary contexts of use. And clearly, the Combo wiring does not

meet that standard.

One obvious reason why we value compatibility is the fact that we, as economic

beings, want to reduce so-called switching costs (Farrell and Shapiro, 1988; von

Weizsäcker, 1982). We hope the things we buy are compatible with the devices

we already have, so that we do not need to replace them as well. For instance,

each DVD has a region code, specifying the area of the world in which playback is

intended. A DVD player, now, will only play discs that contain its region code. So if

the region codes on regular DVD’s would change on a monthly basis, most people

would stop buying them; since to play them, they would each time need a new

DVD-player as well. Furthermore, compatibility standards make the exchange of

artifacts much simpler, as such extending their applicability. It is a quality of my

USB flash drive, for example, that I can plug it in my home computer as easily as

in my office machine and in the machine of my neighbors. Or, since MS Word is

the most used word processor, Word-documents can be exchanged and opened on

nearly any computer. This is for many people a good reason to stick to it; it is too

troublesome not to conform to a system that is widely adopted by others.

5.3.4 Interference

The oughts we considered thus far are requirements the artifact should meet to

allow for successful action, where the latter was defined as a mere realization of

the artifact’s functional goal. In the literature on practical reasoning, however, it is

common to broaden the scope of goals as to include considerations about—mainly

negative—side-effects. Suppose I intend to ventilate a stuffy classroom. Breaking

the window with my bare hands is a means to that end. Doing so, however, would

have significant consequences: indeed, the room would be ventilated, but at the
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cost of a seriously injured hand. Typically—that is, if I am not dying from the

musty smell—I prefer to open the window by pulling it up. The goal state I would

be aiming for, then, would be: a ventilated classroom without having myself an

injured hand.

Since our account of successful action was developed in terms of means-end

relations, it is easy to let it include similar considerations. Successful action, then,

does not simply amount to the realization of the artifact’s functional goal, but to

the realization of the artifact’s functional goal with a minimum amount of negative

side-effects.

The side-effects clause has an obvious connection to the third category com-

monly distinguished in the literature on standardization, namely the class of inter-

ference standards. Here interference, roughly, is the phenomenon that an artifact

may affect (the performance of) other entities in undesirable ways. Such entities

may be people, the environment, or other artifacts. As an example of the first:

cellular phones are said to have the unwelcome side-effect of decreasing the fer-

tility of men, certainly when the phone is carried in a holster mounted on a belt.

Second, concerning the environment: while performing their function effectively,

cars are a significant source of air pollution. Finally, broadcasting devices often

disturb the working of other artifacts, such as electric appliances.

It is important to note that our account of interference also includes negative

side-effects produced by artifacts while non-performing. For example, batteries

contain harmful substances. Even when empty they may affect other entities,

such as the environment. Recycling them is one way to reduce environmental

pollution; but for that reason, the batteries ought to be recyclable in the first place.

Likewise, European legislation requires worn out automotive parts to be reusable

to a certain (well-defined) extent. Some norms thus specify howmuch interference

is acceptable during the passive stages in an artifact’s life cycle.

In contrast to malfunction and bad design, interference is not about the artifact

not doing what it is supposed to, rather about doing what it is not supposed to. As

such, interference is not a measure of effectiveness; indeed, a car polluting the air

can still be considered an effective and reliable means of transportation. And it

would be fairly awkward to call it malfunctioning because of its polluting the air.

Perhaps this conclusion is drawn too rashly. After all, our account of the car’s

functional goal might be incomplete. Maybe it should include a reference to its

being ecologically sound, as for instance: an effective car is a means of transporta-
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tion that does not emit or emits little pollutants. But this definition would still

be incomplete, since there is a limitless amount of things a car should not do: it

should not bump into pedestrians, it should not make the noise of an airplane, it

should not mow the lawn it is parked on, it should not teleport the things it passes

by. It is fairly impractical to define the car’s functional goal by means of such

an infinite conjunction of don’ts; so, we suggest, effectiveness should not cover

claims about unwanted side-effects. So as not to inflate the notion of function, we

believe it is much more convenient to distinguish effectiveness from interference.

Effectiveness then is related to the artifact’s performance, whereas interference

relates to its side-effects.

One might argue that interference is not solely a matter of the artifact meeting

certain standards. Indeed, misuse toomight be the cause of unwanted side-effects.

A sterile needle will not contaminate a patient, except when used in an unhygienic

environment. Likewise, a laptop ought not to interfere with a man’s fertility, and

under the right circumstances, e.g. when installed on a table, it will not. But it will

be harmful when used inappropriately, for instance, when put on a man’s lap11. Or

finally, a fork is a fairly ingenuous tool, but if one uses it to clean a teflon pan, it will

ruin the pan’s non-stick coating. In these cases, however, the negative interference

is exclusively the user’s fault, since she ought to have stuck to the artifact’s proper

usage12. So claims about interference are—just like claims about malfunction—

credible insofar the user acts according to the artifact’s proper function, proper

use plan, and proper contexts of use. Only if these conditions are fulfilled, she

might complain, say, that her cellular phone violates some interference standard.

Finally, there is yet another sense we may attribute to interference. In fact, it

not only covers instances of an artifact affecting the performance of other entities,

but also those in which its own performance is disturbed by the working of other

entities. So, a cellular phone should not harm its users, but at the same time

it should be shielded of from elements messing up the function it is supposed to

perform. Interference, thus, works both ways: from artifact towards other entities,

and vice versa. We could call standards belonging to the former category emission

standards, those of the second type could be labeled immunity standards.

11At least, it is said that the warmth a laptop produces might damage the male semen, when held
too close to the scrotum.

12Designers have a tough job anticipating misuse, since the amount of possible operations of an
artifact is close to infinite. Those that they see most likely to occur are taken into account, either by
redesign or by putting a disclaimer in the user’s manual.
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5.3.5 Usefulness, Attractiveness, Cost-effectiveness

In our analysis of successful action there is still something missing. In fact, the

most basic condition for the fulfilment of an artifact’s functional goal has been

ignored hitherto: it is the condition that the thing is or will actually be used by

someone. Indeed, in section 3.2.2 I suggested that the realization of an artifact’s

functional goal necessarily requires agents performing actions on or with the arti-

fact. Consequently, if nobody puts the artifact to use, the thing will never realize

what it is for.

The requirement in turn implies three things. First, it implies that we need

agents who desire the realization of the goal state the artifact can produce. As a

matter of fact, I actually included a desire clause in [SUC], my account of suc-

cessful action (as rehearsed in section 5.2): roughly, if I desire ϕ, and I know that

properly using the artifact α will produce ϕ, I will achieve ϕ by using α. There

is a problem though. How can we get people to desire ϕ? I take it that we can-

not derive any ought or norm imposing such desire on agents. It is clear that no

one really ought to have a desire for being transported (let alone by a car), and

that no one really ought to want shirts to be ironed—the mere awkwardness of the

formulation is instructive.

So it seems we need to invoke an ought whose subject is the artifact itself. We

can do so by claiming that the artifact should be useful in a sense. It means its func-

tional goal is something people actually want to achieve; and since they have this

desire, we can expect the artifact’s purpose to be successfully realized, of course,

assuming the other conditions—on artifacts and users—to be fulfilled. Given the

practical nature of artifacts, being useful is a fairly basic, but essential criterion to

evaluate an artifact. When we consider the creation of artifacts (chapters 6 and 7

of the thesis), this will become even more clear.

But even if an object is useful, this is not yet a guarantee that it actually will

be used. In a sense, an artifact often needs to be attractive to use, irrespective

of the factors I have discerned thus far. And with attractive I refer to qualities

such as beauty, (apparent) innovativeness, fashionableness, and so forth. Through

their appearance, artifacts can make people put them to use. If two options per-

form equally well on, say, criteria of cost and efficacy, we can expect the, say, most

fashionable alternative to win. There is more to say about factors contributing to

attractiveness, but I will return to this topic in section 6.3.2.

Finally, the actual application of an artifact requires agents that have the (finan-
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cial) means—and that are willing to use these—to acquire the object in question.

Indeed, we appreciate artifacts that are effective, reliable, usable, compatible, non-

interfering, useful, and attractive, but, obviously, not at any price. The benefits of

these features should be in balance with the costs of realizing them. Thus, there

are considerations of cost-effectiveness in play, that in fact constrain what we can

reasonably demand from an artifact.

Some simple examples can illustrate the point. It might be that a diamond

blade makes a kitchen knife (slightly) more effective; or that a hand-made newspa-

per has a better feel; or that a quadruply insulated house is more environmentally

sound. Nevertheless, this is not how customers think these objects ought to be.

The marginal—or even absent—increase in effectiveness and ergonomics and en-

vironmental soundness is disproportionate to the increase in costs. So the optimal

knife is not the most effective in absolute terms; rather, it is against both effective-

ness and cost (broadly conceived) that a judgment is made as to whether or not a

knife is optimal. In other words, knives should not be only sharp, but also cost-

effective13

Similarly, a poorly designed object can be considered as good enough given its

low cost. For instance, I showed a colleague of mine my Varta FM Scan Radio and

demonstrated its poor design. It turned out he had purchased a similar thing, and

that he was quite satisfied with it. Not because his radio performed better than

mine, but because he only paid 0.5 euro for it14. The 6 euro I paid were definitely

too much for what I got, but if I would get a radio nearly for free, I would be

certainly less demanding.

13The notion of efficiency strongly resembles cost-effectiveness. Both terms reflect an output/input
ratio. Nevertheless, the notion of efficiency is, since the eighteenth century, typically associated with
energetic properties (Alexander, 2008); the efficiency of a machine, for example, is measured in terms
of energy output respective to energy input. Cost-effectiveness, on the other hand, has a broader scope.
It relativizes efficiency (and other factors, such as usability, reliability, and so forth) to yet another
factor, namely cost, broadly conceived (time, money, availability, etc). So it might well be that a certain
device is highly efficient in terms of energy input/output, but will not be used, given the fact that its
efficiency comes at too high a price. Consequently, successful action requires cost-effectiveness, not
sheer efficiency

14In fact, later this same colleague showed me a small article published in a Dutch newspaper saying
that Varta, the manufacturer of the radio, stops its battery production. With all I have said hitherto,
this should not come as a surprise.
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5.4 Evaluative Focal Point 3: The designer

We have seen that to explain successful action there are criteria users and artifacts

ought to meet. On some occasions, though, we are more interested in the respon-

sibility the artifact’s designer bears within our explanation. Since she is the one

who designed the artifact, she can be said, in a kind of indirect way, to contribute

to the realization of the artifact’s goal—instead of the artifact itself. To appreciate

what I mean, let us return one last time to my Varta FM Scan Radio.

Consider the following assertion: ‘My Varta FM Scan Radio is a bad radio

player’. We already noticed (in Chapter 4) that such a statement can be inter-

preted in two ways. First, it might be a descriptive claim saying that the radio does

not meet the standards it ought to, for instance, the standards of well designed

portable radio players. One such standard is that good radio players ought to have

a sufficiently strong receiver; and since my receiver is faint, my player is poorly

designed. In other words, the statement merely acknowledges that the radio at

hand can be classified as bad, at least when set against the performance of regular

portable radios. In this case, our judgment exclusively concerns the artifact.

In other cases, however, the same (or a similar) uttering can get a more valua-

tive touch. We are disappointed and the uttering becomes more of an expression

of our feeling wronged. The statement suggests we blame the artifact’s designer

for his neglect. He did not do what we had hoped he would have done for the

money we paid. Or we suppose that he (or the artifact’s vendor) has lied about

what the artifact can and cannot do. Our evaluation then is indirect: through a

judgment concerning the artifact we are in fact judging its designer. He can be

held liable for our not successfully realizing our ends.

Such evaluations are most explicit in legal contexts. In the seventies, for in-

stance, critics of the Ford Pinto argued that the car’s design was unacceptably

poor. The car should have had a rear bumper and a reinforcing structure between

the rear panel and the tank, so that the risk of fire in the event of rear-end colli-

sion would have been substantially reduced. But in court, these observations were

used to incriminate the Ford Company (and not the Ford Pinto as such). The Ford

Company, it was argued, should not have refrained from these safety measures,

even if taking them would have reduced Ford’s profits. The example, thus, shows

that an evaluation of an artifact indeed can shift quite naturally to an evaluation of

the agent responsible for the production of the object.
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Granted, it is improbable that there is always a straightforward answer to the

question: ‘What is it we are evaluating, the artifact (type or token) or its designer?’

It is likely that it is a matter of degree: sometimes our judgments rather concern

the designer, in other cases the focus is more on the artifact itself. But whenever

matters of responsibility are involved, it seems more natural to use the designer

as focal point; to most of us, artifacts cannot be held responsible for anything.

In the subsections that follow I will consider two broad categories of norms

that designers should attend to: roughly, her actions ought to be rational on the

one hand, and morally right on the other. As a warning: my overview is quite

rudimentary. In fact, it is a warm-up for the chapters to come; there I will give

much more substance to the ideas cursorily discussed below.

5.4.1 Rationality

The easiest way to define rational behavior in a design context is to draw on the

artifactual oughts we have considered before (section 5.3). For a designer to be

rational, she must make sure her products are effective, reliable, compatible, min-

imally interfering, usable and cost-effective. To be sure, the focus then is on ac-

tions; the ought specifies what the designer should have done and/or what she

should have refrained from doing.

Such specifications might be fairly general, as in: the designer should not have

neglected usability issues. Or they can be explicit and detailed, analyzing what has

gone wrong in the design process. For example, for being safe, the Ford Company

should have added to the Ford Pinto a reinforcing structure between the rear panel

and the tank, as such reducing the risk of fire in case of a rear-end collision.

In case of irrational behavior on the part of the designer, one of the reasons

our indignation seems justified is the trivial fact that the exchange appears unfair;

in return for the money we paid, we hope the manufacturer to have done her job

(more) carefully. Indeed, to avoid such scenarios, the Uniform Commercial Code

arguably has included the clause of implicit warranty of merchantability (UCC §2-

314, 2c, as presented before). Conversely, we reasonably expect our discontent—

and the “force” of our ought statements—to be much smaller in case, say, we got

the poorly designed object as a gift—as in the proverb: “never look a gift horse in

the mouth”.

Of course, paying does not justify me to expect anything I like. Suppose one

buys a an 11-year old Volvo for about 1,500 euros—like I once did. For such a
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low price, one cannot expect the car to be as performing and long-lasting as a

brand new Mercedes. Likewise, what I reasonably hold the designer responsible

for is constrained by the considerations covered in previous sections. For example,

suppose I purchase a microwave oven, and even before reading the manual, I use

the thing to warm a metal bowl of soup. After some seconds my soup (or rather

the bowl) starts sparking, and the oven breaks down. In this case I cannot accuse

the manufacturer of negligence; rather, I should have read the manual before

putting the oven to use, so that I would have appreciated its correct context of use

and use plan. In a similar vein, if my functional attribution is inappropriate, I

am in no position to complain about malfunction or bad design. As said, it is

absurd to claim a designer ought to have made sure the car he produced is not

malfunctioning, if with malfunctioning I mean ‘failing to fasten papers together’.

In sum, thus, our evaluations of designers are, just like those concerning artifacts,

only credible in as far we fulfill the usage criteria, as defined in section 5.2.

Again, these observations are fairly general. I will use the coming chapters to

discuss the issue in more detail. In particular, I will there approach normativity

from a, so to speak, designer’s perspective: I will characterize how artifacts are

created, the role rationality plays in this process, and assess how artifactual norms

are induced.

5.4.2 Morality

Just like users, designers are supposed to be moral agents. So when a user eval-

uates the qualities of an artifact, he might assess whether or not its designer has

violated some moral requirement.

Similar to previous arguments, this might be done on two levels. First, we may

question whether the designer has done something reproachable just by produc-

ing the artifact at hand. Many video games, for example, are said to be immoral.

They would promote violence, they would urge on to hatred and baiting, and so

forth. Critics argue that these action games not only pervert users’ perception of

reality; indirectly, they would also contribute to the propagation of violence in so-

ciety. Therefore, some of these critics have taken legal action, requesting a ban on

the production of malicious video games.

In fact, we can rearrange the example using terms previously developed. What

is at stake is an alleged, unwanted interference; it is said that action games are

harmful to their users and to the society they belong to. But what is more, this
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finding is used to evaluate the people who produced the games. Since they are

responsible, they are accountable and need to be punished.

Designers, however, are expected to be moral yet on another level. Not only

their products ought to be morally irreproachable, some of us also want their

production method to be fair. What we are assessing in such case is whether or

not the actions the manufacturer took to develop the product live up to our ethical

standards. We might condemn Nike if we learned that their production is mainly

based on child labor. Or we might argue against nuclear energy because its by-

products will weigh on future generations. Or, finally, most of us will despise

the arguments used that led to the decision not to provide the Pinto with a rear

bumper and a reinforcing structure in the back. Allegedly the Ford Company was

aware of a safety flaw, but calculated possible lawsuits would cost them less than

redesigning the car. Its disregard for human lives was by many considered highly

immoral.

Again, we will come back to the issue of moral behavior in design contexts in

the next chapter. With a better understanding of the design process, we will be in a

better position to see when and where things might go (ethically) wrong. As such,

this and the previous section have cleared the path for the rest to come. They have

indicated that designers can be evaluated for the artifacts they produce, and for

the way they do it. As a mere illustration they suffice, but clearly they need more

elaboration. Before doing so, it is worthwhile to summarize the findings of the

current chapter.

5.5 Wrapping up

The recurrent theme in this section has been successful action and what is needed

to bring it about. I have made clear that it puts requirements on or asks an ef-

fort from users (Evaluative Focal Point 1), artifacts (Evaluative Focal Point 2), and

manufacturers (Evaluative Focal Point 3). A question I did not answer yet is the

following: is the framework of successful action an arbitrary choice? I will briefly

argue that it is not.

First of all, artifacts have an obvious practical side. Human beings pursue a

wide variety of ends, and in this respect artifacts can contribute significantly. If

artifacts were not providing for means to certain ends, there would in fact not be

a reason for them to be created. This makes clear that not any artifact will do; only
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those that contribute to success have a raison d ’être. And such success, I showed,

can be teased out in a set of normative features regarding the artifacts themselves,

and regarding users and designers. More boldly, one even might define technol-

ogy as a kind of search for artifacts—and ways of operating them—that enable

us to successfully promote our desired ends; if so, this would have justified my

approach of choosing success as a starting point for my further analysis.

But even if this argument is not entirely convincing, the framework of success-

ful action clearly has had instrumental value. Using it has enabled us to discern a

set of considerations (such as effectiveness, compatibility, usability, etc.) that are

omnipresent in our explanation of and interaction with present-day artifacts. And

as important, it has allowed us to do so in a systematic way.

An overview of the results of this chapter is given in table 5.1. It presents our

three evaluative focal points, and the various ought claims these involve.

Important to note is that the categories in the table (such as effectiveness, re-

liability, etc.) are formulated in general terms. For instance, in order to be suc-

cessful, an artifact ought to be reliable; but indeed, on a deeper level reliability

may be specified in more detail. It means we may define a norm which explicitly

states that the artifact should realize its functional goal with a probability of, say,

75%. Or regarding interference: one could specify an interference norm for large

goods vehicles, saying that such a vehicle should not emit more than 1.5 g CO per

kWh—a norm which actually has recently come into effect in the EU.

To end this chapter, let us consider a final objection. The table presents the dif-

ferent criteria that need to be fulfilled in order to make successful action possible.

But what about features pertaining to the plain physical world? For instance, why

not mention the law of gravity? And indeed, successful action highly depends on

the natural world being like it is. The reason why the table does not include such

considerations is simply the fact that I am only interested in those features that

are up for evaluation and normativity. Features, thus, that humans have a hand

in.
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User
— Functional goal S ought to recognize α’s proper function.
— Use plan S ought to use α according to its proper use

plan.
— Context of use S ought to apply α’s proper use plan in the

proper context of use.

Artifact
— Effectiveness α ought to be able to realize its functional goal.
— Reliability α ought to realize its functional goal with a

probability of P.
— Usability α ought to allow for being applied easily.
— Compatibility α ought to be usable together with the other

artifacts it is supposed to be used with.
— Interference α’s performance ought to interfere as little as

possible with (the working of) other entities.
— Usefulness α’s functional goal state ought to be a state that

some agent wants to see realized.
— Attractiveness α should be attractive to use irrespective of the

factors above.
— Cost-effectiveness α’s merits ought to be in balance with its costs.

Designer
— Rationality α’s designer ought to ensure her products are

effective, compatible, usable, etc. (to be
specified in Chapter 7)

— Morality α’s designer ought to ensure her products and
production methods do not violate any moral
requirement. (to be specified in Chapter 7)

Table 5.1: Three Evaluative Focal Points (Artifact, User, Designer) and the
different oughts they induce
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Chapter 6

Artifactual norms from a design

perspective

6.1 Introduction

As set out in the general introduction, the following two chapters consider artifac-

tual normativity from the perspective of function creation, rather than of function

interpretation. It means the focus will shift from use to design. The implicit intu-

ition here is that there exist artifactual oughts that are not—or only marginally—

to the concern of users, but which designers (should) have particular interest in.

Considering design practice, it is assumed, will provide access to the subject.

The intuition is supported by the innocuous observation that users and design-

ers typically pursue different ends. Roughly, a user’s end is the promotion of an

artifact’s functional goal; on the other hand, a designer’s goal, while not unrelated

to the former, is primarily the realization of the artifact itself. Now if a norm is a

tool to evaluate a certain state of affairs, it seems plausible that, given the diverging

states of affairs users and designers pursue, both of them use different measures

to assess what they realize or want to see realized.

In the current chapter, I will give more substance to this idea. I will do so

by analyzing what successful design amounts to from an engineering perspective.

From there on, I discern the requirements successful artifacts should meet. As

such, the approach is identical to the one used in the chapters on artifact inter-

pretation and use (chapter 5): from a definition of successful action we were there
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able to derive a set of artifactual norms.

Note that the chapter focuses on artifacts, and does not yet deal with the ac-

tions engineers ought to perform. It establishes the ends designers pursue, while

ignoring the means to bring them about. So it does not yet answer the question of,

what I called, rational and moral behavior, considerations that users may take as

an evaluative focal point in the assessment of the artifacts they interpret. Filling in

these blanks—and thus the blanks in our first categorization of artifactual oughts,

i.e. table 5.1—will be done in the next chapter.

6.2 Design for customer requirements

As a first approximation, we could say that an instance of design is successful

if it results in artifacts that themselves are means to ends their users may have.

In other words, successful design should lead to artifacts that are able to realize

their proper/intended functional goal, the latter being desired by some user. De-

sign, in turn, as de Ridder (2007, p. 4) rightly notes, is often reconstructed as

‘a systematic transition from a client’s goal to a detailed description of an artifact

plus instructions on how to use this artifact to achieve the goal’ (cfr. e.g. Asimow,

1962; French, 1985; Gero, 1990; Eggert, 2005). Though plausible in outline, such

a characterization needs clarification.

First of all, it is an oversimplification to assume that, from the input-side, the

satisfaction of client goals alone drives the design process. Indeed, it might well

be that an artifact induces a need rather than that it is a response to one—after

all, for marketeers it is common knowledge that many demands must be created1.

For instance, due to market forces, the sales of a new car tend to increase after

its introduction, but after a certain amount of time they usually decline. There is

a simple, low-budget technique, however, to force a revival of sales numbers: the

car simply needs a cosmetic facelift. Even if there is no a priori customer need

for a superficial redesign, such redesign can well function as the desired end of a

design exercise.

A second worry, more to our concern, is that the characterization suggests a

1These demands correspond to the third category in the well-known Kano-model of customer pref-
erences (see Kano, 1984). If asked what she demands of a product, she would not mention them, but
would nevertheless be pleased if they are fulfilled. Such bonuses, while not necessary strictu sensu, thus
make the product more attractive. The other two sorts of preferences Kano discerns are: (i) demands
too obvious to be mentioned when asked; and (ii) demands customers are able to make explicit.
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client’s goal being limited to the realization of an artifact’s functional goal. It hints

at a necessary link between using the artifact and being able to realize its goal; but

as we have seen in previous chapters, there are other considerations that do not re-

quire usage, for instance, compatibility and usability. Clearly, such considerations

feed the design exercise, but fall out of the characterization de Ridder and others

have on offer.

The point is that design entails more than a translation of functional require-

ments into design requirements and the formulation of a proper use plan. The

end to be achieved by a design exercise is not merely the realization of a function

customers are in need of; rather, the end is an object that pleases customers both

with respect to its function and with respect to a variety of other properties. Conse-

quently, it seems more accurate to say design is a systematic transition from a set

of customer requirements (both functional and non-functional) to a detailed de-

scription of an artifact, plus instructions on how to realize the object’s functional

goal. Or as written in a recent engineering textbook:

Engineering design is the systematic, intelligent generation and evalu-

ation of specifications for artifacts whose form and function achieve

stated objectives and satisfy specified constraints. (Dym and Little,

2005)

Perhaps we should understand de Ridder’s functional requirementsmore broadly,

that is, as including customer requirements such as compatibility, usability, aes-

thetics, non-interference, price and the like. Indeed, maybe a car’s functional goal

is not merely to transport people from A to B, but is to do so, say, interfering as

little as possible with the environment—and in a user-friendly way, and with a cer-

tain feel for aesthetics and comfort, and so forth. However, to repeat an argument

of Chapter 5, this definition would still be incomplete, since there is a limitless

amount of things we could add to it. For instance, why not say a car is a means of

transportation that does not mow the lawn it is parked on, and that does not tele-

port the things it passes by? It would be highly inconvenient to define functions

using such infinite conjunctions; for reasons of clarity, we better have functional

features discerned from other criteria. Consequently, design is an attempt to fulfill

an entire set of—not exclusively functional—customer requirements. And their

actual realization will make a design successful.

There is still a problem with this proposal, though. Since customer require-
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ments remain center stage, it does not come as a surprise that it leads us to exactly

the same considerations as Chapter 5: effectiveness (as being related to function),

compatibility, usability, non-interference, and so forth2. As such we have not made

any progress in our quest for additional artifactual norms. So let us approach suc-

cessful design from another angle.

6.3 Design for designer requirements

Design processes are usually embedded in a commercial context. Given this fact,

their goal is to increase profits or to guarantee the continuity of the firm involved

in them (Whitney, 1990). Consequently, successful design can be judged in terms

of its commercial success. Of course, one of the prerequisites for market success is

again that the product meets customer requirements; nevertheless, there is more

into play.

To understand this, it is useful to consider a lifecycle of a product, from its de-

sign and manufacture, to service and disposal. A typical product lifecycle3 is rep-

resented in figure 6.1. Now, in considering the quality of a product its complete

product lifecycle should be taken into account (Stark (2004); see also the vast

literature on Total Quality Management, e.g. George and Weimerskirch (1998);

Omachanu and Ross (1998)). Conversely, products must be designed and devel-

oped in relation to all the phases in a lifecycle, “from the cradle to the grave”, as

Alting and Jorgensen (1993) put it.

The “Design” phase (at 3 o’clock in the cycle) uses data gathered in the market-

ing stage, and moreover will anticipate elements farther in the product lifecycle

chain. Let us consider these considerations each in turn. It will become apparent

that many of them induce requirements products ought to meet, and moreover,

that these have not been accounted for in our aforementioned client-centered ac-

count of design.

2Of course, these notions may “mean” something different for engineers and users. For a customer,
a mosquito net is an effective remedy against malaria basically if it wards off malaria mosquitoes;
the engineer, on the other hand, recognizes that this requires him to impregnate the fabric with a
[0.2] permethrine solution. In other words, customer requirements need to be translated into more
technical specifications. The difference then is not one of kinds; norms of efficacy (for example) can
just be made more or less explicit, more or less specific.

3A product lifecycle should not be confused with a product life cycle. Whereas the former is more to
do with products through their development and useful life, the latter concerns the life of a product
on the market. As such a product life cycle contains stages such as market introduction, growth stage,
mature stage and stability or decline of the product’s sales volumes (see e.g. Day, 1981; Box, 1983).
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Figure 6.1: A typical product lifecycle (adapted from Dikker, 1995)
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6.3.1 Marketability

The “Marketing” stage obviously has to do with the anticipation of new customer

needs and identification of existing needs. Surveying them indeed delivers essen-

tial information to design departments.

To be a commercial success, though, products often must be marketable in a

much broader sense. As said, customer needs can be created, or in a classic quote

of the notorious economist and marketing guru Peter Drucker:

Because the purpose of business is to create a customer, the business

enterprise has two—and only two—basic functions: marketing and

innovation. (Drucker, 1954, p. 37)

Whereas marketing as such is not the task of designers, the second function,

namely innovation, certainly is. So to create customers, one needs to produce

goods that are innovative in a sense—or at least give the impression of being so.

A good example (previously given in section 6.2) is the cosmetic facelift cars get

once in a while. This practice is mainly meant to sustain the continuity of the

sales volume within a firm, and as such is not so much a sign of a deep concern

for customer care.

Related to this is the fact that one has to design keeping an eye on goods pro-

duced by competing firms (Bennett and Forrester, 1993). To be marketable—and

thus to raise the odds of commercial success—it is insufficient to design copies of

existing products, even if those satisfy current customer need. As a designer one

should give customers a reason to change brands. So additionally, the thing to be

designed ought to have features that sets it apart from its direct competitors—in

other words, it should be more attractive (see section 5.3.5) to prospective buyers.

For instance, a designer could herself set the goal of designing a cellular phone

with the same functionality as those already on the market, though being much

lighter. Or one could pay special attention to the aesthetics of a product, so as to

set oneself off from other players on the market.

A more real-life example is the Swiss precision watch industry. For a long time

it did not consider Far Eastern electronic watch manufacturers as competitors,

until it rapidly lost markets to these high-tech producers (Bennett and Forrester,

1993). This could have been avoided, if the Swiss industry would have been bet-

ter aware of the activities of these Far Eastern companies, and if it would have

incorporated that information into its design.
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Figure 6.2: Cost and benefits of shortening time to market

Another important issue in marketing is a product’s so-called time-to-market

(TTM). It is the time spent in the stages of the product lifecycle in between its

conception and the moment it is available for sale. Certainly for new products

TTM is important, since the sooner a company can present a first-of-a-kind prod-

uct, the more it can sell before it has to share the market with competitors. Bell

(1995) estimates that the reduction of gross profit potential for a company being

late to the market by 6 months can sum up to 33%. Whether or not this number

is correct—or can be determined at all—it is agreed that TTM has a significant

impact on cash flow, as illustrated in figure 6.2.

The graph shows that reducing a product’s TTM usually requires extra invest-

ments (again, the graph illustrates tendencies, and should not be interpreted as

presenting actual numbers). Indeed, to speed up the design and manufacturing

process, more resources should be allocated to them, in the form of extra person-

nel, more efficient machinery, and so forth. On the other hand, these investments

well may be compensated by increased revenues after the product’s introduction.
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Being cutting edge with respect to innovation, though, is not the only strategy

to commercial success. So-called market followers may well wait for first-of-a-kind

products to appear on the market before starting to design similar products, which

usually differ only slightly from the original. Usually these followers compete by

offering cheaper versions. For consumer products and cars, this is often easy

to achieve: reverse engineers purchase competitor’s products, analyze and copy

them, as such substantially reducing product development costs. In this way, the

follower’s strategy might be commercially attractive after all, since the product’s

later market arrival is made up for by lower cost figures.

These considerations have considerable effects on design. Design decisions

should be in line with the firm’s market strategy. If one aims for profit through

revolutionary innovation, one should design products with short TTM’s; on the

other hand, profit through market following allows for more modest innovations

(such as lower product price) and less ambitious TTM’s.

Moreover, there is a close relationship between quality and TTM. If more time

and resources can be spent on the design, evaluation and manufacturing pro-

cess, more deficiencies can be corrected for and more alternatives can be tried

out (Dikker, 1995). Conversely, it might be a strategy—often applied in fast mov-

ing industries—to shorten TTM at the risk of compromising quality. The point

then is that engineers need to make trade-offs between quality and TTM, the latter

obviously not being a design end users typically worry about.

Bearing this in mind, we can conclude that products, from a designer’s per-

spective, ought to be marketable, meaning they ought to fit with the market strat-

egy adopted. This in turn has implications with respect to a product’s desired

innovativeness and TTM. And again, I take it that these considerations are typical

for artifact creation, not interpretation.

6.3.2 Manufacturability

The next stage in the lifecycle is “Manufacturing”. Evidently, designing a product

that meets customer requirements is a necessary condition for commercial suc-

cess, but it is insufficient. If the artifact for some reason cannot bemanufactured—

or only at unacceptably high costs—such success will fail to occur.

According to Gardiner and Rothwell (1986) it is crucial to consider manufac-

turability early in design. Manufacturing problems should be anticipated so as to

avoid unnecessary and costly reiterations of the design exercise. Hence, ease of
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manufacture is a consideration designers should design for, irrespective of client

need. Of course, there is an indirect relation between manufacturing costs and

customer satisfaction, since the former are recouped from those who purchase

the goods in question. Yet, typically it rewards the difference between sales price

and production cost to be as high as feasible; as such, cost reduction is an aim

in its own right. Alternatively, we could consider ease of manufacture as an end

constitutive to the final end of cost-efficiency (as defined in the previous chap-

ter). Constitutive here means that the end is a constituent of the final goal. In

other words, to realize cost-efficiency one should realize the subsidiary end of

manufacturability. The latter is a necessary but not sufficient contribution, since

cost-efficiency also requires the cost of design, transport and so forth to fall within

certain margins.

Design for manufacturability means one takes into account several consider-

ations. To begin with, one needs to keep an eye on the availability of resources,

such as raw materials or components supplied by other firms. For instance, if it

takes too long to obtain these materials or if the supply is unreliable, it might be

better to look for alternative design solutions. Similarly, it may be rewarding to

adapt one’s design to the specifications of parts that are produced by known and

approved suppliers or with the specifications of shared components within the

firm.

Shared components also play a role in what Gardiner and Rothwell call robust

design, which they define as:

[...] a robust design is one that has sufficient inherent design flexibility

or ‘technological slack’ to enable it to evolve into a significant ‘design

family’ of variants. [...] For the manufacturer it offers economies of

scale combined with economies of scope; for the user it offers maxi-

mum choice from among a set of well-proven products. (Gardiner and

Rothwell, 1986, p. 179)

The authors give the Rolls-Royce RB211 aeroengine as an example. It is a

simplified, basic design consisting of seven basic modules. Such modular con-

figuration allows for a wide variety of modifications that meet different user and

performance requirements. By removing one part and replacing it with another,

the engine’s thrust can be altered, depending on for instance customer need. The

basic modules thus form a kind of robust (or standard) skeleton on which one can
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Figure 6.3: The Avery 1770 scale

build further in many ways, leading eventually to a family of RB211-derived en-

gines. The fact that the modules are standardized and shared by the entire family

makes manufacturing simpler and more efficient; instead of producing a differ-

ent skeleton for each engine in the family, one only needs to design one robust

specimen. Such a shared part then can be produced at a much larger scale, con-

siderably lowering production costs. And as importantly, it can be done without

cutting down product variety—a consideration evidently affecting marketability

and market strategy.

The fact that engineers do not only design for function, but also for manufac-

turability is perhaps even more clear in a case study presented by Corbett et al.

(1991)4. It concerns the design of simple scales, used in the retail business. In

1983 W&T Avery Ltd. introduced the Avery 1770 (see figure 6.3), a scale that soon

could be seen in many shops throughout the UK.

Although one could assume that world market volumes would increase sub-

stantially, the company also expected competition to become severe. Therefore it

immediately started to redesign the 1770, explicitly bearing manufacturing cost in

4It is no coincidence that their study appeared in a book titled “Design for Manufacture”.
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Figure 6.4: The Avery 600 scale, redesigned for ease of manufacture

mind. The effort led in 1986 to a new scale, the A600 (see figure 6.4), a scale

having the same functionality as the 1770, though being much cheaper because of

lower manufacturing costs.

To come to the A600, W&T Avery Ltd. set the goal of reducing the number

of parts that went into the scale. If successful, this would lead to a decrease in

assembly time and assembly cost, the latter due to the fact that fewer machines

would be needed in the assembly line. The company examined three options, as

represented in figure 6.5.

For each option the number of major components is shown as well as the

number of screws and studs. The most simple design—the third option in the

figure—was chosen for two reasons. First of all, because it had the least number

of components. Second, because the configuration allowed for a so-called layered

assembly procedure, meaning all components are added to the base in only one

direction, viz. vertically down. Both factors resulted in a decrease of assembly

time, as apparent in figure 6.6.

Apart from this obvious benefit, there are also considerable hidden, but nonethe-

less sweeping benefits. To appreciate the importance of design for manufactura-
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Figure 6.5: Different options for the redesign of the Avery scale
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Figure 6.6: Reduction in assembly time for a range of Avery models

bility, it is interesting to present a list of them (as in (Corbett et al., 1991)):

• fewer bought-in parts reduce the operational burden on the purchasing de-

partment with corresponding cost reduction

• bank charges are reduced as a result of fewer transactions by the purchasing

department

• inventory is also reduced, resulting in a reduction in storage space and part

transport within the plant

• production control’s task is much eased, as is the risk of late delivery

• with fewer parts, the risk of deviation is proportionately reduced, thus en-

hancing quality assurance

• space: with less assembly work to do, the assembly task can be conducted in

a smaller work area

• assembly equipment: even manual assembly operation require some ma-

chine aids. with fewer assembly operations, the cost of such machine aids

will be correspondingly reduced
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• possible assembly automation: it will be easier to justify capital investment

in automated assembly with fewer assembly tasks to be undertaken

To this list we could add the fact that with fewer parts, transport costs typically

go down. Regardless, I think that the case study demonstrates that products can

indeed be designed for manufacturability, and that this consideration can even be

as important as functionality. That artifacts ought to be manufacturable is once

more a criterion that is missing in a merely client-centered account of design.

6.3.3 Transportability, Installability

A good example illustrating considerations of transportability are wind turbines.

And since they also illustrate installability issues—related to the next stage in the

lifecycle—I will cover both topics simultaneously.

In wind power research there is a tendency to produce ever more larger tur-

bines. In 1983, the rotor of the average turbine would have a diameter of 15m,

providing 55 kW of power; in 2002 diameters had gone up to 80m, resulting in

capacities of 2,500 kW (Gasch and Twele, 2002). But with the current state of the

art, there are technical considerations (mainly related to materials and safety) lim-

iting the feasibility of rotor diameters over 80m. Next to these factors, transport

and installation issues constrain design decisions.

To give an idea: for commercial wind turbines, transport costs can consume

up to 20% of equipment costs. This is mainly caused by the fact that much of a

turbine’s components are heavy and large. A rotor blade, for instance, typically

comes in one piece. So if it has to be moved by road transport, it is clear that its

dimension will play a crucial role. Carrying an object of 20m might be fairly easy,

but one can expect that costs raise exponentially for blades that exceed the length

of a regular truck trailer (see figure 6.7 and figure 6.8) or that are broader than a

typical roadway. These considerations become especially important if the turbine

is intended for fairly inaccessible sites (Manwell et al., 2002).

So even if technical considerations as stability and safety could be met for di-

ameters over 80m, one still has to keep in mind transportability; if revenues do

not cover the increase in transport costs, it might be wise to design for smallness.

The same goes for installation costs. Especially offshore wind turbines should

be designed for ease of installation. As a rule of thumb borrowed from the offshore

oil and gas industry, any work on sea is five to ten times more expensive than on
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Figure 6.7: Road transport of a wind turbine blade

Figure 6.8: Road transport of the tower of a wind turbine
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Figure 6.9: Offshore wind turbine installation, requiring seven dedicated barges
and vessels

land (Kühn, 2002). The reasons for that are scarce equipment, high mobilization

costs, weather delays and safety matters. For instance, for the installation of one

wind turbine one might need up to seven dedicated barges and vessels (see figure

6.9).

The main strategy to reduce costs is to adapt turbine design to the difficul-

ties of offshore operations. This means that the designed turbine should have as

few as possible heavy components to be lifted, and that it allows for off-site pre-

commissioning (e.g. it should be possible to assemble the rotor or tower in the

harbor; see also figure 6.10). Both factors reduce installation time and cost, and

thus increase commercial viability.

One might think the above only applies to large equipment; but also simple

consumer goods often bear witness to concerns of transportability and installabil-

ity. Most IKEA products, for instance, are designed in such a way that the amount

of space needed to transport them is minimized; all components of a piece of fur-

niture should be easy to install and assembly, and should neatly fit in a box that is

as flat and small as possible.
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Figure 6.10: Transport by boat of preassembled rotors

6.3.4 Recoverability

From the last two phases in the lifecycle, we can derive criteria we already encoun-

tered in previous chapter. First, related to “Use & Maintenance”, we can discern

usability and maintainability as common customer requirements designers de-

sign for. In this stage I guess we do not find anything that is exclusively to the

concern of the designer.

The “Disposal” stage involves considerations of interference; sustainability,

among other things, means that also during the passive stages of their life, ar-

tifacts should minimally interfere with other entities, such as the environment

(see the previous chapter, section 5.3.4). In as far as consumers and/or legislation

care for the environment, this is certainly something to design for. But recover-

ing discarded goods can be regarded as a business opportunity as well, one that

allows companies to generate profits. This perspective induces specific challenges

for designers, I will argue.

Indeed, environmentalism started off out of moral rather than commercial

concerns, in the 1970’s, with the report of the “Club of Rome”. The document
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warned for the consequences of neglecting recovery as an option to preserve our

planet for future generations. It was in the decades that followed that a drastic—

and for businessmen then prima facie burdensome—change in the product life-

cycle was proposed: the loop was closed, meaning that, instead of dumping dis-

carded goods, one re-entered them into a new cycle. One suggested they should be

considered as sources of energy, as secondary materials, and so forth. Only when

governments started to discourage mere dumping (e.g. by means of waste taxes)

and secondary markets for the obtained materials were created, the economic ben-

efits of reuse became apparent. And it had consequences for designers: they had

to find out and learn how to design for disassembly, recycling, and reuse.

For that purpose, BMW, for example, set up in the late eighties a pilot recycling

plant in Landshut (Siuru, 1990). In the factory engineers examined techniques to

disassemble5 cars and to recover parts and raw materials. And even more impor-

tant, they registered the bottlenecks in the process, information that was used later

for the design of future generations of BMW automobiles. According to Penev

(1996), these efforts led to the following new design requirements:

• The number of materials used in a car should be limited as much as possi-

ble.

• Composite elements should be avoided.

• The number of nonreversible joints should be reduced where possible.

• Parts and materials should be marked to allow easy identification during

disassembly.

• Only recyclable plastics should be used.

These requirements were implemented to make the “Disposal” stage prof-

itable. The disassembly time is reduced, materials can be recycled and reused,

and since they can be disassembled non-destructively, components can be sold as

spare parts.

Perhaps contrary to appearances, also design for non-disassembly might pro-

mote recoverability. Disassembly and dismantling of audio equipment, telecom-

munication products, car stereos and the like, is often a costly operation. However,

5Disassembly here means a systematic removal of the desired parts form an assembly, with the
condition that the disassembly process (as opposed to dismantling) does not result in any damage to
the parts (Brennan et al., 1994).
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one can design them in such a way that they, once discarded, can be processed as a

whole. Ram et al. (1998), for instance, discuss design for disassembly in the con-

sumer electronics industry. In their example, mechanical processing of electronic

equipment results in material fractions which are suitable for further processing

in copper smelters, aluminium smelters, incinerators, and so forth.

The revenues from the aforementioned operations are considered in the total

production costs of a good; specifically designing for recovery then becomes part

of a larger strategy aimed at commercial success.

6.3.5 Intermediate conclusion

Probably it is useful at the end of this fairly long section to repeat the main argu-

ment. At the start I conceded that design indeed is concerned with the translation

of functional and non-functional customer requirements into the description of a

product satisfying these requirements. In the course of this section, I have added

other demands products must meet, induced in the various stages of a product’s

lifecycle, from market opportunity to recovery. As a consequence it has become

clear that engineers do not merely design for direct customer satisfaction; they

rather, in the words of Fabrycky (1987), design for lifecycles.

The focus on lifecycles is mirrored in design methodology as well. One recent

proposal embracing a lifecycle approach is the so-called Design for X (DFX), where

X stands for the different properties of a product that relate to one or more phases

in its lifecycle (Gatenby and Foo, 1990). DFX approaches are expressly directed

at designing for a wide range of features and comprise tools for each of them.

These techniques can be grouped according to the phases in a product’s life cycle.

Giudice et al. (2006), for instance, discern6:

• Design for Producibility/Manufacturability

• Design for Assembly

• Design for Variety

• Design for Robustness/Quality

• Design for Reliability

6For each of them, the authors provide a list of relevant publications. So for more information, see
(Giudice et al., 2006, p. 178-179).
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• Design for Serviceability/Maintainability

• Design for Safety

• Design for Product Retirement/Recovery

• Design for Disassembly

It appears that all these considerations have been covered in our own overview,

although we grouped them somewhat differently. The latter can be explained by

the more elaborate lifecycle we have been using to develop our categorization; in

effect, its categories do not—or only minimally—overlap, as opposed to those in

the list above.

Regardless, I hope that it is clear now that design is the entire process of trans-

lating needs emerging during a product’s lifecycle into technical and commercial

solutions. Next to that, I have made explicit what these needs amount to.

6.4 Rationality of goals

Now that we have some idea of the goals designers set themselves, we must ex-

amine what else is needed to enable success. Following an argument of Edvards-

son and Hansson (2005)7, I will argue that goals themselves ought to possess

a set of properties that make them rational, or more closely to our terminology,

achievement-inducing.

There is a tradition in viewing instrumental rationality as being merely con-

cerned with the evaluation of means, not of setting goals. The idea is already

apparent in Aristotle’s Nichomachean Ethics8, and was later endorsed by, among

others, Hume, Russell, and more closely to engineering, Herbert Simon. In simi-

lar vein, the Nobel Prize winning economist Allais (1952, p. 70) writes that “there

are no criteria for the rationality of ends as such other than the condition of con-

sistency.” Allais’s claim is less radical than, say, Aristotle’s proposal (see ff. 8),

since he leaves room for at least one criterion ends should meet, viz. consistency.

And indeed, to promote success, one should not entertain mutually inconsistent

goals; one cannot succeed in producing a car that both functions as a regular car

7I thank Jesse Hughes for pointing my attention to this useful paper.
8In the Nichomachean Ethics 1112b 11-12, it reads, in a translation by Ross (1908): “For the end

cannot be a subject of deliberation, but only the means.”
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and uses no energy whatsoever. There is more to say about consistency and coher-

ence, but let us postpone the issue till next section, and concentrate on the four

extra criteria Edvardsson and Hansson (2005) discern9.

First of all, in order to be operative a goal should be precise. A goal such as

“satisfying customer need” is not very useful for guiding actions, unless it is sup-

plemented with other, more precise instructions. If the agent does not know what

the goal is, or merely has a vague idea, chances are high she will submit to inertia

or arbitrary action, leaving success a matter of luck. So the engineer aiming for a

sustainable product, should refine what sustainability amounts to. She needs, for

instance, to specify that the product should be designed so that 90% of it can be

recycled.

Second, the agent needs to know to what extent her actions lead to the achieve-

ment of the goal, in other words, the goal ought to be evaluable. Evaluability de-

pends on precision, but is nonetheless a criterion on its own right, since some

goals are precise even if it is impossible to measure the degree of success. The

example Evardsson and Hansson give is the goal to reduce a pollutant in the

atmosphere to levels far below what can be measured. But why is evaluability

achievement-inducing? Research in management and psychological literature has

suggested that feedback improves performance (see e.g. Locke and Latham, 2002;

McCalley and Midden, 2002). Evaluations are for example essential to determine

whether one’s actions are on the right track or if one should change or abandon

them; they come in handy to modify and refine initially ill-defined goals; and fi-

nally, since they track progress, they can enhance motivation.

Now it is true that precision and evaluability are sometimes hard to attain, cer-

tainly at the start of a design assignment. In the problem definition phase design-

ers indeed often encounter, what Simon (1973) calls, ill-structured problems. The

main problem of such problems is that they are hard to formulate. A well-known

example is Vincenti’s historical study on aircraft design (Vincenti, 1990). Vin-

centi argues that in the period 1918-1943 aircraft designers learnt to incorporate

pilots’ experiences into their design, but not without difficulty. Pilots, for instance,

wanted their planes to be “stable, but not too stable”, a fairly imprecise formu-

lation of what they expected. Through extensive experimentation and continuous

conversations between engineers, pilots, and certain persons who served as “trans-

9I take their work to be unique. Granted, others have extensively discussed how we do or should
reason about ends (Richardson (1997) is a case in point). But no systematic account regarding the
properties of rational ends has, to my knowledge, been proposed before.
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lators”, designers eventually were able to transform the ill-defined problem into a

well-defined problem (de Vries, 2008). So even if precision is not available from

the outset, part of solving the problem lies in pursuing it.

A third demand on goals is approachability. It is evident that one can suc-

cessfully promote an end only if the end is to some degree attainable. In that

sense, manufacturing a perpetual motion machine would be an irrational goal.

Approachability has to do with both the agent’s capacity to execute the actions

required to attain the goal, and the availability of the necessary means (e.g., one

needs gas to drive a car).

Finally, a goal should be motivating. In order for an end to be achievement-

inducing, it should motivate us to act towards its realization; the agent should

recognize that the realization provides for a good reason to undertake actions pur-

suant to it. As Edvardsson and Hansson remark, one could object to this fourth

criterion. One could for instance argue that action presupposes an internally held

desire that motivates the promotion of the end. If so, it is the desire which mo-

tivates, not the goal as such. Goals, however, can be set by people other than the

agent herself—whereas desires typically cannot. In such cases, a goal can be mo-

tivating, although not in the sense of internally motivating as desires are said to

do. Besides, especially in engineering, desires are “an awkward level on which to

analyze professional performance” (Hughes, 2008). Indeed, desires are personal

attributes involving weaker commitment. Having a desire while not willing to act

on it may be rational, whereas adopting an end without willing to act on it is not.

All in all, I think Edvardsson and Hansson have formulated four plausible

demands on goals; a goal’s precision, evaluability, approachability and motivity

arguably contribute significantly to the achievement of the goal in question10.

6.5 Coherence

Usually, the success of an action is defined by the actual realization of the goal it

was aimed at. As we have seen, designers need to promote a whole set of ends

10To the critical reader this list of four may seem nothing more than an arbitrary set. Such a conclu-
sion would be unwarranted, though; there definitely is an underlying thought Edvardsson andHansson
rely on to structure the rationality criteria for goals. More specifically, the authors discern three major
aspects involved in goal-based human action. They are related to (i) what the agent knows, (ii) what
she is able to do, and (iii) what she wants to do. Accordingly, a goal’s precision and evaluability reflect
the first aspect; approachability relates to ability (i.e. aspect (ii)); third, the volitional aspect induces the
motivity criterion.
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(s.a. functionality, manufacturability, recoverability)—ultimately serving the final

goal of commercial success. It means various requirements have to be met by one

and the same artifact.

But obviously, design criteria may conflict, and in fact, usually do. Reducing a

car’s fuel consumption by making it lighter has repercussions on its safety (van de

Poel and van Gorp, 2006). Designing for a short time-to-market may affect a

product’s quality. And even within the same requirement, conflicts may arise.

Consider usability. In Chapter 5 I gave the example of two word processing pack-

ages, viz. MS Word and LaTeX. Well, usability means something different in case

of MS Word than in case of LaTeX. Word is user-friendly because of its simplicity

and preprogrammed modules; but since these routines are well shielded off from

user intervention, the program is not user-friendly in the sense of being flexible.

LaTeX, on the other hand, is user-friendly in terms of flexibility, be it at the cost of

simplicity.

Ideally, a successful design would be one in which all requirements are per-

fectly met—assuming for a moment we have an objective measure of perfectness.

Because of the frequent occurrence of conflicting specifications, however, this pro-

posal is unrealistic. Usually trade-offs have to made, and we have to make do with

sufficiently good realizations of a certain requirement, rather than perfect ones.

Note that this does not directly imply that we reject off-hand optimizing ac-

counts of design in favor of satisficing approaches. One still might perform, say, a

cost-benefit analysis to choose the design option with the largest overall benefits,

that is, the optimal option; likewise, one might use a multiple criteria design anal-

ysis to determine the optimal solution. The argument above merely acknowledges

that one should not hope all individual requirements to attain optimal values.

To see this more clearly, consider an example given by Koen (2003). It is about

a hypothetical television set with only one control. Turning the knob to a higher

value produces sharper pictures (see figure 6.11), but at the same time worsens

sound fidelity (see figure 6.12).

Assuming that improvements in both picture and sound are equally desirable,

the optimum can be determined by summing up both curves (see figure 6.13). The

optimum corresponds to a control setting of the knob of 4. In this case, then, an

optimum can be determined, even though the individual criteria (i.e. sharpness

and sound fidelity) are met only sub-optimally. Indeed, both parameters do not

reach their maximum value of 12.
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Figure 6.11: Knob setting versus sharpness

Figure 6.12: Knob setting versus fidelity
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Figure 6.13: Optimum knob setting

Nevertheless, there are reasons to be wary of optimizing approaches. In Koen’s

example, for instance, first there is the problem ofmaking the initial graphs, show-

ing how knob setting affects sharpness and fidelity. It can be done only if one

presupposes that one can simply adopt a ratio scale for these parameters, ranging

from 1-12. For instance, does it make sense to say that setting the knob on 2 results

in a sharpness that is twice as good as when it is set on 1? Perhaps there exist ob-

jective measures for these criteria—the author is not clear on this score—so that

a graph can be plotted easily. But on many occasions, such objective measures are

lacking. For example, how to determine the beauty of a design, or animal welfare

in case of chicken husbandry systems, or flexibility in computer software?

A second, even bigger problem is the problem of weighing the importance of

each variable in making a decision. As said, in Koen’s example it is assumed that

sharpness and fidelity are equally desirable. If they were not, one should find a

measure to express the difference in value attached, so that, say, sharpness criteria

would play a more crucial role in a design decision than fidelity criteria. But how

to determine such weighing factors?

Because of these (and other) problems, most scholars have abandoned opti-
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mizing accounts. They have mainly engaged in the refinement of the first non-

optimizing account found in the literature, namely Simon’s satisficing approach

(see e.g. Simon, 1955, 1973). According to Simon, a satisficer sets an aspiration

level—possibly for each design requirement—with respect to which solutions are

considered good enough; the options exceeding the aspiration level are selected.

And in fact, as studies of Ball et al. (1994) and van de Poel (2008) show, designers

indeed appear satisficers in this sense.

There is much more to say about how designers try to come up with coherent

designs. The (non-optimizing) strategies they follow to do so, however, fall outside

the scope of the current chapter. Its focus is on norms for artifacts, for the moment

ignoring how agents should implement them. In Chapter 8 I will highlight some

of the problems surrounding the exercise of producing coherent designs.

At any rate, this section has shown that ends need to be coherent, and if they

are interdependent, one has to make trade-offs between them. A successful design

then is a design that at least satisfies all the relevant criteria it aspired to meet, on

the condition these criteria are rational (as defined in previous section).

6.6 Wrapping up

To enable commercial success, this chapter has argued, engineers should—and

actually do—design bearing in mind the entire lifecycle of the product in the mak-

ing. In fact, the notion of lifecycles has put me in a position to discern a set of

requirements artifacts ought to meet.

One remark before giving an overview of the present chapter’s results. Perhaps

my choice for using lifecycles as a backbone for my categorization exercise seems

arbitrary. Perhaps, for instance, a different taxonomy would ensue if I were to start

with, say, a typology of normativity, in to which I would—although I do not know

how—subsequently plug designer requirements. The benefit of my approach,

though, is that it stays close to real-life engineering. Lifecycles are used throughout

the profession. In fact, it is perhaps one of the most influential ideas driving

current practice, its merits being a systematic division of the stages artifacts go

through, and consequently, should be designed for.

An overview of the requirements artifacts ought to meet from a design per-

spective is given in table 6.1.

As was the case with the table in the previous chapter (table 5.1), the categories
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Artifact
—Marketability α ought to be designed so that it fits the

market strategy adopted.
— Manufacturability α ought to be designed so that it can be

produced at acceptable costs.
— Transportability α ought to be designed so that it can be

transported to its destined context of use.
— Installability α ought to be designed so that it can be

installed at its destined context of use.
— Recoverability α ought to be designed so that it(s parts) can be

(re)entered in a (new) lifecycle.

Designer
— rationality (to be specified in Chapter 7)
— morality (to be specified in Chapter 7)

Table 6.1: Two Evaluative Focal Points (artifact and designer) in artifact creation
and the different non-customer norms they induce

here are stated in broad terms. To be operative, they indeed need to be specified.

Design for manufacturability might for instance mean that the product should be

up for full-automated assembly; recoverability might imply that 90% of the prod-

uct should be recyclable; and so forth. Moreover, the use of some of such stan-

dards may be optional to the designer; others, on the other hand, are mandatory,

laid down by law.

It is true that designing for lifecycles does not offer an absolute guarantee for

commercial success. Indeed, a product might be marketable, that is, it might fit

well with the market strategy endorsed by the firm, but if the market strategy itself

is ill-advised, profits may fail to appear. That issue, though, is the responsibility

of marketeers, not engineers; what successful market strategies amount to would

perhaps be worthwhile to investigate, but I guess not within the framework of my

project.

There are still other factors that may obstruct commercial success. Markets are

known to be susceptible to economic, social, political and environmental incidents

that are often hard to predict. So even if engineers put all their efforts in their

design, there always remain factors out of their control. The criteria introduced in
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this chapter, then, are not so much sufficient, but rather necessary-like conditions

designers ought to live up to, so as to improve the odds of market success.

The table does not include two important notions I considered: rationality and

coherence. The reason for this is simple. The entries in the table are requirements

on artifacts; coherence and rationality, on the other hand, are, so to speak, require-

ments on requirements. As such, they are not specific for artifacts. They apply to

any set of ends one wants to see realized.

But of course, even rational ends will not be realized without proper action.

Hence, to accomplish our means-end analysis of engineering practice, it is now

time to set the ends aside, and focus on the means. As such we will finally be in a

position to specify the notions of rationality and morality, as mentioned under the

label “designer” in table 6.1.
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Norms for designing

7.1 Introduction

Before we bring together all the elements of the ground we have covered, we need

to consider one last thing, namely norms pertaining to engineering action. Having

explored the ends engineers ought to set, it is now time to study the means they

ought to opt so as to bring these ends about. In other words, we will consider the

norms governing design1.

I will proceed somewhat differently from previous chapters. I will start with

quite a lengthy case study (section 7.2), and pay substantive attention to the im-

plicit story line (section 7.3), determining the different functions codes of good

practice fulfill. Subsequently, this material is drawn on to conceptualize and struc-

ture the salient normative aspects (section 7.4-7.6). As will become apparent,

codes of practice relate to distinct kinds of know-how, so, in line with my epis-

temic project, I will cover matters of justification (section 7.7). In a similar vein,

section 7.8 discusses the justification of codes of ethics. Finally, since the notion

of “rules” is a recurrent theme in this chapter, I will elaborate somewhat more on

the philosophy of rule-following (section 7.9), and end with an introduction to the

final chapter of this thesis.

1Although engineering is a multi-faceted profession, I take, for reasons of simplicity, design to be
the core business of engineers. So I will focus on design, and ignore the other roles engineers might
play (e.g. their managerial, organizational, or quality assessing roles.
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7.2 Structural engineers doing philosophy (in 1982)

In the early eighties the British Institution of Structural Engineers (ISE) faced

a substantial debate concerning the formulation and use of codes of practice2.

Basically, the discussion was about the extent to which engineering practice could

and should be codified. It emerged in response to the observation that, since they

had gradually become the responsibility of the British Standards Institute (BSI),

codes of practice were too complex and too time-consuming to produce.

To understand what the quarrel was about, it is instructive to note that the BSI

at that time drafted two kinds of regulations. First, there were Building Regula-

tions, those being legally mandatory specifications of the criteria buildings should

conform to. The second kind concerned the aforementioned codes of engineer-

ing practice. These regulations laid down procedures and steps leading to the

design of buildings pursuant to the fundamental requirements of the Building

Regulations. In principle they were non-mandatory, but because following them

automatically satisfied the Building Regulations that were mandatory, the codes

became practically mandatory, and more so, because deviance from the codes re-

quired cumbersome, custom justification.

Now it were these kinds of regulations the ISE complained about at the address

of the BSI. Apart from the fact that codes were becoming ever more complex, en-

gineers for instance argued that codes resulted in a “tendency for new information

not to be used in practice unless it has been included in a Code (see Shapiro, 1997,

p. 297)”. In other words, the codes were said to obstruct innovation, in particu-

lar, innovation with respect to design methodology and practice. Another worry

concerned the education of engineering students; if graduates would be trained to

“design by formula”, this would be at the expense of acquiring a qualitative grasp

of the behavior of structures (Brohn and Cowan, 1977) and of achieving “a feeling

for general engineering behavior” (Bratchell, 1982)3.

Finally, some complaints voiced the all too typical tension between research

and application, theory and praxis. In an open discussion at the ISE, one member

for instance demanded to know if codes were:

2Here and in the following I elaborate on a historical study of (Shapiro, 1997).
3The debate bears strong resemblances to a discussion held almost simultaneously in academic

circles, viz. the debate between Herbert Simon (1969) and Donald Schön (1983). In the parallel,
Simon’s program would correspond to BSI’s proposals to codify design, whereas Schön would stand
for the intuition and implicit knowledge that some ISE members saw at work in engineering.
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for a mathematician’s delight, to justify the continued existence of

some researchers and to be the distillation of the latest research, or are

they to provide useful guidance to the designer based on a repository

of sound engineering experience [...] I have had enough of indifferent

academics, blinked researchers, and narrow-minded applied mathe-

maticians [...] telling me how to do my job (from the Open Discussion

of the Structural Engineer, 1982, quoted in (Shapiro, 1997)).

In 1987, during the aftermath of the debate, the ISE organized a referendum

regarding the fate of a particular code in the face of a competing one. More specif-

ically, one questioned whether permissible stress codes in structural design had to

be retained and updated and thus available for use in addition to limit state codes.

The technical details should not distract us here, it suffices to recognize that, in

general, limit state design allows for more fine-tuned and precise solutions. Nev-

ertheless, the majority of the ISE members voted in favor of the retention of the

permissible stress code. Their arguments included the observation that permis-

sible stress design was well proven in practice; that the complex calculations in-

volved in limit state design made the approach more susceptible to errors, and

thus to increased risk; that some structures (e.g. earth retaining structures) were

more amenable to the permissible stress method; that the load factors used in

limit stress approaches were arrived at by committees remote from practice and

from the particulars of specific building contracts.

Shapiro sees yet another element at work in ISE’s decision to save the per-

missible stress method. He remarks the issue can also be couched in terms of

practitioner freedom:

From this perspective, the removal of the permissible stress approach

from the codes of practice would unjustifiably infringe on the free-

dom of engineers to employ the method of their choice. The limit

state method would become virtually compulsory because the permis-

sible stress method would no longer be deemed to satisfy the building

regulations. “If experienced engineers have different views on the best

way to carry out design solutions,” the argument went, “it is reason-

able and right that Codes should reflect this.” (ibid., p. 302)

Seen from this perspective, then, the debate was less about what—i.e. which

codes—constituted best practice than about the basic principles of practitioner
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judgment. In particular, structural engineers demanded more rather than fewer

degrees of freedom built into their formal standards of practice.

How does this historical case study connect with our story? Evidently, it illus-

trates previous points, not in the least the fact that it makes sense to distinguish

norms on artifacts (c.q. Building Regulations) from norms on actions (c.q. codes

of good practice)! Apparently, one reason here is that any artifactual norm can be

mapped onto a manifold of agentive norms; indeed, both limit state and permissi-

ble stress methods may satisfy the Building Regulations. To put it more fancifully,

Building Regulations are underdetermined by codes of practice; there are no a pri-

ori entailments from a specification of how a building ought to be like to a spec-

ification of engineering behavior. This in turn explains the surprising fact that

in engineering practice artifactual norms might well have priority over agentive

norms—not a conceptual priority that is, but one in terms of (legal) obligation4.

Second, the example introduces us to some interesting and fundamental is-

sues regarding agentive norms in engineering, irrespective of their relation to

norms the subject of which comprises the artifact. Let us, for one thing, consider

the distinct functions such norms perform.

7.3 Codes have many functions

From the above one might get the impression that the ISE was simply against

codes of design practice. But that would be too hasty a conclusion—for that matter,

up till now the BSI still drafts codes of practice, many of which are developed with

full approval of the ISE. Codes5 indeed have the function of constraining “the size

of the universe in which the practitioner must make decisions (ibid., p. 290)”; they

indeed help to delineate an appropriate judgment space for technological practice.

4Note that I am not making the stronger claim that artifactual norms in engineering always have
priority. Indeed, often the reverse holds. ISO management quality standards, to name just one exam-
ple, merely outline procedures to attain acceptable levels of quality, irrespective of the products aimed
for. ISO’s strategy is in this case inspired by the need for standards that apply to all kinds of industries,
from ICT firms to cleaning companies. Given the vast diversity of goods produced, drafting uniform
product standards then indeed becomes well-nigh impossible. So in sum, in the above I do not hope
to prove the supremacy of product norms, the argument rather backs up an earlier argument against
those who think it does not make sense to talk about such norms at all (see Chapter 4).

5In the remainder I will focus exclusively on Codes of practice. The analysis, however, is valid for
Building Regulations as well, that is, both Codes and Regulations basically serve the purposes outlined
in this section. Moreover, I take codes (as opposed to less codified guidelines, such as rules of thumb)
center stage, simply for purposes of illustration. Later I will broaden my analysis again, and also
consider more tacit norms.
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And this can be both a blessing and a curse. As said, it can impede innovation,

but on the other hand, codes give valuable guidance:

Rather than starting from scratch each and every time—defining basic

terminology, establishing the means of measuring physical properties

in a consistent manner, determining what constitutes best or minimal

acceptable practice—the practitioner can focus on the specifics of the

problem at hand, the factors which render one technological artifact

distinct from others. (ibid., p. 290)

In other words, codifying design behavior serves rationalization, and this in

fact is, according to Abbott (1988), the main reason why codes came into being in

the first place. As the author notes:

[...] in the last century, science, with the broader related phenomenon

of formal rationality, has become the fundamental ground for the le-

gitimacy of professional technique (ibid., p. 189)

In a similar vein, Chandler (1977) goes as far as to say that the development of

behavioral repertoires in organizations was as essential to the American industrial

revolution as the Bessemer process6.

In addition to providing guidance, codes may well perform various other func-

tions. For instance, conformance to standardized procedures can avoid later legal

complications with product liability lawyers (Hunter, 1997)—or conversely, codes

can be called upon in court to judge a practitioner’s performance. Furthermore,

codes establish what is needed for somebody to be a member of a certain profes-

sional community (you are not a philosopher if you do not know, for instance,

the principles of argumentation). They define the profession, and do so in two

ways: either by outlining what kinds of behavior is expected of practitioners in

these-and-those circumstances or by specifying competence, for instance, by set-

ting requirements on training and experience. But more about this later, first let

us return to the ISE debate.

As said, this internal debate revolved around the issue of allowing for more

than one design method in structural engineering (permissible stress vs. limit

state). Although many arguments addressed the aptness of both methods, the fact

6The Bessemer process, invented in 1855 and named after its inventor Henry Bessemer, was the
first economically feasible industrial process for the mass-production of steel.
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that the majority of ISEmembers favored a retention of both approaches hadmore

to do with engineers trying to safeguard room for professional discretion. These

practitioners thus held a plea for a revaluation of engineering judgment.

This might seem like plain conservatism on the part of the ISE members, but

in fact, it is not. The motivation for not casting design in one algorithm, and for

leaving room for maneuver, had not so much to do with professionals being wary

to hand over their autonomy to an external authority. Rather, the engineers took

up the fact that judgmental skills often resist codification, even though they are an

essential constituent of the profession.

Vincenti (1990) makes a similar observation. Among the distinct design in-

strumentalities the author discerns, “judgmental skills” are implicitly included:

Finally designers need the pragmatic judgmental skills required to seek

out design solutions and make design decisions. Such skills, like vi-

sual thinking, call for insight, imagination and intuition, as well as

a feeling for elegance and aesthetics in technical design. [...] Design

operates “within the contingent world of funding priorities, time pres-

sures, conflicting biases, personal and institutional politics, and the

like,” and designers must know how to respond and take such influ-

ences into account. (Vincenti, 1990, p. 222)7

Moreover, Vincenti recognizes that these skills are mostly tacit, since he con-

tinues:

Whatever the situation, knowledge of how to exercise judgmental skills,

like knowledge of how to think visually, is mostly tacit. Though the im-

portance of such skills can be pointed out to engineering students in

the classroom, they can be learned in the end only through practical

experience. [...] Undergirding judgmental skills, then, must lie a wide

range of experience from past and current practice. (Vincenti, 1990,

p. 222)

If tacit skills—such as judgmental skills—indeed resist codification, then ISE’s

complaint is understandable; codes would not only underdetermine design prac-

tice, but would be inadequate for real-life design practice.

7The quoted words are from John Staudenmaier, in his personal correspondence with Vincenti.
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Figure 7.1: Different kinds of norms

7.4 Structuring the motley

In figure 7.1, I have tried to give an overview of the kinds of norms we have en-

countered above. While the figure contains some elements that have not been

explained before, I will do so in due course, always relating them back to our case

study.

On the left we find regulations regarding artifacts (cfr. the Building Regula-

tions in the ISE debate). As explained at length, these can be subdivided even

further (in particular, see chapter 5 and 6), but for clarity we leave these distinc-

tions out here. To give just one example from the field of construction: to ensure

safety, Eurocode EN 1990 (clauses 4.3(1-5)P) requires that the inclination of a col-

umn in a multistory building cannot exceed 0.002h (where h is the story height,

see figure 7.2).

A second type of norms concerns engineering behavior. These stipulate how
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Figure 7.2: Eurocode EN 1990 building regulation concerning the inclination of
a column between adjacent floor levels (adapted from Gulvanessian et

al. 2002)
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engineers should produce artifacts that comply with regulations on the left-hand

side of figure 7.1 (viz. those under the heading “Artifact”). The recommendation

in the ISE debate to use limit state—or permissible stress—methods is just one

example. In line with BSI terminology, we call these rules codes of good practice.

We can subdivide them even further, and I will show how in the sections to follow.

Finally, some codes do not govern the production of artifacts as such, but relate

to moral considerations. These are called codes of ethics, and focus primarily on

non-instrumental goals, such as the quality of life, at a fairly broad—e.g. societal

or global—level. And although we have not come across them in our consideration

of BSI standards, further on I will go through some examples taken from current

engineering practice.

Both codes of practice and codes of ethics form the subject matter of the cur-

rent chapter, and they will be given more detail each in turn. But before I start, one

remark. Onemight argue that the categories (i.e. of good practice and ethics) over-

lap. Indeed, a method of good practice to ensure the safety of a bridge has ethical

significance; if poorly designed, the bridge might collapse and cause damage to its

users. But for our categorization exercise, I suggest we nevertheless distinguish

codes of practice and codes of ethics. We can do so by limiting codes of practice

to those codes that are primarily meant to ensure the quality of the artifacts to be

designed. They explain, for instance, how to proceed, if one were to construct a

stable bridge. Codes of ethics, on the other hand, are more binding. They do not

stipulate what to do just in case one wants to produce a stable bridge, they would

rather stipulate that one, in all cases, must aim for stable bridges8. The latter is

of course too stringent a requirement, but some codes in the Code of Ethics of

Engineers of the National Society of Professional Engineers9, for instance, def-

initely have such a categorical flavor. In one of the fundamental canons of the

Code, we for instance read that “Engineers, in the fulfillment of their professional

duties, shall hold paramount the safety, health, and welfare of the public (Code

I.1)”. Further, in Code I.6, it is stipulated that engineers should “conduct them-

selves honorably, responsibly, ethically, and lawfully so as to enhance the honor,

reputation, and usefulness of the profession.”

In fact, the distinction I propose parallels the fairly traditional, but nonethe-

8Alternatively, we can cast the difference in terms of reasons, where moral reasons are, borrowing
from Dancy (2004a), considered peremptory (as opposed to merely enticing), or, borrowing from Gert
(2004a), requiring (as opposed to merely justifying).

9The Code can be consulted at http://www.nspe.org/ethics/eh1-code.asp; accessed on 03/09/2007
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less useful distinction philosophers have made between (practical) rationality and

morality10—for that matter, recall that I relied on the same line of thought in my

first and cursory discussion regarding the requirements designers ought to live

up to (i.e. the designer as Evaluative Focal Point, see sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2).

Roughly, practical rationality is merely about furthering one’s practical ends, and

does not aim to question the moral goodness of the ends in question. Ethics, on

the other hand, analyzes the ends one might—or should—have aside from one’s

sheer practical ends11. Consequently, a typical code of good practice belongs to the

realm of practical rationality, with the realization of sound artifacts as the primary

end. Conversely, codes of ethics are a matter of morality, and are more concerned

with the promotion of wider, societal goals (s.a. welfare) and widely shared values

(s.a. honesty).

I will proceed along these broad lines, knowing full well that there will be

borderline cases. Indeed, often ethical considerations will enter an instance of

practical deliberation (e.g. one cannot start to realize a bridge, if it requires you to

forcefully erase an entire village). Moreover, one might say that the production of

sound artifacts furthers some other, less practical ends, such as human welfare or

the good life. If so, the distinction would evaporate. This observation is not too

disturbing, though. Artifacts can be said to contribute to the promotion of more

final ends (such as human welfare), but only in as far as they are used by some

person. As such, the production of the artifact itself is merely an intermediate end,

the realization of which is still open for evaluation in terms of practical rationality.

So it might well be that a heuristic as “allocate resources as long as the cost of not

knowing exceeds the cost of finding out” (taken from Koen, 2003) in the end has

ethical purport, we will stop the chain of regress somewhat earlier, and consider it

as a rule simply serving the end of artifact design.

10Although some authors—most notably Hilary Putnam—have discarded the distinction, it is safe
to say that it belongs to the canon of most analytic philosophers.

11A typical, much debated example to illustrate the point are the Nazi gas chambers. Being effective
in what they were aimed for, they bear witness of an exorbitant sense of practical rationality. At the
same time, however, they violated all the laws of ethics, so to speak.
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7.5 Good practice

7.5.1 Empirical rules

The competent structural engineer evidently should have substantive knowledge

about mechanics, materials, and the like. Empirical data and laws, however, are

insufficient to characterize or guide a design procedure since they contain no pre-

scription for human action. Indeed, the empirical (and common sense) observa-

tion that “a plank bridge is at its most vulnerable when the load it supports is in

the centre” (taken from Addis, 1990) does itself not tell the bridge designer what

to do; it makes its contribution only to the extent that it is incorporated in a rule,

such as, allocate sufficient resources to the weakest link (i.e. the center of the

bridge) (the rule is found in Koen, 2003). In particular, this implies one should

design plank bridges in such a way that (minimally) their center is able to support

the maximal expected load; and one could obviously do so by increasing the width

and/or depth of the plank.

Addis (1990) calls such rules empirical rules. They are empirical in the sense

that they are based on the accumulated experience of engineers concerning what

is known to work; consequently, they are in terms of efficacy. Empirical rules are

also referred to as rules of thumb. The latter term, though, is often associated

with approximate results and with the era before “scientific” design. But on the

contrary, empirical rules might well be exact and codifiable and are ubiquitous in

contemporary design. For purposes of illustration, let us have a look at how Eu-

rocode EN 1990 regulates the way civil engineers should model structures. Clause

6.4.3.1(1)P, for instance, reads:

For each critical load case, the design values of the effects of actions12

shall be determined by combining the values of actions that are con-

sidered to occur simultaneously.

What this means is the following. For any given construction, several actions

apply permanently. Any building, for example, is permanently subject to actions

due to self-weight, loads on floors, wind, snow, thermal actions, and the like. For

the verification of stability, however, only critical load cases need to be taken into

account. Of course, some actions cannot exist simultaneously due to physical or

12An action here means a load, or an imposed deformation; effects of actions are internal moments
and forces, bending moments, shear forces and deformations caused by actions.
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functional reasons. For instance, a maximum snow load cannot physically occur

on a heated greenhouse (the example is taken from (Gulvanessian et al., 2002)).

So the Code allows for the following (Clause 6.1(2)):

Actions that cannot occur simultaneously, for example due to physical

reasons, should not be considered together in combination.

It is up to the individual engineer (or the team of engineers) to decide whether

this rule applies in the context she (they) find(s) herself/themselves (more about

this in section 7.5.2). The same holds for Clause A1.2.1(1), which allows, in some

cases, the combinations of actions to be based on not more than two variable ac-

tions. Such a limitation to using two variables is acceptable only in common cases

(e.g. a normal six-story residential building), that is, cases in which the probability

of occurrence of extreme values in more than two variables is close to zero. Never-

theless, EN 1990 stresses that the use of the proposed simplification may depend

on the intended use, form and location of the building and that it may produce

low levels of safety if applied inappropriately.

The Eurocode system also provides guidance on the planning and evaluation

of tests to be carried out in connections with structural design. It outlines how

to determine the number of tests needed for meaningful statistical interpretation;

how to extrapolate from tests (s.a. prototype tests) to real-life structures; how to

set up interpretations making use of additional prior knowledge; and so forth.

Some of the distinctions made previously also cut across the category of em-

pirical rules itself. I refer here to the more slippery but nonetheless significant

distinctions between tacit and explicit rules, and between the mandatory and op-

tional nature of rules. Regarding the first distinction, recall the ISE debate, in par-

ticular, the worry of some engineers for some kind of “design by formula”; they

objected to BSI’s tendency to codify all aspects of engineering practice, whereas

this would, according to those critical voices, impoverish the profession. For one

thing, if trained to design by formula, one claimed, graduates would not achieve

the necessary feeling for general engineering behavior (e.g. see the quote above

of (Bratchell, 1982)). Such a feel for engineering refers to a set of implicit skills,

a kind of so-called tacit knowledge that is acquired through trial-and-error as we

learn to “feel our way to success”, as Polanyi (1962) put it nicely13. Knowing how

13Another meaning often attributed to “tacit knowledge” has to do with the set of beliefs we have but
currently do not entertain. I, however, will endorse in the remainder Polanyi’s characterization.
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to ride a bike, for instance, requires more than just knowing propositionally the se-

quence of actions one has to perform—in that sense, it is a red herring to consult

a biker’s manual. Experience, thus, learns us more than we can say14. And in this

respect bike-riding does not differ too much from engineering. Walter Vincenti,

in his analytical study of aeronautical history, for instance, sees tacit knowledge at

work in “the attempt of production engineers to forecast the decrease in riveting

cost with time and in the ‘educated guessing’ by which structural engineers ar-

rived at allowable strengths in the face of early incomplete data (Vincenti, 1990, p.

198)15.” The fact then that there is a part of engineering knowledge (or behavior)

that resists codification would show the inadequacy of BSI’s aspirations. For our

purposes, it simply illustrates that empirical rules are not limited to those found in

Eurocode EN 1990 or in the Codes drafted by the BSI; good practice also involves

non-codifiable patterns of behavior that need to be acquired through hands-on ex-

perience.

The second dimension is apparent in Clauses 6.4.3.1(1)P and 6.1(2) of the Eu-

rocode (see excerpts above). To understand this, one needs to appreciate that the

Code discerns two kinds of regulations: Principles and Application Rules. Prin-

ciples are mandatory in nature, since they are defined as “general statements for

which there is no alternative and requirements and analytical models for which

no alternative is permitted unless specifically stated (Gulvanessian et al., 2002,

p.13, italics added).” Application Rules, on the other hand, are “generally accept-

able methods, which follow the principles and satisfy the requirements (ibid.).”

Hence, it is permitted to use alternatives to the Application Rules given in the

Code, but only “provided that it can be demonstrated that they comply with the

principles and are at least equivalent with regard to structural safety, serviceability

and durability which would be expected when using the Eurocode clause (ibid.).”

Now, Clause 6.4.3.1(1)P is obviously of the first kind; it is a Principle (hence the

prefix ‘P’ following the paragraph number) that should be lived up to. Clause

6.1(2), in contrast, allows for simplification of the Principle—in the sense that

not all actions have to be accounted for—but the simplification is non-mandatory

(i.e. optional), and even stronger, in some cases it should not be applied at all.

In other words, Application Rules leave substantially more room for engineering

14Although most philosophers espouse the idea that tacit knowledge is non-propositional, Stanley
and Williamson (2001) are a noted exception to the rule.

15Other historians referring to tacit elements in mechanical design, include, among others, Wallace
(1978) and Hindle (1981)
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judgment; the engineer herself should assess whether an Application Rule applies

or if a better (or equally good) alternative is available. This in turn leaves room for

innovation, since engineers can consider using different individual Application

Rules (e.g. based on new research, testing) where they feel the innovation is being

stifled by the Eurocodes.

A third axis along which rules may vary has to do with the institutional level at

which rules are drafted. As Addis (1990) notes, some rules apply to engineering

practice in general—e.g. “solve problems by successive approximations”. Others

are used only within a certain design community—e.g. limit state procedures are

common in structural engineering, not software engineering. Still others are even

more local and belong to the “house style” of a firm. They are developed through

years of experience and manifest themselves as preferred procedures of design,

that often are carefully guarded and kept secret, so as to stay ahead of competing

companies. Furthermore, “local” may also be given a temporal sense; as said,

many rules that were once default have become obsolete16.

The three dimensions (i.e. tacit/explicit, mandatory/optional, and general/local)

do not correspond to mutually exclusive categories (that is why I called them di-

mensions in the first place). They merely represent the different features rules

may exhibit. Some rules, thus, are tacit and local, whereas others may be tacit and

generally applicable. Furthermore, these features are gradual, which means there

will surely be borderline cases.

7.5.2 Engineering judgment

More than once I have mentioned the importance of engineering judgment in de-

sign. Codified standards, like the Eurocode, underdetermine how design should

proceed and leave considerable room for maneuver and individual judgment. De-

sign operates “within the contingent world of funding priorities, time pressures,

conflicting biases, personal and institutional politics, and the like” (Staudenmaier,

quoted in (Vincenti, 1990, p.222)). As such, it should not strike us that we are

far removed from some sort of design by algorithm; the contribution of the indi-

vidual engineer’s insight remains crucial to successful design. This is so not only

with respect to the optional Clauses—i.e. the so-called Application Rules—in the

16Hunter (1997) remarks that, historically, many privately developed methods of solving design
problems were kept secret, but with the passage of time became common knowledge, and eventu-
ally evolved into publicly published standards of practice. We can expect that the same will happen to
those codes that are privately owned today.
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Eurocode, but also with respect to the Principles, such as Clause 6.4.3.1(1)P above.

Indeed, the validity of a Principle is (implicitly) dependent on a context of appli-

cation. Clause 6.4.3.1(1)P applies to some design exercises (the design of concrete

buildings, for instance) but not to others (say, the design of a software package).

Consequently, the civil engineers involved in a design exercise have to judge the

type of design context they are in, and, in case of the Eurocode, minimally what

kinds of Principles and Application Rules apply to that particular situation. Or as

Shapiro puts it:

Standards of practice only establish a starting point for reaching judg-

ments. Local circumstances must guide the process. The universal

must be mapped on the local. (Shapiro, 1997, p.312)

Good practice, thus, requires, next to knowledge of empirical rules (see previ-

ous section), knowledge of how to exercise the appropriate judgmental skills, and

these are mostly tacit. They are learned through practical experience from past

and current practice (Vincenti, 1990).

Important to note is that engineering judgment is more often than not a joint

effort. Indeed, as Bucciarelli (2007) remarks, day-to-day engineering is social in

nature, not (longer) the endeavor of some sort of Edison-like, individual, creative

genius. Design projects are typically subdivided in sub-projects, to each of which

a (team of) specialist(s) is assigned—civil engineers, process engineers, chemical

engineers, and so forth. The disadvantage is that each engineer, given her back-

ground, tends to be limited and captured by her own point of view, whereas in the

end, within the team an agreement has to be found. In other words, engineers

must participate in social exchange in which (value) judgments have to be made

collectively—about the user, robustness, innovation, technical standards, quality,

best techniques available, and the like. Consequently, social and communicative

skills take up a large part of the judgmental skills we expect engineers to exhibit.

7.5.3 Competence

Finally, some codes concern the competence of engineers. At first sight, it might

be strange to separate such codes from the regulations covered above (i.e. empiri-

cal rules and judgmental skills), because what is competence, if not being knowl-

edgeable about the empirical rules governing the profession and being able to
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make the right design decisions? There are two reasons to consider competence

separately, though.

First of all, codes of competence decide over who is entitled to call herself

an engineer (civil engineer, software engineer, genetic engineer, etc.) based on

her educational profile. This in turn implies that engineers will be successful

designers on the (defeasible) condition they have gone through the appropriate

education or have acquired the right hands-on experience. A code of competence,

thus, does not need to specify the skills (e.g. knowledge about empirical rules

and judgmental skills) one needs to be a competent engineer; it suffices to set

requirements on the training the engineer should have successfully gone through.

A second reason is that competence involves more than the “know-how” of

empirical rules and judgmental skills. Competent engineers indeed also need

to master a serious amount of descriptive knowledge. In his anatomy of design

knowledge, Vincenti (1990) for instance, discerns a wide range of types of de-

scriptive knowledge apparent in engineering practice. To name but a few: en-

gineers need to know the operational principle of their device, that is, “how its

characteristic parts [...] fulfill their special function in combining to an overall op-

eration which achieves the purpose” of the device (quote from (Polanyi, 1962, p.

328)); they have to master to some extent, dependent on their field of expertise,

physics, chemistry, mathematics, statistics, material sciences and so forth. The

literature proposes other (and sometimes overlapping) types of descriptive engi-

neering knowledge, such as: knowledge about the location of particular knowl-

edge and about the availability of equipment, materials and the like (see Faulkner,

1994); socio-technological understanding, described as “a systematic knowledge

about the interrelationship between technical objects, the natural environment

and social practice (Ropohl, 1997, p.70)”; means-ends knowledge, being knowl-

edge of the relationships between the physical and functional nature of the artifact

(de Vries, 2003); and so forth.

The discussion about the different types of descriptive engineering knowledge

is still going on, but fortunately I do not have to enter the thorny debate any fur-

ther, since it does not affect my main contention, namely the simple fact that com-

petence surely relates to having the appropriate set of descriptive beliefs. What

these beliefs are can be specified by the code of competence in question, or, more

commonly, is decided for and taught during the training of the prospective engi-

neer.
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7.5.4 Wrapping up

To wrap up this section, we have seen three kinds of regulations that guide en-

gineering practice, so as to qualify as good practice. Roughly, the first stipulate

how engineers should go about in design; the second, how they should make bal-

anced judgments; the third set requirements on their education and professional

background. These regulations are normative in the sense of providing a com-

parative standard of how to behave (as outlined in chapter 4 and elaborated more

in the final chapter). And, in the line of the Evaluative Focal Points we discerned

in chapter 5, artifact users may evaluate an artifact’s designer on the three levels

above. This point too will be given more consideration in the final chapter.

As mentioned, the three categories are interdependent. While competence

requires being able to execute the appropriate empirical rules and to make judg-

ments proper to the situation at hand, it is not exhausted by these skills. Codes of

competence are broader in the sense that they implicitly refer to knowledge that

is not of the “know-how” type; and in the sense that they may leave unspecified

those things that are laid down in the two other categories. Nevertheless, codes

of competence regulate behavior. They tell what the engineer should have done

before starting to undertake a design exercise.

The examples I drew on were all endemic to the engineering discipline. This

is not to say, though, that regulations may not originate from outside the field.

One could think of governments imposing certain methods on the profession that

enhance, say, the labor conditions of employees (hence the item “legal require-

ments” in table 7.1). And it works both ways: regulations originally proposed in a

professional community may be adopted by legislators and get the status of legally

binding clauses.

7.6 Codes of ethics

As an introduction to ethical codes, let us have a quick look at the Preamble of the

Code of Ethics of the NSPE. There we can read the following:

Engineering is an important and learned profession. As members

of this profession, engineers are expected to exhibit the highest stan-

dards of honesty and integrity. Engineering has a direct and vital im-

pact on the quality of life for all people. Accordingly, the services pro-
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vided by engineers require honesty, impartiality, fairness, and equity,

and must be dedicated to the protection of public health, safety, and

welfare. Engineers must perform under a standard of professional

behavior that requires adherence to the highest principles of conduct.

According to this passage, engineering has an enormous impact on our qual-

ity of life. And indeed, the design decisions engineers make regarding what to

produce and how to do so are certainly not neutral to our way of life: technology

forms a crucial part of it, both with its merits and demerits. This engenders a

considerable responsibility, so that the Code prescribes the professional engineer

to adhere to the highest principles of conduct.

As Pritchard (2008) points out, this responsibility gets all the more serious be-

cause of the fact that the knowledge and expertise of engineers is not widely shared

or understood. The public, i.e. those outside the circles of expertise, suffer from

a certain kind of ignorance, and thus must place trust in the reliable performance

of the specialist, c.q. the engineer or the teams of engineers working together.

Professionals may try—and have tried, as in the Code of the NSPE—to gain the

trust of the public by developing codes of ethics that they profess to conform to.

The quote above also shows that the stakes of the ethical code are broad soci-

etal goals (s.a. public health, welfare) and widely shared values (s.a. honesty and

integrity), and thus that the code is not confined to expressing, limiting or regu-

lating the technical goals (c.q. the artifacts to be designed) engineers might have,

nor the technical procedures they ought to follow. The same is evident throughout

the rest of the Code, as following excerpts prove:

II.1.c. Engineers shall not reveal facts, data, or information without

the prior consent of the client or employer except as authorized or

required by law or this Code;

II.1.d. Engineers shall not permit the use of their name or associate in

business ventures with any person of firm that they believe is engaged

in fraudulent or dishonest enterprise;

II.3.c. Engineers shall issue no statements, criticisms, or arguments

on technical matters that are inspired or paid for by interested parties,

unless they have prefaced their comments by explicitly identifying the

interested parties on whose behalf they are speaking, and by revealing

the existence of any interest the engineers may have in the matters;
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III.1.a Engineers shall acknowledge their errors and shall not distort

or alter the facts; and

III.2.a Engineers are encouraged to participate in civic affairs; career

guidance for youths; and work for the advancement of the safety, health,

and well-being of their community.

None of these clauses recommends design procedures or formulates require-

ments artifacts should meet. Instead, they articulate what good conduct means

morally speaking: engineers should respect the privacy of customers (II.1.c), be

honest (II.1.d and III.1.a), incorruptible (II.3.c) and care for the public good (III.2.a).

Some clauses in the Code concern a topic covered in the section of good prac-

tice (section 7.5) as well, namely competence. We read, for instance:

II.2.a Engineers shall undertake assignments only when qualified by

education or experience in the specific technical fields involved;

II.2.b. Engineers shall not affix their signatures to any plans or doc-

uments dealing with subject matter in which they lack competence,

nor to any plan or document not prepared under their direction and

control; and

II.2.c. Engineers may accept assignments and assume responsibility

for coordination of an entire project and sign and seal the engineering

documents for the entire project, provided that each technical segment

is signed and sealed only by the qualified engineers who prepared the

segment.

Competence (i.e. being a “professional”) is one of those borderline cases I said

we could expect. As apparent in the Code, it has ethical significance; without the

required qualifications engineers may harm the welfare of others. But rules of

competence also fulfill a role in the promotion of the engineer’s sheer technical

ends. If one, as a CAD illiterate, wants to use CAD software in a design exercise,

for instance, it might be recommended to take a beginner’s CAD-course first.

For codes of good practice we discerned three qualitative dimensions—c.q.

tacit/explicit, mandatory/optional, local/general. Let us briefly see if they also hold

for codes of ethics. First, with respect to alleged tacitness, recall in what sense we

used the term. We introduced tacit knowledge as knowledge that resists codifica-

tion, and due to that fact, we argued, such knowledge is unfit to be communicated
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exclusively by verbal means; instead, it should be acquired through personal ex-

perience (cfr. learning how to ride a bike). That codes of ethics resist any form

of codification is simply false, witness the Code of the NSPE. But the next crucial

question is much harder to answer: can one learn to live by codes of ethics exclu-

sively through verbal communication (making them explicit), or does it require

some kind of moral experience (making them tacit)? It is well-nigh impossible to

give a full answer within the spatial and temporal frame of current project. But

a quick glance at the literature on moral developmental psychology (Nucci, 2001;

Killen and Smetana, 2006), suggests that, indeed, we learn to be moral by expe-

rience, without always being explicitly attended to the things we learn. If this is

right, and if, as widely accepted, moral development continues throughout a per-

son’s entire lifespan17, there seems no principled reason to think that engineers

during their curriculum and professional career cannot learn to be better engi-

neers, morally speaking.

It seems easier to situate codes of ethics on the second scale (i.e. manda-

tory/optional). We might hope that the NSPE’s ethical code is mandatory, or con-

versely, that it is not a matter of taste whether or not to conform to it. Note that

the Preamble is formulated in this way: it states that, since engineering plays such

an enormous role in society, engineers should by all means—at least try to—fulfill

this role responsibly. The observation in fact rehearses a previous observation,

namely that codes of ethics are not hypothetical; we hope engineers to live up to

them, irrespective of personal taste and desire. This in turn affects the way we

cast them in terms of the third dimension: if ethical codes overrule personal id-

iosyncracies, it would be natural to think of them as generally applicable, instead

of locally. And again, this is what NSPE’s Code is suggestive of. While the Code is

produced by the members of the NSPE, the subjects of the individual clauses are

engineers in general (note for instance that the codes quoted above all start with

“Engineers shall/should...”), not just those who happen to have paid a membership

fee.

Contrary to appearances, though, the general and mandatory nature of ethical

regulations is not as straightforward as sketched above. This will become more

clear when we turn to issues of justification in section 7.8. Another remark con-

cerns the fact that—just like in the previous section, when we considered codes of

17This is not to say that a person will develop ever better moral qualities throughout her lifespan;
she may well acquire through experience “wrong” moral attitudes.
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good practice—the ethical codes mentioned above are endemic to the profession,

since they arose from the collective reflection of NSPEmembers. But we can think

of other ideas engineers may be inspired by. The moral theories they personally

adhere to, for instance, or the world view and religious convictions they endorse

(hence the item “moral theory” in table 7.1). Furthermore, the deontic engineer

may find the law the most apposite starting point for the good professional life

(hence the item “legal requirements”).

7.7 Justifying good practice

As apparent from section 7.5, good practice involves a considerable amount of

knowledge how to do stuff. Such know-how is reflected in empirical rules and in

the often tacitly acquired rules that govern engineering judgment. The current

section will consider some epistemic issues.

7.7.1 Empirical rules

One reason to prefer the term empirical rule over the term heuristic is that it

explicitly refers to one of its chief characteristics: an empirical rule is experience-

based. A good reason to use a certain empirical rule is that it has led to success

before. The intuition underlying is that what has worked in the past, should also

work now, given that the contexts of past and present are sufficiently alike. In

reasoning along these lines, one is basically making an inductive inference. It

implies one’s reasoning is fallible, since the inference rests on a ceteris paribus

clause; the argument gets inadequate when other things, unexpectedly, are not

equal.

If empirical rules are context-dependent, one can expect them to change (or

even to disappear from view) just in case the context (also political) changes. While

automobiles in the beginning were produced individually, production methods

were later substantially altered by Henry Ford (assembly line in 1912; automation

in 1945), by the Volvo Company (1975), and in more recent times by Japanese

companies (e.g. just-in-time strategies). In other words, production know-how

evolved over time.

This makes the question of justification particularly difficult. The standard

“that it works” alone cannot account for the acceptance or rejection of a certain
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rule; or more precisely, “that it works” can only be invoked for justificatory pur-

poses at a certain time stamp t. Even if it technically still works to build a car by

hand (as some companies, e.g. Ferrari and Rolls Royce, still hang on to), automa-

tion and just in time strategies are default in the automotive industry.

Or consider the ISE debate (see sections 7.2 and 7.3) once more. The dis-

cussion concerned the question whether the permissible stress method was to be

accepted as a code of good practice. One of the main arguments in favor of the

method was that the method was well proven in practice, in other words, that

it worked. Notwithstanding that fact, BSI codes and, at the European level, the

Eurocode gradually did away with it, in the end basically retaining one accept-

able method, namely the limit state method. The reason for that has arguably

to do with the fact that, on balance, limit state procedures are more reliable—or

better—than permissible stress calculations. This is not to say that the latter do

not work; they may even work in most of the cases. But this asset apparently does

not weigh up against its weaknesses, at least, that conclusion was reached through

the collective reflection of professionals at both BSI and CEN (Comité Européen de

Normalisation, the institute drafting the Eurocodes). In sum, then, “that it works”

is insufficient; rather, good practice is about what is considered, on balance, to

work best at time stamp t.

Understanding how such “best” is determined leads us straightforwardly to a

solution to the problem of justification. And in fact, in the chapter concerning the

epistemology of artifact ascriptions (chapter 3), we have developed some tools to

tackle the issue.

To start, it is useful to appreciate that an empirical rule prescribes a means to

a certain desired end-state. So the code “use limit state methods to determine the

safety and serviceability of a construction” recommends us to employ limit state

procedures to promote the end of safe constructions, where employing such a

method is considered as a means to that end. Now, parallel to the appropriateness

of an artifact to realize a certain end, we can speak of the appropriateness of a

certain rule: as long as it works—i.e. to the extent that applying the rule leads

to the desired outcome—it is, in a limited sense, appropriate. The limitation is

the following: appropriateness, here, is a notion to discern between effective and

ineffective rules, not yet to distinguish good from better or best (or efficient from

inefficient).

A second parallel to the artifact case it the notion of “context of use”. As said,
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the operation of an artifact is effective, only to the extent that it is done in the

appropriate context(s) of use. The same applies to empirical rules. As said, limit

state procedures will not work in software design.

Finally, to do justice to the fact that some rules have a kind of privileged

status—e.g. Eurocodes are considered more appropriate or better than those ad-

hered to by the dilettante engineer—we can rely on a method similar to the one

to distinguish proper from possible function (see section 3.5). But instead of

talking about the actual application of an artifact being institutionalized, proper

(better/more appropriate) empirical rules are those the application of which is

institutionalized—where institutionalized means that the application is a kind of

collective pattern of action that is socially enforced. The social enforcement might

be an enforcement by peers (e.g. a professional community), by corporate culture,

by customer organizations, by (contract) law, etc. And the reason for the enforce-

ment lies in the fact that the rule in question has, at least according to the body

drafting it, proven to be best, for instance, in terms of efficacy, applicability, and so

on.

Any kind of institutionalized behavior comes, as suggested above, with a time

stamp t. Opinions concerning good practice clearly evolve over time, a fact which

is reflected in the repertoire of behaviors that is, legally or otherwise, enforced or

promoted. Indeed, while once being institutionalized, permissible stress meth-

ods have recently become more or less obsolete, or more precisely, are not longer

considered as best, as prototypical for good practice.

To summarize this subsection, then, I suggest the following. The minimal

requirement for an empirical rule to count as “know-how” is that it should be

appropriate—meaning that it should lead to success when applied in the right

context(s) of use. In addition, we can discern better and worse empirical rules

by considering whether or not their application is institutionalized. If they are,

they reflect, paraphrasing Addis (1990), the accumulated experience of engineers

concerning what is known to work best. Now, if we are to assess the behavior of

an engineer, our account provides us with a normative framework: an engineer

not following the prevalent empirical rules can be sued.

7.7.2 Engineering judgment

Knowing how to make well-informed, balanced judgments is a requisite of good

engineering practice, I argued. Indeed, design practice often requires the engineer
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to make decisions not covered by any empirical rule. Take a look, for instance, at

the following simple scheme:

(1) I want to realize a stable bridge.

(2) Unless I use a limit state approach, I will not realize a

stable bridge.

(C) Therefore I should apply a limit state approach.

This scheme, though fairly rudimentary, might represent an instance of en-

gineering judgment—at least, for present purposes, we assume it does. In it,

premise (2) is a reformulation of the aforementioned empirical rule “use limit

state methods to determine the safety and serviceability of a construction”. Note

that its subject is the indefinite pronoun “one”. Premise (1) is the end clause; the

subject, here, is an individual engineer, for present purposes, designated by an “I”.

Now, engineering judgment occurs at three levels.

First, the engineer needs to establish (1), in other words, he has to decide which

goals to pursue. Obviously, engineering goals are not simply given; many ways

are open, and many of them conflict. And although there exist restrictions on the

things one may pursue (as should be apparent from the previous chapter), there

is plenty of room for maneuver. For one thing, there is no (empirical) rule that

requires one to realize a bridge in the first place.

Second, given (1), the engineer needs to decide which empirical rules apply.

So although the rule in premise (2) provides for some guidance, one should judge

first that its intended context of use corresponds to the context in question18. Fur-

thermore, (2) is clearly not the only rule relevant to the end; out of the manifold of

codes that have been drafted by standardization institutions such as the BSI, CEN,

and ISO, one has to figure out those that do affect one’s design exercise.

Finally, engineering judgment is apparent at the level of the overall argument.

The engineer should draw the correct conclusion, given its premises, which, for

18This is why know-how, as manifest in empirical rules, is not a mere habit or disposition. As Ryle
(1949) already pointed out, the ability to apply rules in the right sorts of contexts, requires judgmental
skills on the part of the agent applying the rule, and these, in turn, are acquired through training and
experience. Habits and dispositions, on the other hand, are build up by drill, and dispense with the
intelligent appreciation of the particulars of the situation the agent finds herself in; she acts ‘automati-
cally’ or ‘blindly’ upon the dispositions she has become endowed with.
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one thing, entails she should be able to map the general (the “one” in Premise (2))

to the local (the “I” in Premise (1) and Conclusion). More generally, she should be a

competent practical reasoner, a person making sound inferences. If, for instance,

an optional rule conflicts with an end she pursues, she has to decide what to do

next: to change or abandon her goal, or to apply a different rule.

At none of these three levels we expect empirical rules to be found. Instead,

the empirical rule in Premise (2) is effective only to the extent that it is part of a

larger argument, that should follow the general rules of practical rationality, and

as such, requires sound judgmental skills.

Arguably, norms governing practical reasoning are not typical for engineering,

let alone for a professional community or a company. So to answer the question

whether an engineer possesses decision “know-how”, or has made the right deci-

sion, we can rely on the tools available in the philosophical literature concerned

with general problems of practical rationality and decision theory. This is not to

say that there are no puzzles left in this domain, on the contrary. But my project

does not leave room to give them due attention, let alone room to solve them. For

that matter, I hold these puzzles not essential to my analysis, and thus, refer the

hungry reader to sources entirely dedicated to them.

7.8 Justifying codes of ethics

Although the product of the collective reflection of the National Society of Pro-

fessional Engineers, the NSPE Code of Ethics reflects what all engineers should

conform to, regardless of their affinity with the NSPE (see section 7.6). This tallies

with my observation that we hope ethical codes to be generally applicable, instead

of locally. Furthermore, I argued that the Code leaves little room for personal dis-

cretion; the clauses are formulated in such a manner that they appear mandatory,

not optional. In this section, I want to put some qualifications to these sugges-

tions, and as will become apparent, while doing so I will touch upon the question

of justification.

To start with, Michael Pritchard (2008) argues that the NSPE Code of Ethics

is grounded in what we might call common morality. Drawing on the work of the

moral philosopher Bernard Gert (2004b), the author defines the latter as a set of

moral rules and ideals that are generally accepted, but that need not be explicitly

endorsed. Rather, they offer a “rational reconstruction of basic features of our
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moral lives—an account that attempts to represent faithfully something implicit in

our moral lives.” For purposes of illustration, Gert’s moral rules are the following:

Do not kill.

Do not cause pain.

Do not disable.

Do not deprive of freedom.

Do not deprive of pleasure.

Do not deceive.

Keep your promises.

Do not cheat.

Obey the law.

Do your duty.

As one can see, these rules are stated very broadly, and indeed, prima facie

most of us would subscribe to most of them19. But, as Pritchard rightly remarks,

they are not absolute. Each rule has legitimate exceptions. This means that any

violation of these rules needs a tailor-made justification. So justified departures

from a moral rule are a feature central to the notion of Gert’s common morality:

The claim that there are moral rules prohibiting such actions as killing

and deceiving means only that these kinds of actions are immoral un-

less they can be justified. Given this understanding, all moral agents

agree that there are moral rules prohibiting such actions as killing and

deceiving. (Gert, 2004b, p. 9)

So in sum, we have the following. Simply following the rules of common

morality is justified by the grace of their being generally accepted. In similar vein,

on occasions where one has reasons to act differently than stipulated by the rules

of common morality, these overruling reasons should be acceptable for (all) other

people. Such reasons then provide for the justification of the deviant behavior

19As Wybo Houkes pointed out to me, however, one specific rule in the above is fairly hard to agree
with, namely “Do not deprive of pleasure”. Indeed, in cases of junkies, sadists and little children, it
seems to be morally right to deprive them of some of their unhealthy pleasures (i.e. drugs, painful
sexual toys, and candy, respectively).
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in question. Of course, these justificatory endeavors will not always be free of

controversy; what counts as a salient overruling reason might vary from person

to person, from group to group. In such cases, finding an agreement within the

“space of reasons” is part of the justificatory process.

With something like Gert’s account of common morality, Pritchard argues, we

have already gone a long way in explaining the nature of the NSPE’s Code. Con-

sider for instance Clause II.1: “Engineers shall hold paramount the safety, health,

and welfare of the public.” Indeed, I think it is safe to say that all of us would be

willing to approve of this clause. On the other hand, the rule is so broadly stated

that there is ample room for interpretation. To take an example of Pritchard, no en-

gineering product can be absolutely safe, and each improvement to safety brings

with it certain economic costs. As such, there can be substantial discussion about

what a reasonable standard of safety amounts to. And even if such a standard can

be established, in some cases one might have reasons justifying one to set it aside.

Bearing this in mind, we are in a position to qualify the alleged general and

mandatory nature of ethical codes. Indeed, such codes are general, in the sense

of being applicable to all engineers; nevertheless they allow for local (context-

dependent) departures. Likewise, they are mandatory, but leave room for individ-

ual judgment and discretion. In sum, we might say that, although they have the

flavor of absolute validity, ethical codes cannot fulfill this role entirely, since they

often will run into practical problems and considerations, obstacles that require

substantive deliberation.

7.9 Some notes on the philosophy of rule-following

In the course of my argument, I have repeatedly talked about empirical rules, tacit

rules, rules of judgment, and so on. The philosophically trained reader knows

that the notion of rule-following has been a controversial matter in philosophy—at

least since the skeptical challenge as formulated, based on the later Wittgenstein,

by Kripke (1982). I will consider, be it fairly cursory, the basic story line of the

debate.
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7.9.1 The problem

According to Wittgenstein-as-read-by-Kripke, the main problem of rule-following

amounts to an apparent incompatibility between objective and subjective condi-

tions rules are supposed to meet. The objective condition states that a rule should

be normative over an indefinite variety of cases. The plus-function (or “rule of

addition”), for example, can take an indefinite variety of numbers as inputs and

should for each input provide one option—or a set of options—as output.

The subjective condition, on the other hand, roughly says that an objective rule

should be in the scope of finite beings such as us. In fact, it contains three distinct

sub-conditions (Pettit, 1993). First, finite beings must be able to identify a rule

independent of any particular application. Or the other way round, a rule must

be presented to a subject independently of how it applies to the situation at hand.

The second sub-condition requires that a rule must be directly readable. A finite

subject to whom it is presented should be able to tell what it seems to require or

seems to instruct. If a rule is not directly readable in this sense, finite subjects

would not be able to conform to it. The third part takes into account the fallibility

of human beings. Finite beings often fail to identify and read a rule correctly,

no matter how directly it “spoke” to them. As such, even though a rule-follower

might think that she properly identifies and reads a certain situation, she might

be wrong; she might not have the proper epistemic guarantee which would rule

out her failure.

Having clarified the conditions of rule-following, we are in a position to char-

acterize the problems they induce. Consider the following finite set exemplifying

the rule of addition: 1 + 1 = 2, 1 + 2 = 3, 2 + 2 = 4. Confronted with two new num-

bers, say, 68 and 57, we normally would extrapolate to 68 + 57 = 125. Nevertheless,

the finite set of examples supports the ‘plus’-rule equally well as the ‘quus’-rule,

where the quus-rule stipulates that in case of 68 and 57 the answer should be 5.

Another way of extrapolating could be called Jesse’s rule, named after a colleague

philosopher who worked at our department, Jesse Hughes. In this case ‘+’ would

correspond to the function f(x) = (xy) + (2-x), so that 68 + 57 would amount to 3810.

Now, the problem in this example is characterized by Kripke as follows:

When I respond in one way rather than another to such a problem

as ‘68 + 57’, I can have no justification for one response rather than

another. Since the skeptic who supposes that I meant quus cannot
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be answered, there is no fact about me that distinguishes between my

meaning plus and my meaning quus. Indeed, there is no fact about

me that distinguishes between my meaning a definite function by

‘plus’ (which determinesmy responses in new cases) andmymeaning

nothing at all. (Kripke, 1982, p. 21)

The upshot, then, is this. On one hand, a finite set of examples is incapable

of defining one single rule, so that the objective condition can not be fulfilled;

the rule-follower may proceed in an indefinite number of ways. On the other

hand, if rules require infinite sets of examples, the subjective condition is not

met, since finite beings are unable to capture this kind of infinity. This in short is

the challenge of the skeptic doubting the reality of rule-following. And though the

argument invokes a fairly simple rule, more complex rules (e.g. rules to calculate

the stability of a building, or the rules of thumb guiding design decisions) are open

to the same critique.

7.9.2 A solution(?)

In the literature, more effort has been spent on demonstrating the impossibility

to resolve the skeptic’s challenge than on proposing actual solutions. One well-

known exception is Philip Pettit (see Pettit, 1990). According to the author, al-

though a finite set of examples may instantiate an indefinite set of rules, it exem-

plifies only one. Instantiation is a two-place [i.e. one-many] relationship: one finite

set of examples instantiates many rules. Exemplification, however, is a three-place

relation: it involves not just the finite set and a rule; it also includes the person

to whom the examples are presented. In particular, presented with a finite set of

examples, an agent is disposed or inclined to extrapolate in one direction rather than

another. Through such a disposition, as a response to the examples given, the rule

becomes salient; the rule-following agent may look at examples like (1,1,2), (1,2,3),

(2,2,4), and register only the addition way of going on. In a way, our subjective

human dispositions make rules objective; they define how we ought to go on.

But why and how are some dispositions, and thus only some ways of extrap-

olating, being favored over others? Why are people usually inclined to go on in

a ‘plus’-rule-fashion, instead of a ‘quus’-rule-fashion? There are two plausible

options here. First, some dispositions are innate. Second, others are learned.

Through education, for instance, we teach children how to apply the ‘plus’-rule
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correctly; we teach the engineer rules to define hardness, and the like. This in

turn means we have a fair say in what kinds of rules we favor and which ones

we do not; we discredit those who fail to live up to our expectations, and embrace

those who prove effective. Decisions made in this regard are made in, what Pettit

calls, discounting practices, i.e practices in which rule-theorists [my term] define the

pros and cons of certain rules.

This story tallies surprisingly well with my earlier argument about the institu-

tionalization of rules of good practice. Rules that are institutionalized, then, are

rules that have been considered best during the discounting practices of institutions

like ISO and BSI, or at a lower level, of professional organizations and individual

companies. Furthermore, their endeavors are normative in the sense defined in

chapter 4, viz. defining the norms one ought to attend to.

7.10 Wrapping up

This chapter has introduced us to a normative domain in which we find regula-

tions that concern what engineers ought to do. Some of them stipulate how to

do things so as to realize technical ends (viz. sound artifacts); these belong to

the category of what we have called codes of good practice. Within the latter, we

have distinguished empirical rules, judgmental skills (both of them of the “know-

how” type) and codes of competence. Additionally, we have considered regulations

stipulating what engineers ought to do, morally speaking—i.e. to promote non-

technical, broadly human goals and values. Furthermore, I have spent substantive

attention to how all of these codes get their justification.

With this chapter, I have ended the process of gathering stuff; finally, it is time

to put the pieces together, and to look at the completed puzzle.
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Synthesis

8.1 Output 1: Taxonomy

The ground I have covered is large, so let me begin this synthesizing chapter with

a brief reminder. In the introduction I argued that to explain why artifacts are

the way they are—and thus, of why designers do the things they do—we should

analyze the norms governing technological practice. Accordingly, I formulated two

research objectives. The first was the development of a comprehensive taxonomy;

second, I would clarify the normativity of the (alleged) norms populating it.

Regarding the first project, the work is not done yet. I have approached the

issue from different angles (from a user perspective in Chapters 2 to 5, from a

design perspective in Chapters 6 and 7), but I still need to merge all material into

a final form. This is done in figure 8.1. And although I have clarified the main

ideas before, I think it is an appropriate moment to rehearse them.

As one will notice, the three evaluative focal points I discerned in Chapter 5—

i.e. user (EFP 1), artifact (EFP 2) and designer (EFP 3)—make up the backbone of

the taxonomy. This means that for an artifact to function properly (broadly con-

ceived), a set of requirements has to be fulfilled by the artifact’s user, the artifact

itself, and its designer. Consequently, we may evaluate all three on their contri-

bution to success or failure. For instance, the fact that my Varta FM Scan Radio

is not functioning properly, may be explained by the the fact that I (as a user) am

applying it incorrectly (EFP 1); in case I am using it as expected, we may invoke the

shortcomings of the artifact itself (EFP 2), and even refer to the artifact’s designer
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Figure 8.1: Taxonomy of normative categories in technology
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responsible for these shortcomings (EFP 3).

As apparent, each EFP comes with its own set of criteria. In the following

subsections I will briefly repeat what they are and how they are related.

8.1.1 EFP 1: User

In Chapters 3 and 5, I explained that the successful realization of an artifact’s func-

tional goal is dependent on three factors. Obviously, the prospective user should

be knowledgeable about the object’s functional goal. Next, she should know the

use plan corresponding to that goal. And finally, she should appreciate the object’s

correct context of use; the latter is related to how other entities affecting the arti-

fact’s performance should be set up, and, on the part of the user herself, the skills

needed to execute the use plan. Actions in accordance with these considerations

will normally be successful. Furthermore, evaluations regarding the artifact (see

next subsection) are credible only in as far as the conditions above (i.e. regarding

the user) are met. For instance, a claim about malfunction is unreasonable if, say,

the user applies a faulty use plan.

8.1.2 EFP 2: Artifact

I approached the second evaluative focal point (i.e. the artifact) from two an-

gles. First, in Chapter 5, I discerned a set of requirements that artifacts should

meet so that users can apply them successfully (hence the label “User Require-

ments”). Here I also added a set of non-functional customer requirements (s.a.

non-interference, cost-effectiveness); these relate to the fact that success notmerely

amounts to the realization of the artifact’s functional goal, but rather to a realiza-

tion that comes with a minimum amount of negative “side-effects”.

In a second step, i.e. in Chapter 6, I took the perspective of artifact creation.

I explored artifactual norms that are not primarily to the concern of users, but

that designers (should) have particular interest in (hence the label “Design Re-

quirements”). To be a successful product, I argued, an artifact should be designed

bearing in mind its entire lifecycle. This implies it should be (i) marketable; (ii)

manufacturable; (iii) transportable; (iv) installable; and (v) recoverable to some de-

gree. I granted that these considerations relate to the User Requirements above;

indeed, an artifact’s ease of manufacture, for instance, clearly has repercussions

on its cost-effectiveness. Notwithstanding that fact, it rewards to tease out the re-
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quirements constitutive of cost-effectiveness, requirements that, to repeat, did not

emerge in the user-oriented approach of Chapter 5.

8.1.3 EFP 3: Designer

An artifact’s qualities—or the lack of them—can ultimately be traced back to the

efforts of its designer. Certainly in cases where responsibilities have to be as-

signed, an evaluation of an artifact can indeed shift quite naturally to an evalua-

tion of the agent responsible for the production of the object. In this respect, I

discerned two broad normative categories: rationality and morality.

Regarding the former, engineers may be evaluated on the adequacy of the

means they applied to realize a certain artifact—in other words, on the practi-

cal rationality of their actions. The notion of good practice captures the various

guidelines for these actions. In particular, engineers ought to follow the empirical

rules applicable to the case at hand; they should exercise the appropriate judgmen-

tal skills; and they should perform services only in the areas of their competence.

Whereas these norms arise from within the profession, a fourth kind of regula-

tion may be imposed from outside, for instance, through legislation—and indeed,

regulations from within the discipline may later become rules of law.

Second, the morality requirement concerns the non-instrumental ends (e.g.

moral values as honesty, welfare, etc.) we expect engineers to promote—or at least,

not to impede. What engineers ought to do, morally speaking, may be captured by

a professional code of ethics; it may be defined by law or be inspired by a specific

moral system.

8.2 Output 2: A plausible account of normativity

To appreciate what exactly the taxonomy above represents, Chapter 4 set out to

clarify the notion of “norm”. This section summarizes the account I developed

there; in next section, I will use it to reinterpret the taxonomy.

I started my argument with the observation that standard approaches to nor-

mativity cannot account for the alleged normativity of man-made objects; since

they explain norms in terms of reasons, and artifacts cannot have reasons, it fol-

lows that they are denied normativity by definition. Subsequently, I argued that

this fits awkwardly with natural language. For one thing, notions like “product
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norms” and “technical standards” would not be covered. So I proposed an alter-

native, that, by the way, appeared much closer to the (natural language) definition

provided by the Oxford English Dictionary. In particular, I defined a norm as a

human-defined and institutionalized measure, a comparative standard of how things

ought to be or ought to be done. Conceived in this way, a norm may thus well con-

tain prescriptions both regarding behavior and the ends pursued in behaving a

certain way. Applied to technology: a norm may concern the actions of designers

and users, and the ways artifacts ought to be like.

The next question I needed to answer was the following: if a norm is a compar-

ative measure, what exactly is its role when we make a comparison? Or less collo-

quially: What is normative about evaluative judgments? My answer was threefold.

First I argued that evaluations are normative in the—somewhat trivial—sense that

any evaluation refers, explicitly or implicitly, to a norm; it is against a norm the

quality we want to assess is set. In another sense, evaluating is a descriptive en-

deavor. We measure the properties of an object, compare it to a certain standard,

and finally give it a predicate, such as “this car is clean when compared to current

EU standards”. What we have done then, is nothing more than to give a descrip-

tion (viz. categorization) of the car in question. Third, I argued that evaluations

may get valuative. This means that evaluative judgments may express our com-

mitment to the values reflected in the norm; as such, my saying “this car is clean”

may be an act of approval or praise, that may incite to further action. Finally, I

argued that the term “normative” may be used in yet another sense. I explained

that it applies to those acts aimed at defining and setting the norms to compare or

adhere to; in this sense, institutes like ISO and BSI do, in virtue of drafting codes

and standards, normative work.

8.3 Output 1 + Output 2 (Part 1)

In the general introduction I wrote that my account of normativity in the end

should be evaluated relative to the first output, viz. the taxonomy. I will use the

current section to do so.

First of all, I think that the “unorthodox” sense I have attributed to the notion of

normativity has enabled me to develop a taxonomy as comprehensive as presented

above. Bear in mind, for one thing, that under a standard account the taxonomy

would lose, so to speak, more than half of its population (i.e. everything under the
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heading “Artifact”). Of course, we should not always prefer the largest piece of the

cake; parsimony is a virtue we should cherish. This time, though, there are two

convincing reasons to choose the more generous alternative. One has to do with

the fact that standard accounts of normativity fit awkwardly with natural language

(as explained in Chapter 4). In technological practice, it is quite common to talk

about product norms and standards. So if we have the ambition to explain what

is really going on in engineering, we would better have these features accounted

for—better than, merely out of loyalty, sticking to a theory that is inadequate for

our purposes.

A second reason was briefly discussed in the case study of Chapter 7. There I

argued that in many, but not all, cases artifactual norms—like the Building Regu-

lations drafted by the BSI—determine more profoundly the face of design practice

than the norms regulating engineering behavior. Building regulations must by all

means be met, I argued, but there are no a priori entailments from a specifica-

tion of how a building ought to be like to a specification of the actions engineers

ought to take. This fact is reflected in many codes of practice; although their aim

is to regulate what engineers ought to do, they mostly leave room for maneuver.

In other words: as long as she meets the Building Regulations, the engineer may

choose one of the many ways pursuant to that end. It is in that sense that the

things engineers do are often better explained by relying on artifactual norms—a

fact that makes their inclusion in the taxonomy all the more fitting.

8.4 Output 1 + Output 2 (Part 2)

Outputs 1 and 2 are related yet in another way: the taxonomy should contain norms

(not apples)—at least, norms as I defined them. So let me reinterpret the taxon-

omy in terms of the normative framework I developed.

I will start with a problem first. If a norm is a comparative measure, in what

sense could, say, “non-interference” be called a norm? Non-interference arguably

is too broad a notion to apply unambiguously. As long as it is a material object, an

artifact will always interfere with its surroundings; consequently, no artifact can

meet the alleged norm of “non-interference”. And what to think of “use plan”?

In a charitable reading, one may get at least an idea of what is meant with non-

interference: compared to “absolute” non-interference artifacts should perform as

well as possible. But it is much harder to see what “use plan” is a comparative
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measure for.

Much of the puzzlement can be taken away, though, if one appreciates a re-

mark I already made in section 2.8: the notions mentioned in the taxonomy are—

and here I qualify what I said at the start of the current section—not norms as

such, but labels for categories of norms. Non-interference, thus, refers to a clus-

ter of norms that all concern non-interference. Car emission standards would

certainly belong to the category, just like safety standards, stipulations regarding

the allowed levels of radiation emitted by Wifi-networks, and so on. The con-

tention, then, is that each member of a category is a norm as defined above; the

CO-emission norm for large goods vehicles drafted by the EU, for instance, be-

longs to the non-interference cluster, and is a comparative measure to assess the

interference of large goods vehicles with the environment. Likewise, in the cluster

“use plan” we will find norms stipulating how to apply artifacts. For example, for

each individual nuclear power plant there exist standard procedures of operation;

it is against them we can set the actions of the people operating the reactor. Norms

under the headings “functional goal”, “skills” and “context of use”, in turn, define

other features the prospective user should attend to. The competent operator of a

nuclear power plant ought to know, at least, the plant’s proper function, he should

have the appropriate skills and put the reactor to work only under well-defined cir-

cumstances. Failing to live up to these standards would make him disquietingly

incompetent.

We could make up similar stories for each of the items in the taxonomy, but

instead of repeating the same argument time and again, I suggest we move on to

another issue, methodological in nature. The norms in my approach seem only to

play an evaluative role, whereas it is typical to think of norms as action-guiding.

The norms of rationality, for instance, would tell me not to act on inconsistent

beliefs. Do we not lose this trait, due to our exclusive focus on the evaluative role

norms play?

I think, however, that both perspectives are not irreconcilable. Empirical rules

might well tell the engineer what do; norms of competence suggest I should have

enjoyed the appropriate training before getting involved in a design exercise. And

in fact, even artifactual norms may be action-guiding. The CO-emission norm

mentioned above, for instance, tells me what to aim for when designing a large

goods vehicle. Conversely, it may be invoked to explain why engineers in the au-

tomotive industry behave as they do—for instance, why they all seem to lower the
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CO-emissions of their products.

What my account does not allow for, however, is to evaluate the aptness of these

norms themselves, for the account is—as intended from the outset—descriptive.

So the taxonomy charts the norms currently prevailing in design and use; it does

not offer us a means to judge whether their prevalence is for the better or the

worse. Making such decisions would be the job of normative institutes (as ISO

and BSI), ethicists, politicians and so forth. What I have merely done is giving

them some material to work on; ideally, it could help them to focus their critique.

8.5 The wider significance of my work

In the last two sections, I want to highlight in what sense my work contributes to

ongoing discussions in the philosophy of technology, and make some suggestions

for further research. But first, let me briefly consider its possible significance for

scholars working outside philosophy all together. To do that, let us start with a

brief quote from Henk de Vries, an expert in matters of standardization:

The standardization literature offers many possible classifications of

standards. Most of them, however, lack systematic foundations, many

are unsystematic. (de Vries, 1999, p. 165)

The author illustrates the confusion with the German DIN 820-3 standard, a

classification “combining apples and oranges ” (ibid.), a list of standards concern-

ing things as distinct as services, materials, transactions, production processes,

requirements for use, terminology, symbols, and so forth. Although it has the

appearance of being comprehensive, there is no way to tell if it is complete, and

how standards relate. In contrast to a list, a full-blooded classification would make

balanced distinctions and describe the mutual relations between categories. Put

differently, a systematic classification (e.g. of standards) requires an underlying

structure, a story making things clear instead of muddying the waters and blur-

ring boundaries. This, in turn, still according the author, can be to the help of

Standards Developing Organizations (SDO’s):

SDO’s can use classifications:

- to describe standardization projects;
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- to develop criteria to determine whether or not certain standards

are within their scope;

- to improve identification of standards.

This, in turn, may be of the benefit to their customers. (ibid., p. 166)

Although my taxonomy is not of standards per se, it reflects a set of classes

to which standards may belong. Bearing this in mind, I believe it lives up to de

Vries’s requirement of systematicity. For one thing, it posits two main sorts of

agents being concerned with the standards (or norms) in question (viz. users

and designers1). To give a comprehensive overview of the specific requirements

within these classes, I drew on the notion of successful action. In particular, on

the side of users, successful action amounted to the realization of certain ends

with the least amount of negative side-effects. This in turn put requirements on

two broad sub-classes, namely actions (c.q. of the user) and artifacts. On the side

of the designer, successful action meant commercial success through design for

lifecycles. Again, this set requirements on the artifacts to be designed, and on the

actions to be performed by the designer.

As such, the taxonomy meets an important requirement of de Vries; it sepa-

rates apples from oranges, more specifically, entities (e.g. artifacts) from actors

(e.g. designers, users). Moreover, it is responsive to another worry of de Vries,

namely that an exclusive focus on procedural (i.e. agent-related) standards (as in

the ISO-9000 system) does not resolve all the problems standardization is meant

to resolve. To reduce the growing variety of products, to enable communication, to

avoid matching problems between companies and their suppliers, to contribute to

safety, and so forth, one should pay due attention to product specifications as well.

The taxonomy clearly fares well in this respect. Finally, it avoids the flaws that de

Vries attributes to some available categorizations. It is not a categorization by rate

of obligation2, nor business-oriented3, nor related to the level of standardization

(company, national, regional, international)4.
1In fact, I have discerned even more stakeholders, but only implicitly so, when discussing norms

drafted by Standards Developing Organizations, or requirements mandated by law
2Categorizations by rate of obligation are problematic because “the difference between regulatory

and voluntary ones is not strict. Moreover, the same standard can be voluntary for one actor and
obligatory for another party.”(ibid., p. 174)

3In business-oriented classifications, the same standard may be placed into different classes de-
pending on the party using them. For instance, a pump produced by company A, is a product for A. In
contrast, for company B buying the pump for further use, the pump is a part of an installation.

4Geographic categorization is difficult for several reasons: “[...] The actors involved in preparing the
standard may even be limited to one company. Interested actors will often have a different geographic
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In sum, reasonably supposing that for ever category in the taxonomy standards

exist, the taxonomy might be said to reflect systematically the standards occurring

in engineering, while sidestepping the flaws of earlier classifications. Whether it

is useful to, for instance, Standards Developing Organizations is another ques-

tion, one I unfortunately cannot answer off-hand; I think it is wise to leave it to the

supposed beneficiaries to decide, and focus instead on what my work was aimed

at, namely explanation. To do that, I will, in the sections to come, asses its signifi-

cance for the philosophy of technology, and moreover highlight some suggestions

for further research.

8.5.1 Definitional purposes

Critics and proponents alike have since long tried to define the multifarious no-

tion of technology. Spengler (1937) saw in it a tactics for living, Jaspers (1949) a

means for molding the environment, Carpenter (1974) a form of control of the en-

vironment to meet human needs, Jarvie (1966) a means for socially set purposes.

There might be some truth to all these proposals, but this is at least partly due

to their vagueness and generality. Indeed, in some sense technology might be a

means to socially set purposes, but the next question is: what are the rules of this

game? What kinds of behavior are tolerated and which ones do not live up to our

(present-day) norms? How do we select the best means to mold our environment?

In other, much more critical accounts, the notion of efficiency plays a crucial

role. Ellul (1954) defines technology as the totality of methods aimed at absolute

efficiency, Lyotard (1979) refers to all technology as a “game not to the true, the

just, or the beautiful, etc., but to efficiency.” Horkheimer and Adorno put it, writ-

ing in response to the cruelties of the Nazi-regime, as follows: “The totalitarian

order has granted unlimited rights to calculating thoughts [...] Its canon is its own

brutal efficiency (Horkheimer and Adorno, 2002, p. 67-68).” Again, what effi-

ciency exactly is, is—purposively or not—left opaque. On the other hand, Ellul

cum suis seem to share one intuition, namely that, as Alexander (2008) puts it,

“the quest for efficiency is antithetical to human freedom because it ultimately re-

quires all things human [including humans themselves, KV] to be analyzed and

integrated into orderly and manageable systems.” In other words, technology, in

its quest for efficiency, has turned human beings into technological components;

spread. Moreover, this, may change over time.”(ibid., p. 171).
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instead of being ends in themselves, they have become mere means to practical

ends.

Of course, it is too easy to criticize scholars working in the non-analytic tradi-

tion for not properly analyzing concepts and terms. But unfortunately, definitions

of technology proposed by analytic thinkers, though conceptually more rigorous,

remain often wanting in other respects. Let us, for instance, look at an influential

paper of Skolimowski (1966), titled The Structure of Thinking in Technology.

The author starts his paper with a plea for a philosophy of technology that not

centers on the societal impact of technology—like Ellul and others have done—but

that investigates the real nature and structure of technology itself. The paper’s pro-

gram then of course is to offer such account. A first attempt is offered on p. 376:

“technology aims at creating new artifacts through devising means of increasing

effectiveness.” Accordingly, “technological progress is achieved through shorten-

ing the time required for the production of the given object or through reducing

the cost of production (p.375).” Moreover, Skolimowski recognizes that efficiency

is not the only parameter driving technology: “it [also] provides the means [...] for

producing ‘better’ objects of the same kind (p. 375).” And by better, the author

means: more durable, more reliable, more sensitive, faster, or a combination of

these traits.

The benefits of Skolimowski’s account are twofold: first, a determination of the

factors contributing to increased measures of efficiency (viz. reduction of produc-

tion cost and/or time); and second, the recognition of the fact that technological

progress cannot be explained by a mere increase of efficiency of production pro-

cesses, but also depends on the traits the products themselves possess. As such,

Skolimowski’s proposal is definitely less monolithic than those of his precursors;

on the other hand, there is still much left unexplained, and I believe my disserta-

tion shows a way out.

To begin with, the things subsumed under Skolimowski’s notion of efficiency

are just those considerations captured by my notion of manufacturability (i.e.

making the production process as effective as possible, using the least amount

of resources). What Skolimowski does not acknowledge, though, is the fact that

manufacturability is not a final end, but just one of the ends constitutive of an

ever higher level end, namely commercial success. In particular, commercial

success is nowadays achieved when all aspects of a product’s lifecycle are taken

into account—so not only the efficiency of the manufacturing process, but also
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considerations of marketability, transportability, installability and recoverability.

For instance, it is recoverability issues that (at least partly) account for the “green

(r)evolution” in technology starting from the seventies, not efficiency; likewise, it is

because transportability issues are been taken into account that wind turbines are

more and more installed off-shore, not merely because these devices are produced

more rapidly and cheaply than before.

Second, I agree with Skolimowski that we should take aboard product con-

siderations in our explanations of technology. Indeed, the pursuit of ever ‘better’

artifacts is a tremendous drive for technological development. Notwithstanding

this fact, Skolimowski criteria to define ‘better’—viz. speed, durability, reliability,

sensitiveness—all belong to only one single family in the taxonomy, namely, ef-

fectiveness. A fuller appreciation of the things customers value in the products

they purchase, on the other hand, leads us to a richer account of what ‘better’

might mean. So, although it is important that artifacts are effective in promoting

the practical ends users may have, there are, as I have tried to show throughout

this thesis, other criteria into play, criteria such as compatibility, non-interference,

usability, and so forth. For instance: not effectiveness (or speed), but matters of

sustainability account for the increasing popularity of clean cars. Similarly, the fact

that MS-DOS lost the competition with Windows’ graphical interface is better ex-

plained by relying on considerations of usability, than on mere number-crunching

effectiveness (or efficiency, for that matter).

All in all, then, technology is more than efficiency and effectiveness; and my

dissertation has tried to sort out what this ‘more’ amounts to. Therefore, I believe

that people involved in understanding and defining technology could benefit from

the conceptual tools I have provided, even if their attempts ultimately aim for a

critique of the phenomenon.

As a final remark, the taxonomy may also serve our efforts to define the no-

tion of design. As said in section 6.2, design is too often reconstructed as a mere

translation of functional requirements into technical specifications. In response,

some authors have recognized that this is too narrow a conception, and refer to re-

quirements other than functional that users may have. I went along with this line

of argument, and determined the wide variety of standards artifacts, in the eye of

the user, should comply with. But in addition, I opened up the notion of design a

little more arguing that design also entails the translation of so-called designer (or

production) requirements into technical specifications. The core idea in support
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of my argument was the notion of product lifecycle. Its omnipresence in current

technological practice—bear inmind, for instance, the fairly new and profitable re-

search domains of design for (dis)assembly, design for manufacturability, design

for logistics, etc.—should be sufficient reason to include it in any philosophical

reconstruction of design that aspires to describe what really goes on in technol-

ogy. Our taxonomy, then, seems a valuable starting point for such an analysis,

for it does right to all considerations above (viz. functional, non-functional, and

production requirements).

8.5.2 The science-technology relationship

In the proposals of Spengler, Jaspers and the like, technology is defined in isola-

tion. Other scholars, on the other hand, have adopted more of a contrastive strat-

egy, characterizing technology respective to its (supposed) close relative, namely

science. According to an influential and prima facie plausible intuition, for in-

stance, science aims at truth, whereas technology pursues practical usefulness.

But as Houkes (2008) and Radder (2008) remark, the intuition reflects not only a

questionable image of science, also technology is misrepresented. On the side of

science, the objection is well-known: much of what is nowadays considered as sci-

ence has definitely instrumental value. Present-day research projects, for instance,

routinely have to be justified in terms of practical relevance and societal pay-off.

Recall in this respect also the table of epistemic virtues I presented in the general

introduction (table 1.1). It contained the virtues good scientific theories should

possess, as proposed by a wide range of authors. A quick glance at the table learns

us that truth is not generally accepted as the only criterion for good science; for

many authors, theories should make trade-offs between different sorts of values,

such as empirical adequacy, simplicity, coherence, innovativeness, and so forth.

Now, the intuition that technology aims for usefulness is susceptible to a sim-

ilar objection. Of course, usefulness certainly is a significant parameter to assess

the end-products of technology (or of the methods used to produce them). But as

this dissertation has shown, designers, arguably like in science, make trade-offs;

useful things that interfere too much with the environment, or that are too diffi-

cult to manufacture, or the production of which is forbidden by law, will typically

not come into being.

The fact that the intuition of “truth vs. usefulness” needs substantive qualifica-

tion on both sides does not show however that any contrastive strategy is destined
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to fail. On the contrary, the taxonomy might shed new light on the debate. If we,

with Kuhn (1962, p. 567), may identify science by singling out “such dimensions

as accuracy, beauty, predictive power, normativeness, and generality, and so on”

we perhaps might do likewise for technology and define it in terms of for example

usefulness, efficacy, usability, and the like.

I hasten to stress that this strategy offers no guarantee to success. After all,

it might turn out that the virtues of technology permeate science as well (or vice

versa), making a contrastive characterization of technology (and science) a red

herring. Or we might discover that the virtues of science and technology are inter-

changeable, that we can translate (at least some of the) so-called epistemic virtues

of science into technological virtues. Perhaps, for example, the simplicity of a sci-

entific theory differs not too much from such notions as cost-effectiveness and

usability; perhaps coherence with other accepted theories is not too distinct from

compatibility between artifacts.

On the other hand, other virtues in table 1.1 do not, at least at first sight, seem

to have a natural counterpart for the realm of technology. For instance, it is hard to

imagine the scientific equivalent for considerations like manufacturability, trans-

portability and those related to use plans. Nevertheless, by elucidating the coun-

terpart to the virtues operative in science—that is, by establishing an equivalent to

table 1.1 for the technical realm—the taxonomy at least offers a number of points

of comparison which were lacking before. This in turn may revitalize discussions

on the science-technology relationship. To be clear, this would be done centering

on the supposed virtues of the goals both science and technology set, not on, as

usual, the methodologies these disciplines might or might not have in common;

and perhaps this will overcome the difficulties comparisons of methodology have

encountered in emancipating technology from science.

8.6 Suggestions for further research

One of the problems—I readily admit—I have tried to avoid is the relationship

between norms and values. Especially regarding the alleged artifactual norms:

is it not more natural to treat non-interference—or a more catchy, and related

notion, e.g., sustainability—as a value? Indeed, we value the fact that a car is

sustainable, interfering as little as possible with the environment. We value an

artifact’s usefulness, its being compatible with the rest of the equipment we own,
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and so forth. So by calling these qualities norms, am I not mistaking the (non-

moral) Good—i.e. what we value—for the (non-moral) Right—i.e. what we ought

to do to promote the Good? If I am, the reasons for my mistake should be obvious:

the unorthodox meaning I gave to the notion of norm.

One reply is to stress again that non-interference as such is not a norm, but a

label for a category of norms. And indeed, a building regulation stipulating that

“the inclination of a column in a multistory building cannot exceed 0.002h”—on

my account a norm—can hardly be called a value. It may serve the value of safety,

but nothing more.

Plausible as this reply may seem, it is in a sense begging the question, for what

do we mean with a norm “serving” a virtue? It cannot be the traditional sense of

norms stipulating what one ought to do so as to promote the values one holds

dear, since artifactual norms do not really concern actions. So what alternatives

are left?

Perhaps we should, in an attempt to save the traditional conception of the

norm/value relation, acknowledge defeat, and concede that artifactual norms refer

to actions after all. The building regulation above, then, should be reinterpreted

as prescribing how to design safe multistory buildings, more specifically, it would

tell the designer to make sure the inclination of a column does not exceed 0.002h.

This, however, would open the gates once more for all the problems I discussed

above: the awkward fit with natural language, the fact that artifactual norms allow

for (too) many design actions (as opposed to prescribing one), and the difficul-

ties we would have simply to evaluate the artifact itself (as opposed to the person

responsible for its production).

A second alternative is to bite the bullet, and to look for a conception of value—

or of the value/norm relation—that is perhaps as unorthodox as my account of

normativity. We might, for instance, argue, along Putnamian lines (see especially

Putnam (2001)), that the norm/value distinction is problematic to begin with. We

might look more carefully to one of Finnis’ suggestions, namely that norms in-

stantiate values (Finnis, 1980), and see whether we can adapt it to our case. Or

we might consider the distinction between a restrictive and an attractive kind of

morality—corresponding respectively to the realm of norms and values—as dis-

cussed by Joas (2001). This proposal, in fact, shows at least a superficial resem-

blance to one of my remarks concerning evaluative judgments; one may be left

cold by the norms operative in them (the restrictive side), or be deeply commit-
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ted to the values at stake (the attractive side). I have no idea whether these loose

suggestions will actually lead to a solution for the problem. But we should at least

consider them—and, for that matter, other alternatives—before admitting defeat.

This fairly substantial task, then, could be an interesting follow-up for the research

presented in this thesis. Concurrently, one might evaluate whether my unortho-

dox account of normativity remains plausible outside the scope for which it was

devised, shedding new light on general, ongoing discussions concerning norma-

tivity.

Given my aim of describing what really goes on in technology, I have adopted

a fairly coarse-grained account of normativity. Perhaps, though, a different tax-

onomy would ensue if one were to develop it along a more fine-grained account,

distinguishing different types of normativity (such as requirements, regulative vs.

constitutive rules, societal and individual norms, tacit/explicit guidelines, etc.). In

this case, a typology of norms would form the backbone for a typology of tech-

nological norms. Conversely, one might investigate whether one can reorganize

the taxonomy I proposed, this time not in accordance with the discriminating no-

tions I employed (e.g. “user", “designer” “artifact” “successful action” “lifecycle”

and so forth) but rather relying on the differences in nature of distinct normative

concepts.

Another issue that deserves more attention is related to an observation in sec-

tion 6.5. There I remarked rather casually that designers, to come up with satis-

factory design solutions, usually have to make trade-offs, also between different

norms. This is easier said than done, though. The example I gave—concerning

the optimal knob setting of a television set—was certainly a case in point. I pointed

out that it is highly problematic to produce graphs plotting an individual’s prefer-

ences against variables such as sharpness and fidelity; that it is even more trouble-

some to assign weights to each of these variables; and finally, that it is, assuming

one typically does not design for an individual but for a group of people, close to

impossible to aggregate preferences, so as to represent what customers on aver-

age wish for. These obstacles, surprisingly enough, have not kept designers from

being successful, a fact that is certainly in need of clarification. Some scholars in

the philosophy of technology have started to address the issue (see e.g. de Vries,

2008; van de Poel, 2007), but mostly their efforts have not gone beyond the prob-

lem definition phase. Further research is definitely required to set in a stage of

problem-solving.
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Next, I have two suggestions for scholars outside the philosophy of technology.

First, in relation to Chapter 2: to get a more fine-grained picture of the way people

interpret artifacts, I think cognitive psychologists should start designing experi-

ments which better reflect reality. So instead of working with imaginary stories,

why not confront subjects with strange, but real-life artifacts (e.g. a Linex letter

balance, a weird hair-dryer, or a Chinese fitness device)? Observing their interac-

tions with the artifact, and analyzing their verbal reports, I believe, should provide

invaluable data that could explainmore accurately how people find out what things

are for; this in turn, might be helpful to engineers dealing with issues of usability

and human factors.

And second, I sincerely hope that the tools I developed will be seized by people

involved in critical theory. I have opened the black box called “technology” a bit;

hopefully one will make a start now, if necessary, with criticizing not the box, nor

its color, but the things in it.
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Dutch Summary

Sinds geruime tijd hebben filosofen geprobeerd de spelregels van de wetenschap

bloot te leggen. Ze hebben zich afgevraagd wat haar doel is, volgens welk regels

dat doel bereikt kan worden en welke strategieën tot succes leiden. Wat haar

doelstelling(en) betreft zijn er verschillende voorstellen gedaan, waarvan, zoals

kenmerkend voor elk filosofisch debat, geen enkele de onbetwistbare winnaar

is gebleken: voor sommigen moeten wetenschappelijke theorieën waar zijn (wat

dat ook moge betekenen), volgens anderen moeten ze nauwkeurige voorspellin-

gen kunnen voortbrengen, of moeten ze toetsbaar zijn, of falsifieerbaar, of een-

voudig, of nuttig, of (liefst) allemaal tegelijk. De regels voor goede wetenschap zijn

eveneens meermaals in kaart gebracht: wetenschappelijke redeneringen moeten

gebeuren volgens de principes van de logica, theorieën moeten ondersteund zijn

door voldoende (empirische) bewijslast, subjectieve factoren in het onderzoekmoeten

geëlimineerd worden, en ga zo maar door. De variëteit aan voorgestelde strate-

gieën, ten slotte, is minstens even divers: sommigen denkers vinden dat onder-

zoek data-gedreven moet verlopen, anderen menen dat men met een hypothese

moet beginnen en pas dan data ter ondersteuning moet opsporen; volgens som-

migen dient men te vertrekken vanuit het algemene en zo komen tot meer spec-

ifieke uitspraken, volgens anderen loont het van specifiek naar algemeen toe te

werken.

De belangrijkste reden om deze voorstellen überhaupt te doen ligt in het feit

dat de spelregels die het wetenschappelijke spel uittekenen ons tonen wat het

fenomeen wetenschap is (in vergelijking met waarzeggerij, bijvoorbeeld), is ge-

weest, en hoe het evolueerde (en evolueren zal).

De techniekfilosofie heeft, als vrij jonge discipline, nog geen gelijkaardige

analyses gemaakt voor het spel dat zij bestudeert, namelijk de techniek. Mijn

proefschrift heeft daarom als doelstelling de regels, doelstellingen en strategieën-
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kortweg, de normen-die de techniek beheersen op een systematische manier in

kaart te brengen. Bovendien vraagt de term "beheersen" hier om verheldering;

in welke zin zijn normen sturend voor het gedrag van ontwerpers en gebruik-

ers? Op welke manier bepalen normen hoe artefacten-de eindproducten van de

techniek-eruit zien en zich gedragen? Dus naast een categorisatie van technolo-

gische normen, legt mijn proefschrift uit hoe zulke normen nu juist functioneren.

Om mijn opdracht beheersbaar te houden, heb ik haar in twee opgedeeld:

eerst bekijk ik de techniek vanuit het perspectief van de gebruiker van een artefact

(Hoofdstukken 2 tot 5), vervolgens vanuit een ontwerpperspectief (Hoofdstukken

6 en 7). In Hoofdstuk 8, ten slotte, versmelt ik de elementen uit beide delen weer

tot een geheel. In wat volgt vat ik de basisideeën uit de individuele hoofdstukken

kort samen.

Als opwarmer bestudeert Hoofdstuk 2 het probleem dat een gebruiker nor-

maal gezien eerst tegenkomt, namelijk het interpreteren van het artefact dat hij/zij

wil gebruiken. Ik bekritiseer de theorie van Daniel Dennett, die beweert dat

mensen functies toeschrijven louter op basis van een veronderstelling van opti-

maliteit: de functie van een artefact is hetgeen-waarvan men denkt-dat het ding

het beste kan. Op basis van voorbeelden uit de archeologie en de cognitieve psy-

chologie laat ik echter zien dat mensen niet enkel in termen van optimaliteit re-

deneren, maar evenzeer beroep doen op de intenties van de ontwerper-zelfs al is

informatie over zulke intenties moeilijk te achterhalen, zoals in de archeologie.

Hoofdstuk 2 geeft slechts een beschrijving van hoe mensen functies aan arte-

facten toeschrijven; het oordeelt niet of zulke toeschrijvingen correct zijn. In

Hoofdstuk 3, leg ik daarom uit dat correcte toeschrijvingen, zij het impliciet, terug

moeten verwijzen naar een gebruiksplan en de bepaling van een context waarin

het artefact bedoeld is om gebruikt te worden. Anders gezegd: een blikopener is

maar een blikopener indien er een gebruiksplan en een gebruikscontext bestaan

die toelaten om het ding inderdaad te gebruiken om een blik te openen. Een

schroevendraaier zou in die zin echter eveneens een blikopener zijn; toch lijkt

dit niet de eigenlijke functie van de schroevendraaier. De eigenlijke functie van

het ding, zo laat ik zien, heeft te maken met een soort institutionalisering. Het

gebruik van een schroevendraaier als blikkenopener is geen algemeen gebruik.

InHoofdstuk 4 zorg ik voor een laatste beetje conceptuele opheldering, alvorens

een overzicht te geven van de normen die te maken hebben met het gebruik van

artefacten (Hoofdstuk 5). In mijn definitie van het begrip norm wijk ik af van een
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standaardbenadering binnen de filosofie. Volgens deze standaardbenadering is

een norm een speciale soort reden, in het bijzonder, een dwingende reden voor

deze of gene handeling. Normen reguleren bijgevolg uitsluitend menselijk gedrag;

en omgekeerd, normen kunnen nooit over niet-menselijke objecten (zoals arte-

facten) gaan. Dit op het eerste zicht aannemelijk voorstel heeft echter het nadeel

dat het moeilijk in overeenstemming te brengen is met het dagelijks taalgebruik;

in het bijzonder strookt het niet met het taalgebruik van ontwerpers, die veelvuldig

refereren naar productnormen-normen die dus geen handelingen voorschrijven,

maar eerder te maken hebben met hoe artefacten zich moeten gedragen of hoe ze

er moeten uitzien. Vandaar dat in mijn voorstel een norm gedefinieerd wordt als

een maatstaf waartegen men niet alleen uitzet hoe men moet handelen, maar ook

hoe dingen moeten zijn.

Met die conceptuele verheldering in het achterhoofd, stel ik in Hoofdstuk 5 een

overzicht voor van de normen die optreden bij het gebruik van artefacten. Ik laat

zien dat het aanwenden van een artefact alleen succesvol kan zijn, indien zowel

de gebruiker als het artefact aan bepaalde vereisten voldoen.

Hoofdstuk 6 is de aanzet voor het tweede deel van het proefschrift, waarin ik

het perspectief van de gebruiker inruil voor het perspectief van de ontwerper. In

het bijzonder brengt dit hoofdstuk de vereisten in kaart waaraan artefactenmoeten

voldoen, ditmaal niet zozeer omdat de gebruiker dit verwacht, maar eerder omdat

ze van belang zijn voor de ontwerper. De normen die ik onderscheid voeren terug

naar de verschillende stadia in de levenscyclus van een artefact-van ontwerp tot

productie en hergebruik.

Terwijl Hoofdstuk 6 de doelstellingen van ontwerpers beschrijft, geeft Hoofd-

stuk 7 een overzicht van de manieren waarop die doelstellingen bereikt kunnen/

moeten worden; met andere woorden, het hoofdstuk gaat over normen die be-

trekking hebben tot de handelingen van de ontwerper. Hierbij onderscheid ik

twee categorieën (met elk een aantal sub-categorieën): codes of good practice en

ethische codes.

De resultaten van de twee delen breng ik ten slotte samen in Hoofdstuk 8.

De puzzelstukjes die ik onderweg heb opgeraapt (of aangemaakt), pas ik daar in

elkaar, wat resulteert in een taxonomie van technologische normen. Zij vormen

de spelregels waarbinnen de praxis van de techniek zich afspeelt.
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This series in the philosophy of technology is named after the Flemish/Dutch

natural philosopher, scientist and engineer Simon Stevin. He was an extraor-

dinary versatile person. He published, among other things, on arithmetic,

accounting, geometry, mechanics, hydrostatics, astronomy, theory of mea-

surement, civil engineering, the theory of music, and civil citizenship. He

wrote the very first treatise on logic in Dutch, which he considered to be a

superior language for scientific purposes. The relation between theory and

practice is a main topic in his work. In addition to his theoretical publications,

he held a large number of patents, and was actively involved as an engineer

in the building of windmills, harbours, and fortifications for the Dutch prince

Maurits. He is famous for having constructed large sailing carriages.

Little is known about his personal life. He was probably born in 1548 in Bruges

(Flanders) and went to Leiden in 1581, where he took up his studies at the

university two years later. His work was published between 1581 and 1617. He

was an early defender of the Copernican worldview, which did not make him

popular in religious circles. He died in 1620, but the exact date and the place

of his burial are unknown. Philosophically he was a pragmatic rationalist for
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There is a long tradition in the philosophy of science to explain the norms and      

virtues governing scientific practice. Sound theories, for instance, should be           

falsifiable, empirically adequate, and/or simple. Analyzing these features helps to 

explain what science is or should be, and to describe how science has evolved or 

is still evolving. 

A similar analysis is missing for technological practice. We can reasonably expect 

though that a study of the norms governing technology - e.g. product norms,        

technical standards, guidelines for design and use - will likewise prove useful to clarify 

what engineers and users do and why technical artifacts are the way they are.  

My thesis takes up this point. It provides a taxonomy of norms endemic to tech-

nology and a philosophical analysis of the normativity involved. Arguments are        

supported by empirical data, such as case studies, evidence from cognitive psycho-

logy, and research on design methodology. In this way my research addresses what       

actually goes on in technology and engineering.  
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